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Abstract

One of important characteristics of heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems is
autonomy of underlying component database systems. Heterogeneity is also the result
of autonomy. Owing to autonomy, optimisation of query processing in the systems
demands the detection of a number of optimisation factors and the application of
different techniques from the traditional ones.
This thesis considers optimisation of query processing in heterogeneous distributed
multidatabase systems. In the systems, a query is decomposed into a collection of subqueries. After translation to the query language of component databases, subqueries
are submitted to the component databases. Partial results, obtained from the processing of subqueries, are converted to a canonical data model format and then they are
integrated.
Efficiency of query processing in the systems depends on the detection of the impacts
of partial results on each other. The impacts are applied to the efficient submission of
subqueries to the component databases and to the efficient integration of the partial
results.
Initially, we introduce and adopt a generalised database model for query processing
to be independent of any particular database model. In the database, queries are
represented by algebraic expressions. Based on the model, we develop a technique
to label expression trees corresponding to the database expressions for discovering
optimisation of query processing.
W e address labelling as a general technique in detecting optimisation of query processing that is not only applicable to heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems
but also to centralised and to homogeneous distributed database systems.
W e address query optimisation in heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems
at two stages. One stage is engaged with the submission order of subqueries to the
component databases by applying the impacts of partial results on each other, query
processing costs in the component databases, data transmission costs, data conversion
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and data integration costs. At this stage, we present an algorithm to identify the
submission order of subqueries for minimisation of the response time.
Another stage is concerned with the efficient integration of partial results. W e take
advantage of delays in obtaining partial results, while some of them are available at
the submission site, and the others are not arrived yet. W e address gradual integration
of available partial results in the delays. Furthermore, by using impacts of available
partial results on each other, their size can be reduced or they can be prepared to speed
up future computations.
W e propose algorithms for efficient integration of partial results. W e consider two
different environments for optimisation of query postprocessing. In a static environment, response times of subqueries are predictable. Based on that assumption, we
present an algorithm to take the most advantage of the delays to reduce the size of
available partial results for minimisation of the response time.
In a dynamic environment, response times of subqueries are not reliable. W e develop
another algorithm in the dynamic environment to reduce the size of available partial
results as much as possible in order to minimise the response time.
As a particular case of the generalised database model, we employ relational algebra
operations and expressions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Query optimisation is very important in efficient execution of queries in databa
tems where complex queries are posed and interactive responses are demanded by
h u m a n beings. Another dimension of the efficiency can be the substantial savings in
the cost of queries.
Query processing consists of translation of a declarative query into low-level data
manipulation operations and execution of the operations. Query optimisation is the
process by which an optimal execution strategy among a set of alternatives for a given
query is searched for and found. If queries are expressed as sequences of low-level data
manipulation operations, any optimisation is performed manually by the user [Date90].
In such a system, the kinds of operations and the order of execution of those operations
are usually decided by the user.
Typically, query optimisation has three aspects [GaHK92]:
1. An execution space.
2. A cost model.
3. A search strategy.

The execution space defines the set of all alternative plans for the processing o
a query. The plans are equivalent in a sense that their computations have the same
results but they differ in the execution order of operations and the way the operations
are implemented. The cost model estimates the cost of an execution plan. The search
space is used by a search algorithm to obtain the m i n i m u m cost plan.
In general, the search space for a given query is very large. Thus, finding an
optimal execution strategy is computationally intractable. Furthermore, m a n y query
optimisation algorithms are based on heuristics to prune the exhaustive search which
do not necessarily lead to an optimal solution [YooL89].
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Figure 1.1: Distributed query processing

In centralised database systems, for declarative queries such as SQL ones, query
processing is performed in two steps. They are query translation and query optimisation. For example, in relational database systems, query translation takes a S Q L query
and translates it into an expression of relational algebra. Since there are m o r e than one
algebraic translation of the query, some of them are better than the others from the
point of view of the performance. T h e best translation of the query is determined by
using algebraic transformation rules and a cost function which estimates the execution
cost of the query according to the algebraic specification.
In distributed database systems, there are two m o r e steps between query translation
and query optimisation, called data localisation and global query optimisation [0zsV91].
Data localisation, as the n a m e indicates, localises data of query with regard to
data distribution information. In this step, the fragments (i.e. distributed data) which
are involved in the query are decided. T h e query is then transformed into a query
that operates on fragments. Thus, if items of global data are fragmented, they are
replaced with the fragments. Distributed data can be restructured by using the inverse
of the fragmentation rules (i.e. union for horizontal fragments and join for vertical
fragments). In the global query optimisation, an optimal execution plan with regards
to order of operations, data m o v e m e n t between sites, and the choice of distributed and
local algorithms is generated(Figure 1.1).
A n execution strategy for a distributed query is based on a cost function which is
central to the global query optimisation. T h e cost function is often defined in terms
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of time units which refer to the resources such as disk space, disk I/O, buffer space,
C P U cost and communication cost. Generally, the cost function is a combination of
I/O, C P U and communication costs. To make the cost function simpler, only the
communication cost in m a n y systems is considered as the most significant factor. This
is valid when local processing cost is negligible in comparison with the communication
cost.
In heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems ( H D M D B S s ) , there are two
more important features. They are autonomy and heterogeneity of component databases participating in the systems that largely affect the query processing.
Owing to autonomy and heterogeneity, data transmitability between component
database systems m a y not be supported. Before data transmission, the data m a y need
to be transformed from one structure to another structure. Due to autonomy, component database systems m a y accept only queries. Furthermore, because of autonomy,
no query processing algorithms can be imposed on the component database systems.
The statistical data of component databases, required to optimise queries, m a y not be
revealed because of the autonomy. Although there are similarities between homogeneous distributed database systems and H D M D B S s , in comparison, query processing
in H D M D B S s is much more complicated.
A simplified scenario of query processing in H D M D B S s is as follows. A query in the
systems is initially decomposed into a collection of subqueries and is also translated
to a data integration expression. Each subquery needs to be sent to one component
database. After translation to the query language of the component databases, subqueries are submitted to the component databases for independent processing. Partial
results of subquery processing are transmitted to the submission site and then they are
converted to a canonical data model format. After conversion, the partial results are
integrated by the order specified in the data integration expression (Figure 1.2).
A n approach to query processing in H D M D B S s is to submit all subqueries to the
component databases without considering what impacts partial results of the subqueries have on each other. This approach is efficient as long as any partial result,
obtained from query processing in the relating component database, cannot effectively
reduce the size of partial results of query processing in other component databases.
Furthermore, in this approach, subqueries are processed in parallel and the partial
results are transmitted to the submission site in parallel.
A deficiency of the approach, if the impacts of partial results on each other are
not taken into account, m a y be transmission of huge amount of unnecessary data from
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Figure 1.2: A simplified scenario of heterogeneous query processing.

component databases to the submission site. As a result, in addition to transmission
time, conversion and integration times of partial results are increased.
Therefore, efficiency of query processing in H D M D B S s is consolidated by the recognition of the impacts of partial results on each other. In order to reduce the size of
query processing results in the component databases, each subquery uses partial results obtained from processing of some of other subqueries. This requires detecting
the impacts that subquery results have on each other before determining in what order
subqueries should be submitted to the component databases.
In the exploration of the impacts of partial results on each other, it is required to find
partial results of what subqueries should be obtained first and then what subqueries
should use the results for processing in the component databases to minimise the
response time. The search space is gigantic, because it includes not only the sequential
execution of subqueries in the component databases but the parallel execution as well.
Moreover, a component database m a y accept only queries. Partial results of other
subqueries m a y be needed in order to reduce the size of query processing result in
the component database. Since only queries are allowed to be sent to the component
database, a method is needed to reduce the size of query processing result in the
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component by using the partial results obtained from processing of other subqueries.
Query postprocessing in H D M D B S s involves integration of partial results obtained
from the execution of subqueries in the component databases. After the partial results
are transmitted to the submission site, the semantic heterogeneities are dealt with and
converted to a canonical data model, they are integrated. In fact, in the conversion,
the semantic heterogeneities are resolved.
The impacts of partial results on each other are also important to the efficiency of
query postprocessing. Furthermore, in H D M D B S s , partial results of query processing
in the component databases m a y not be available at the same time. S o m e of the
partial results m a y arrive in the submission site earlier than the others. It is important
to benefit from the delays when some of the partial results arrive later to perform
operations on available partial results for minimising the response time. In the delays,
available partial results m a y gradually be integrated or they m a y be prepared by using
the impacts of partial results on each other to speed up future computations.
In the query postprocessing, partial results of query processing in the component
databases m a y arrive in the submission site at unpredicted times. In such an environment, optimisation of query postprocessing should be dynamic if the response time is
to be effectively minimised.
In the next section, wefirstreview query processing in homogeneous distributed
database systems and in H D M D B S s called homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed
query processing, respectively. Then, the contribution of the thesis is expounded.

1.1 An Overview of Distributed Query Processing
1.1.1 Homogeneous Distributed Query Processing
Queries in homogeneous distributed database systems are processed as follows [YuCh84]:

1. Initial local processing which involves all local processing such as selectio
projections at each database site.

2. Reduction operations which include using a sequence of semijoins to reduce th
size of relations.

3. Final processing (or integration), when all relations are sent to the final s
integration.

1.1. An Overview of Distributed Query Processing
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In the late seventies several prototype systems such as system R* [LMHD85], SDD-1
[ B G W R 8 1 ] , and distributed I N G R E S [StoN77] were developed. System R* and Distributed I N G R E S take both local processing and transmission costs into account, but
in SDD-1, the important factor in query optimisation is the minimisation of the communication costs [CerP85].
In homogeneous distributed query processing, it is assumed that the database sites
are fully connected to each other. However, a small number of papers have considered
query processing and optimisation in star and chain networks. For star networks, an
optimal algorithm for general queries has been proposed [KeTY82]. Also, an optimal algorithm that minimises the total data transmission costs for simple queries in
star network topologies has been presented [SMKY83]. Query processing for simple
queries in chain networks, where data communication costs largely dominate the local
processing costs, has been investigated [GurS84]. Simple queries are the queries that,
after initial local processing, the relations contain one attribute which is the joining
attribute.
Semijoin operations are well-know techniques in query processing of homogeneous
distributed database systems that intend to mainly reduce the cost of data transmitted
between sites. It was used for thefirsttime by W o n g [Wong77] in a greedy algorithm
without using the term for query processing in SDD-1 [BGWR81]. The theoretical
aspects of semijoins were studied in [BerC81].
M a n y algorithms have been proposed to determine a semijoin program for an optimal query processing [ApHY83, BlaL82, YuCh82, YuOL84, CheL84, PraV88, C B T Y 8 9 ] .
Furthermore, the optimal algorithm proposed in [HevY79] for simple queries has been
generalised in [ApHY83] based on a heuristic and an exhaustive search.
Sometimes cardinality of complement of a joining attribute m a y be smaller than
the cardinality of the attribute. In this case, to improve semijoins, it is suggested to
send the complement during semijoins execution [YuCh82].
Most semijoin algorithms execute semijoins sequentially in a sense that the reduction effects of one semijoin are used to reduce the cost of other semijoins. To execute the semijoins in parallel, one-shot semijoin execution strategy has been proposed
[WaLC91]. The strategy has been used to optimise the response time of distributed
query processing [WaCS92].
A query is called a tree query if either its query graph is a tree structure or the query
is equivalent to a query that its query graph is still a tree structure, otherwise the query
is called cyclic query [BerG81]. Tree queries can be fully reduced by using semijoins
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[BerC81]. A n optimal semijoin program for tree queries where the relations can have
more than one c o m m o n attributes has been derived [PraV88]. For special cases of
tree queries such as chain and star queries, algorithms to derive optimal sequences of
semijoins have been proposed [ChBH84, CheL85].
The cost of a semijoin is the amount of necessary data transmission for its computation and its benefit is the amount of data that is eliminated. Beneficial semijoins are
those whose benefits are greater than the costs. For example, in SDD-1 [ B G W R 8 1 ] ,
the application of as many beneficial semijoins as possible is tried. There are cases
where joins outperform semijoins. Accordingly, both joins and semijoins as reducers in
distributed query processing have been studied [CheY90, CheY93].
It has been shown that the problem of an optimal semijoin program is NP-hard
[Hevn79]. Thus, efficient semijoin algorithms are necessarily heuristic in nature.
The semantic of set operations can be used to process queries that manipulate sets
[ElsK90]. In this work, an attempt is made to reduce the size of data transmission
as m u c h as possible by transforming a distributed set query into a distributed non-set
query, using functional dependencies.
Semijoin based algorithms are intended mainly to reduce the communication costs.
Techniques to reduce local processing costs in distributed query processing are based
on horizontal and vertical partitioning schemes [CerP85] in order to have parallel processing at different sites for improving the response time.
In distributed databases, for efficiency and reliability, the data m a y be duplicated
at different database sites. However, optimal processing of queries that reference data
with multiple copies is a NP-hard problem [YLCC82].
Distributed-INGRES uses the fragment and replicate strategy [EpSW79]. In the
strategy, one of the relations referenced by a query is fragmented, and other relations
are replicated at the sites to allow parallel processing. There are a number of algorithms
that use fragmentation for processing queries in parallel to minimise the response time
[ Y G C T 8 4 , Y C T B 8 5 , Sege86, Y G Z T 8 7 , C B T Y 8 9 , Y G B C 8 9 ] . However, for a query to be
processed in parallel at different sites, it is required that substantial data transmission
and preparation be performed [LiuY93].
Homogeneous distributed query processing mainly concentrates on select-projectjoin (SPJ) queries with conjunctive predicates. The SPJ queries are a subset of the
query languages of today's databases. While this is an important class of queries in
which there are m a n y good algorithms for them, there are other important queries such
as unions, aggregations and queries with disjunctions that need optimisations as well.
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Although there are partial solutions for these classes of queries in centralised query
optimisation, the solutions cannot always be extended to distributed query processing
[OzsV94] because the data are distributed.

1.1.2 Heterogeneous Distributed Query Processing
Autonomy [Corn88, GarK94] is an important feature of H D M D B S s . There are different
kinds of autonomy in H D M D B S s , called design, communication, execution and association autonomy [SheL90]. The preservation of full autonomy of component database
systems is not only costly but it has great impacts on the query processing. Heterogeneity is another characteristic of H D M D B S s that is mainly the outcome of design
autonomy among component database systems.
A little research for optimization of query processing in H D M D B S s has been reported.

Most of the research on the problem has concentrated on the semantics

of translation and integration. Little research has focused on the problem in general, taking into accounts all features of H D M D B S s .

Furthermore, m a n y homoge-

neous distributed query processing algorithms have been directly applied to H D M D B S s
[ApHY83, BerC81, B G W R 8 1 ] . In general, the algorithms m a y not be directly applicable to H D M D B S s [LuSh92, L u O G 9 3 , MenY95].
There are several basic problems in heterogeneous distributed query processing that
make the query processing very complicated. Some of the problems are:
• autonomy and heterogeneity of component databases,
• the lack of effective and realistic cost models needed for query optimisation

[Brei90],
• different capabilities of component databases in query processing and
• the transmitability of data between the autonomous component databases.
Thus, in order to simplify query processing problem, usually some assumptions
are made. For example, it m a y be assumed that heterogeneity of the components are
resolved and attention is paid to the cost models of the component databases [DuKS92,
ZhuL94a, ZhuL94b, HaSN96]. In general, if both heterogeneity and autonomy of the
components are ignored, then heterogeneous query processing problems m a y be shifted
to homogeneous ones.
A heterogeneous distributed query optimisation problem was first addressed in
Multibase [LanR82, SBDG89]. The query optimisation is performed at local and global
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levels, using centralised and distributed query optimisation techniques, extended with
additional techniques for generalised objects and partially overlapped data. After a
global query, expressed in D A P L E X [Ship81], is decomposed, the decomposed subqueries m a y be reduced by removing the operations that are not supported by the
component database systems. However, the main objective is integration rather than
query optimisation [RePR89].
Limitations of semijoin reduction for queries that can include outerjoins and aggregations are pointed in [Daya85]. A n outerjoin-aggregation sequence is proposed to
define generalised entity types. Also, semiouterjoins are used to reduce the size of
partial results in the component databases.
Query decomposition algorithms in the cases of non-replicated and partially replicated data are proposed in [RusC87]. In their approach, semijoins cannot be used
between two component databases. Furthermore, semijoins are only possible between
a global site and a component database site. Since communication with a component
database is through its query facility, no modifications to the component are required.
A new component database can be added to the heterogeneous database system by
defining only the export schema and establishing communication line to it. In the
proposed work, autonomy of the component database systems is fully preserved and
the heterogeneity is not considered.
To integrate local schemas for providing global views of heterogeneous database
systems, outerjoin is used [Chen90]. Since processing a one-sided outerjoin (left or
right) is cheaper than an outerjoin, and processing a join is cheaper than one-sided
outerjoin, conditions for identifying when an outerjoin can be avoided and one-sided
outerjoin can be used or when a join can be used instead of one-sided outerjoin are
considered [Chen90]. A solution for producing unnecessary null values by an outerjoin
is suggested [SchC92]. In the solution, in order to remove the null values, output of an
outerjoin operation is produced as a set of sets.
A n entity join operator joins two relations on their compatible or incompatible
keys [ChaS91, TsaC90]. A n extension of semijoin to reduce data transmission cost
for entity join query processing in a heterogeneous database environment where data
transmission cost mainly dominates query processing cost at component databases is
proposed [TsaC94].
The need for a domain translation table ( D T T ) that contains a value identifier
(surrogate) and semantically equivalent attribute values is proposed for global query
optimisation [RamP95]. If the D T T is to be stored in component databases, it obviously
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violates the autonomy.
The semantic query optimisation approach [King81] is adopted for query processing
in heterogeneous database systems [Card94, PaCY92]. Furthermore, in decomposing
a global query to subqueries, the semantics which are concerned with the integrity
constraints of the heterogeneous database system are used to simplify execution of
subqueries at the component databases. The heterogeneity problem of the component
databases is ignored but the autonomy is fully preserved.
Optimising queries by taking advantage of schema conflicts has been studied in
[LeCL95]. In their approach, different schema conflicts are analysed and classified
into different types. Then, based on the differences, the costs of executing the same
relational operation on the differences are evaluated and a weight is assigned to each
of them. Also, the component database sites that return the same result are identified.
The search for the least execution cost is based on computation of total weights and
using a systematic optimisation method. In general, the optimisation issues in this
approach are at the semantic level,
For integration operation, three operations called 2-way outerjoin, key derivation
and generalised attribute derivation operations have been defined [LimS93]. The operations are used along with relational algebra operations. Cost-based optimisation is
the basis of the work. A n attempt has been made to adopt the query optimisation
techniques of R [LMHD85] to the query optimisation. To obtain the statistical information about component databases, needed for optimisation, query processing are
performed in four phases.
There have been a few approaches at the physical level to optimise queries in heterogeneous database systems [DuKS92, ZhuL94a, ZhuL94b, L u O G 9 3 , EvrD95, DuSD95,
HaSN96]. As mentioned earlier, one of the main problems in optimising heterogeneous
database queries is the lack of cost models for component database systems because
the components are autonomous. Thefirstattempt to overcome the problem was the
technique introduced in [DuKS92]. In their work, the cost model parameters of a
component database required for query optimisation are estimated through database
calibration. Another approach is a classification for grouping the component database
queries and assigning a cost estimation formula for the queries in each class [ZhuL94a].
Another technique based on building a fuzzy cost model about optimisation parameters
is proposed by the same authors [ZhuL94b].
The proposed techniques for deriving query cost functions for component database
systems in [DuKS92] and [ZhuL94a] have some limitations which are enumerated in
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[HaSN96]. In that work [HaSN96], a new method based on classical clustering algorithm
to classify queries for approximating the query cost functions is described.
A n optimisation strategy that reduces heterogeneous database query response time
by using tree transformations is studied in [DuSD95]. In fact, a few algorithms are
proposed which use basic transformations to balance a left deep join tree to a bushy tree.
In their study, the application of two phase optimisation [HonS91] in heterogeneous
database query optimisation is emphasised because in order to extend an existing
optimiser, no modifications to it are needed. In two phase optimisation,firsta query
is optimised with respect to the total cost, then the result is improved with respect to
the response time. In their approach to heterogeneous database query optimisation,
heterogeneity of component databases is not considered.
Query optimisation in the M I N D project [DDK095] is investigated in [EvrD95]. To
maximise parallel execution of intersite joins, two phase optimisation technique is used.
In thefirstphase, a linear order for the most profitable joins is produced. Then, in the
second phase, an attempt is made to maximise parallel execution of the intersite joins
by using the appearance times of partial results, data transmission costs and conversion
costs of subqueries. In the case of data replication, an algorithm is proposed for load
balancing among the component databases.
Optimisation of query postprocessing in H D M D B S s for thefirsttime was considered in [SedG96a]. In our approach, the delays in obtaining partial results of subquery
processing in the component database systems are identified. The delays are also
addressed in [AFTU96] by considering only delays which are the result of the c o m m u nication network problems. In our approach, a few optimisation techniques based on
transformations of a data integration expression are proposed to minimise the response
time. Also, to discover impacts of subquery results on each other, a technique based on
labelling an expression tree is proposed. By taking advantage of the delays, available
partial results can be gradually integrated. Moreover, in the delays, the impacts can
be used to reduce the size of available partial results or to prepare them for speeding
up future computations.
The impacts of subquery results on each other determine the potential for optimisation of query processing. Based on that fact, we have proposed an algorithm to
identify in what order subqueries should be submitted to the component databases to
minimise the response time [SedG96b].
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The Problem
Except for a few approaches to optimisation of query processing in H D M D B S s such as
those proposed in [RusC87, SedG96a], many other approaches assume transmit ability
of data between component database systems. In general, the assumption in H D M D B S s m a y not be true [MenY95].
In this thesis, the labelling technique proposed in [SedG96a] is considered in a more
general sense. W e introduce a generalised database model where queries are represented
by algebraic expressions. Based on the model, the database expressions are labelled to
detect optimisation of query processing. W e show that a technique for detecting the
impacts of partial results on each other is not only applicable to H D M D B S s but to
centralised and to homogeneous distributed database systems.
W e also assume that transmission of data to the component databases is not supported. Thus, consideration is given to how the impacts of partial results on each other
can be used without data transmission to reduce the size of query processing results
in component databases. By using the impacts of partial results on each other, an
algorithm is proposed to discover in what order subqueries must be submitted to the
component databases to minimise the response time.
In the thesis, optimisation of query postprocessing is considered in detail. Algorithms are proposed for minimisation of the response time in two different environments, static and dynamic. In the static environment, it is assumed that response
times of query processing in the components are predictable, while in the dynamic
environment, the response times are unknown.
W e employ relational algebra expressions and operations that are examined as a
particular case of the generalised database model to detect the impacts of relations on
each other.

1.2 Sources and Classes of Optimisation

There are two sources of optimisation [Ullm89], called algebraic manipulation and
based estimation strategies. In algebraic manipulation, queries are optimised apart
from the actual data and the physical structure of the data. In cost-based estimation
strategies, based on the data and the structure, the best strategy is found.
Generally, optimisation algorithms are classified into heuristic optimisation and systematic optimisation [WhaK90]. Heuristic optimisation uses heuristics for transforming
a query to an equivalent one to be processed efficiently (e.g. [WonY76]). In systematic
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optimisation, an optimal solution can be found by computing and comparing all different strategies (e.g. [SACL89]). In systematic optimisation, techniques such as random
search, single start, multistart, or simulated annealing are employed [GroM95].

1.3 A Heterogeneous Distributed Query Processing Model

A heterogeneous distributed query processing model is used throughout the thesi
the participating component database systems are autonomous and heterogeneous.
The component database systems are accessed through their external user interfaces.
They accept only queries. In other words, transmission of data to the components is
not supported.
The cost of query processing in the components is estimated from one of the techniques proposed for H D M D B S s [DuKS92, ZhuL94a, HaSN96]. Syntax and semantic
heterogeneities of the components are resolved. This is the main assumption of the
system. Another term for a global query, of course after translation, is data integration
expression.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In the next chapter, a generalised database model is introduced and based on the
model, a labelling technique is proposed to detect optimisation of query processing.
In chapter 3, optimisation of query processing based on reducing the size of partial
results of query processing in component databases by applying a labelling technique
is presented and various applications of the technique are considered. Chapter 4 is
devoted to an optimal query processing in H D M D B S s . In chapter 5, optimisation of
query postprocessing is considered. Chapter 6 concentrates on optimisation of query
postprocessing in static and dynamic environments. In chapter 7, a summary of the
contribution is presented. Chapter 8 includes an appendix.

Chapter 2
Labelling Technique

The objectives of this chapter are to provide the theoretical backgrounds for op
tion of query processing in heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems based on
syntactical transformations of queries.
W e adopt a generalised database model for query processing where queries are represented by algebraic expressions. Expression trees are used for two dimensional representation of corresponding expressions. W e propose a technique to label expression
trees for detecting optimisation of query processing.
As a particular case of this study, a labelling theory is examined to label expression
trees corresponding to relational algebra expressions.

2.1 A Generalised Database Model

A database model is a general framework for describing how data and their manipulations are represented. The definition of a database model, as commonly accepted
[Codd79, Date90, H a m M 8 1 , HuIY84, TsiL82], consists of three distinct components:
• structures or views of data for representing objects and their relationships,
• operations that provide mechanisms for restructuring data in a variety of ways
and
• the capability of expressing integrity constraints.
In the following discussion, structures and operations of a generalised database
model are introduced. In the database, queries are represented by algebraic expressions.

2.1.1 Views of Data
To be independent of any particular database model for introducing the typical concepts, we have adopted a generalised database model. In the database, data are grouped
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database system
objectterminology
relational oriented
data container
relation
class
data item

tuple

object

property

attribute

variable
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network
hierarchical
record type record type
record
record
occurrence
occurrence
field

field

html
template

file
file

page
link
+ text

record
field

Table 2.1: Corresponding terms of the generalised database m o d e l to the traditional
a n d m o d e r n database m o d e l s a n d the systems like h t m l a n d file.

into collections of data containers. A data container consists of a set of h o m o g e n e o u s
data items. E a c h data item is described b y a set of properties.
Corresponding t e r m s of the generalised database m o d e l to the traditional a n d m o d ern database m o d e l s such as relational, object-oriented, hierarchical, n e t w o r k a n d the
systems like h t m l a n d file are given in Table 2.1.
In the database, data items of t w o data containers m a y h a v e o n e or m o r e similar
properties. B y similarity, for e x a m p l e , of t w o properties, w e m e a n that they intend
a n d express o n e thing. Similar properties of t w o or m o r e data containers will b e called
common

properties of those data containers.

2.1.2 Operation Classes
In the generalised database m o d e l , inputs to operations are data containers.

Each

operation produces a n e w data container as the output. A n operation m a y b e either
unary, binary, ternary, ..., or n-ary operation.
A s stated earlier, a data container consists of a set of data items. T h e n u m b e r of
data items of a data container will b e called cardinality of the data container.
B a s e d o n a n individual input a n d w h a t is produced in the output with respect
to the input, a n operation in the database is classified. For a non-unary operation
with respect to o n e of the inputs, the operation falls into a n operation class, while for
another input, the operation m a y fall into either the s a m e class or another class.
Consider operation a(rx,..., r,,..., r m ) . For a n input data container such as r,-, w e
look at the appearance of the data items a n d the properties of r; in the the output
of a. Let the output of a b e data container r. Consider each o n e of the following
assumptions:
• For each data item k in rt- there exist data item j in r such that the values of the
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respective c o m m o n properties of k and j are exactly the same. If the c o m m o n
properties of r and rt- do not consist of all properties of the data items of rt-, then
the number of properties of rt- in the output of a is reduced.

• For each data item j in r there exists data item k in n such that the values o
respective c o m m o n properties of k and j are exactly the same. In other words,
there exists at least a data item in r,- such that the values of the corresponding
c o m m o n properties are not in r. Thus, by focusing on the c o m m o n properties in
data container r, the cardinality of r,- for the c o m m o n properties in the output
of a is reduced.

• For each data item k in r,- there exists data item j in r such that the values
the respective c o m m o n properties of k and j are exactly the same. Thus, by
focusing on the c o m m o n properties in data container r, all data items of rt- for
the c o m m o n properties arrive in the output of a. Moreover, there m a y exist the
values of the respective c o m m o n properties in r that are not in rt-. In this case,
the cardinality of rt- for the c o m m o n properties in the output of a is increased.

• For each data item k in r, there does not exist data item j in r such that the
values of the respective c o m m o n properties of k and j are the same. In this case,
no data items of r; for the c o m m o n properties arrive in the output of a.

Therefore, in the output of operation a, the number of the properties of the dat
items of rt- m a y be decreased. The operation m a y either increase or decrease the
cardinality of r; for the c o m m o n properties in the output. Furthermore, the data items
of rt- for the c o m m o n properties m a y never arrive in the output of a.
In general, any operation in the database falls into one of the following operation
classes:
1. Property decreasing operation (irx).
2. Cardinality decreasing operation (Ex).
3. Weak cardinality decreasing operation (Ex+).
4. Cardinality increasing operation (Ax+).
5. Negation operation

(Nx+).
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Model

Definition 2.1 Operation a(rx,..., r,-,..., rm), whose output is data container r and
x are the common

properties of r and r,-, is a property decreasing operation for input

data container r^ iff:
• x do not consist of all properties of the data items of r» anc?
• for each data item k in r,- £/iere exisi c?a£a item ji m r such that the values of the
respective common

properties of k and j are exactly the same.

Definition 2.2 Operation ct(r\,..., r;,..., rm), whose output is data container r and
x are the common

properties of r and r{, is a cardinality decreasing operation for input

data container rt- iff for each data item j in r there exists data item k in r{ such that
the values of the respective common

properties of k and j are exactly the same.

If x are all properties of the data items of r;, then instead of Ex, the notation E will
represent the cardinality decreasing operation.
Definition 2.3 Operation ct(ri,...,r,-,... ,rm), whose output is data container r and
x are the common

properties of r and r,-, is a weak cardinality decreasing operation for

input data container rt- iff:
• it is a cardinality decreasing operation and

• for each data item k in rt- there exists at least data item j in r such that the values
of the respective common

properties of k and j are not the same.

If x are all properties of the data items of r,-, then instead of Ex+, the notation E-\will represent the weak cardinality decreasing operation.
Definition 2.4 Operation ct(r\,..., rt-,..., rm), whose output is data container r and
x are the common

properties of r and r;, is a cardinality increasing operation for input

data container r,- iff:
• for each data item k in n there exists data item j in r such that the values of the
respective common

properties of k and j are exactly the same and

• for each data item k in r{ there exists at least data item j in r such that the values
of the respective common

properties of k and j are not the same.

If x axe all properties of the data items of r,-, then instead of Ax+, the notation A+
will represent the cardinality increasing operation.
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Definition 2.5 Operation a(r\,..., r±,..., rm), whose output is data container r and x
are the common

properties of r and r^, is a negation operation for input data container

T{ iff j or each data item k in r2- there does not exist data item j in r such that the values
of the respective common

properties of k and j are the same.

If x are all properties of the data items of rt-, then instead of Nx+, the notation N-\will represent the negation operation.
Example 2.1 In relational algebra, join is a cardinality decreasing operation for an

input relation iff it reduces cardinality of the input relation in the output. Selection i
also a cardinality decreasing operation for the input relation. Union is a cardinality
increasing operation for an input relation iff the output includes tuples of the input
relation and tuples of the other input relation. Projection is a property decreasing
operation for the input relation. Difference is cardinality decreasing operation for an

input relation iff it reduces cardinality of the relation in the output. Also, differenc
is negation operation for a particular input relation iff the output consists of some
tuples of the other input relation except tuples of the particular input relation. A weak
cardinality decreasing operation is the combination of both a cardinality decreasing and
a cardinality increasing operations.
In general, in operation a(r\,..., r»,..., rm), whose output is data container r and
x are the c o m m o n properties of r and r;, w e will assume that x are all properties of
the data items of r„-. Otherwise, it will be stated explicitly. Thus, instead of using
operation classes Ex, Ex+, Ax-\- and Nx+, in order, the notations E, E+, A+

and JV-f

for the operation classes will be used.
Note that the symbol " + " of operation classes E-\-, A-\- and N-\- denotes that the
operations also produce data items of other input data container(s) other than the data
items of the particular input data container in the outputs.
In the property decreasing operation (nx), n m a y be any operation class such as E,
E+, A + , or N-\-. If the input to a property decreasing operation is all data items of a
data container, as a convention, TTX is changed to Ax. Note that A by itself is not an
operation class.

2.2 Expression Trees
In a data integration expression, impacts of arguments on each other are very important
in the optimisation of query processing. Labelling expression trees of data integration
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Figure 2.1: A n expression tree of ^i(^2(^4(ri,r2),^5(r3)),^3(^6(r4), $ 7 (r 5 ,r 6 ),
^8(^7))) in which paths for leaf nodes r\ and r4 are depicted in thicker lines.

expressions is a technique to detect impacts of the arguments on each other.
The data integration expression evaluates to data containers which are represented
by arguments of the expression. Data sources of the data containers are generally distributed in different geographical locations. Although the data sources originate from
heterogeneous component databases, there are no syntax or semantic heterogeneities
between their corresponding data containers. Furthermore, the heterogeneities between
data of data containers have already been resolved.
A n expression tree [Maie83] is a tree structure that corresponds to a given expression. Leaf nodes of the tree represent the operand symbols and its internal nodes are
labelled by operator symbols of the expression.
A path for a leaf node in an expression tree consists of all edges and nodes from the
leaf node to the root node.
Example 2.2 Figure 2.1 shows an expression tree of ^1(^2(^4(^1,^), ^5^3)), vI/3
(\&6(?A0,

^7(r5i r 6), ^s^))),

where the root node is ^1 and paths for leaf nodes r\ and

r4 are depicted in thicker lines.

2.2.1 Classes of Composite Operations
As mentioned earlier, any operation in the database falls into an operation class for
an input to the operation. The objective is to detect the class of each operation in a
given expression for any input to the operation.
In an expression that consists of just one atomic operation, the class of the operation
for each argument is available. For an expression that consists of a set of operations,
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Figure 2.2: A n expression tree of ^i(#2(tf4(ri,r2), #5(r3)), $ 3 ($ 6 (r 4 ), * 7 (r 5 ,r 6 ),
^8(^7,^))) in which a and j3 are composite operations.

detecting the class of each operation for any particular input demands the appli
of a set of rules.
Consider an expression tree of ^1(^2(^4(^1, r2), *5(r3)),^3(*6(r4), ^7(r5,re),^8
(r7,rs))) depicted in Figure 2.2. Operation nodes labelled by a and /? are composite
operations. The class of operation a for each one of input arguments 7*1, r2, and r3 is
the class of operation \I>2 for the same input argument. In order to detect the class of
a composite operation such as a for each input argument, the edges in the path of a
leaf node corresponding to the input argument in the expression tree are labelled.
In an expression tree, the edges connected to an operation node are of two kinds.
One is an input edge and the other one is an output edge.
In the path of an expression tree, output edges are labelled. The label of an output
edge consists of an operation class such as E, E-\-, A-\-, N+, or nx and the label of the
leaf node in the path. For example, if the operation class for an operation in the path
of leaf node r is E+, the output edge of the operation is labelled by E(r)+. In other
words, the class of an operation for an input to the operation is identified by the label
of the output edge.

2.3 Labelling Rules

In an expression tree, operation nodes connected to leaf nodes are atomic operat
Thus, the output edges of such operations can be labelled by the operation classes. In
the tree, the operation nodes that are not connected to the leaf nodes are composite
operations because their inputs are outputs of other operations. To discover the class
of a composite operation with respect to a leaf node, the edges in the path of the leaf
node are labelled. Labelling edges of the path starts from the edge connected to the
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leaf node and it is continued to the output edge of the operation. Having the label
of an operation node and the label of an input edge to the operation, the class of the
operation for the leaf node can be obtained by using the labelling rules.
The labelling edges of a path in an expression tree obeys the following rules:
Rule 2.1 In every path of an expression tree, any edge connected to leaf node r
labelled by A(r).

In Figure 2.1 all edges connected to leaf nodes rx, ..., r7, in order, can be lab
by A(ri), ..., A(r7).

Rule 2.2 //, in a path, an input edge of a node is labelled by A(r) for data con

r as the leaf node, the output edge is labelled by the operation class of the node.

For example, if an input edge of a cardinality increasing operation for data con
r is labelled by A(r), the output edge is labelled by E(r).

Rule 2.3 If, in a path, an input edge of a cardinality increasing operation is l

by E(r) for data container r, the output edge of the operation is labelled by E(r) +

Justification: Assume an input edge of a cardinality increasing operation is lab
by E(r). The input consists of some of the data items of data container r. Since the
operation is cardinality increasing one, the output consists of all data items of the input
and data items of other input data container(s). Thus, the output consists of some
data items of r and data items of other data container(s). Hence, the output edge is
labelled by E{r)+.

Rule 2.4 Assume that, in a path, an input edge of a node is labelled by A(r)+ fo
container r. If the node is:

1. a cardinality decreasing operation, then the output edge is labelled by E(r)+
2. a negation operation, then the output edge is labelled by N(r)+.

3. a cardinality increasing operation, then the output edge is labelled by A(r)+
Justification: Assume that an edge in a path is labelled by A(r)-\-. This means
all data items of data container r and data items of other data container(s) are input
to the node in the path.
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1. If the node is a cardinality decreasing operation, the operation removes some
data items of input r and some data items of the other data container(s) in the
output. Thus, the output consists of some data items of data container r and
some data items of the other data container(s). Hence, the output edge is labelled

by £(r)+.
2. If the node is a negation operation for the input, none of the data items of
the input which are data items of r and data items of other data container(s)
arrive in the output of the operation. However, there are data items of other
data container(s) other than data items of the input, some of which arrive in the
output of the operation. Thus, the output edge is labelled by N(r)+.

3. If the node is a cardinality increasing operation, in addition to all data it
and the data items of other data container(s), the data items of other data container^) other than data items of the input arrive in the output of the operation.
Thus, the output edge of the node is still labelled by A(r)+.

Rule 2.5 If, in a path, a node is a cardinality decreasing operation and its inp

is labelled by E(r) for data container r, the output edge of the operation is also l

byE(r).
Justification: Assume that an input edge for a cardinality decreasing operation
labelled by E(r) for data container r. The operation removes some data items of the
input in the output. The output still consists of some data items of r. Thus, the output
edge is also labelled by E(r).

Rule 2.6 If, in a path, a node is a negation operation and its input edge is lab
E(r) for data container r, the output edge of the operation is labelled by E(r)+.

Justification: Assume that the label of an input edge of a negation operation is
E(r) for data container r. Since the operation is negation, none of the data items of
input which are some data items of r arrive in the output of the operation. However,
there are data items of other inputs to the operation other than those data items of
r some of which arrive in the output. A m o n g these data items, there are some data
items of r other than those data items of the input edge with label E(r). Thus, the
output edge is labelled by E(r)+, which means that the output consists of some data
items of r (other than those data items in the input) and some data items of other
data container(s).
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Rule 2.7 If, in a path, a property decreasing operation projects x properties, all
items of the input with the x properties arrive in the output. In other words, if the
input edge is labelled either by A(r), A(r)+, E(r), E(r)+, or N(r)+, the output edge
is labelled either by Ax(r), Ax(r)-\-, Ex(r), Ex(r)-\-, or Nx(r)+, respectively.
Justification:
• If the label of the input edge is A(r), the operation projects x properties of all
data items of r. Thus, the output edge is labelled by Ax(r).
• If the label of the input edge is E(r), the operation projects x properties of some
data items of r. Thus, the output edge is labelled by Ex(r).
• If the label of the input edge is A(r)+, the operation projects x properties of all
data items of r and data items of other data container(s). Thus, the output edge
is labelled by Ax(r)-\-.
• If the label of the input edge is E(r)+, the operation projects x properties of
some data items of r and data items of other data container(s). Thus, the output
edge is labelled by Ex(r)-\-.
• If the label of the input edge is N(r)+, the operation projects x properties of data
items of other data container(s) other than data items of r. Thus, the output
edge is labelled by Nx(r)+.

Rule 2.8 //, in a path, the label of an input edge of a node is E(r)+ for data contai

r and the operation is any operation except a property decreasing one, the output e
is also labelled by E(r)+.
Justification: Assume an input edge of a node is labelled by E(r)-\- for data container
r.
• If the node is a cardinality decreasing operation, the output consists of some data
items of the input. Since the input consists of some data items of r and data
items of other data container(s), some of those data items of the input arrive in
the output. Thus, the output edge is also labelled by E(r)+.
• If the node is a negation operation, the output consists of none of the data items
of the input. However, there are other inputs to the operation, some of which
data items arrive in the output. These data items consists of some data items of
r and some data items of other data container(s) other than those data items of
the input with label E(r)+. Thus, the output edge is still labelled by E(r)+.
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• If the node is a cardinality increasing operation, the output consists of all data
items of the input and data items of other data container(s). Thus, the output
is also labelled by E(r)+.

Rule 2.9 If, in a path, an input edge of a cardinality decreasing operation is l

N(r)+ for data container r, the output edge of the operation is also labelled by N(
Justification: The input consists of data items of other data container(s) other
than data items of r. Since the operation removes some data items of the input, in
the output there will still be no data items of r except some data items of other data
container(s) other than data items of r. Thus, the output edge is also labelled by

W(r)+.

Rule 2.10 If, in a path, an input edge of either a negation or a cardinality inc

operation is labelled by N(r)+ for data container r, the output edge is labelled by

Justification: Assume that an input edge of an operation node in a path is labell
by N(r)-\- for data container r.
• If the node is negation operation, the output of the operation consists of none
of the data items of the input. The input consists of some data items of other
data container(s) other than data items of r. None of these data items arrive in
the output. However, the output consists of some data items. Some of them are
data items of r and the others are data items of other data container(s). Thus,
the output edge is labelled by E(r)-\-.

• If the node is cardinality increasing operation, the output of the operation c
of data items of the input and data items of other data container(s) other than
data items of the input. The input consists of some data items of other data
container(s) other than data items of r. Since the node is cardinality increasing
operation, some data items of data container(s) other than the data items of the
input arrive in the output. A m o n g these data items, there is at least a data item
of r. Thus, the output edge is labelled by E(r)-\-.
S u m m a r y of the labelling edges of an expression tree for the database operations
is given in Table 2.2. In labelling an edge in a path, the operation and label of its
input edge must be on hand. In Table 2.2, thefirstcolumn and thefirstrow, in order,
contains all kinds of labels for an argument such as r and all database operations. The
class of an operation for argument r is identified by the operation and the label of
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operation cardinality cardinality property
label
decreasing increasing decreasing
A(r)
E(r)
Ax(r)
A(r)+
A(r)+
E(r)+
Ax(r)-r
A{r)+
N
E(r)+
N{r)+
N(r)+
x(r)+
E(r)
E(r)+
E(r)
Ex(r)
E(r)+
E(r)+
E{r)+
Ex(r)+

negation
N(r)+
N{r)+
E{r)+
E(r)+
E{r)+

Table 2.2: The class of an operation for an argument such as r is identified by the
operation and the label of the input edge to the operation. Output edge of the operation
is labelled by the class of that operation for argument r.

the input edge to the operation. Thus, if label of an input edge to operation a
argument r isft,the cross of a and j3 in the table will be the class of the operation for
argument r. The output edge of the operation is labelled by the class of that operation
for argument r.

2.4 Example: Relational Algebra

This section describes a special case of the generalised database model. The la
technique is examined for relational algebra operations and expressions to detect the
class of operations for the input relations.
Relational algebra consists of a collection of high-level operations that operate on
relations. Each operation has either one or two relations as its input and produces a
new relation as the output. The database consists of a collection of relations as its
data containers. Data items are tuples of relations and properties of the data items
are attributes of tuples.
Operations of relational algebra are join (M), intersection (fl), difference (-), union
(U), projection (n) and selection (cr).
A n expression of relational algebra can be represented by an expression tree corresponding to the expression. Difference is a binary operation. Since it is a noncommutative operation, for each one of the input relations, the operation falls into two
different classes. If an input to a difference operation is on the left hand side or the
input is on the right hand side, the operation is represented, in order, by "J—" or by
"r-" (Figure 2.3(a) and (b)).

Observation 2.1 In labelling edges in a path of an expression tree, M, f\, I— an
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A A
r

s
r
s
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Difference is a non-commutative operation. In (a) the operation node is
labelled by "/—" because the investigated input is on the left hand side of the operation.
In (b) the operation node is labelled by "r—" because the considered input is on the
right hand side of the operation.
are cardinality decreasing operations.

Justification for the operations being cardinality decreasing ones are as follow

(N) A join operation has two input relations. Output of the operation consists o
concatenation of those tuples of both inputs that can be joined. In joining tuples
of the inputs, some tuples of the inputs are not joinable. The output consists of
concatenation of some tuples of the inputs. It means that in the output, only
some tuples of each input arrive. Thus, join is a cardinality decreasing operation.

(fl) Output of an intersection operation consists of intersection of both inputs
Some tuples of the inputs have no intersection. In the output, some tuples of
each input arrive. Thus, intersection is a cardinality decreasing operation.

(I—) Output of a difference operation consists of tuples of the left hand side i
relation to the operation that have no intersection with tuples of the right hand
side input relation. The output consists of some tuples of the left hand side input
argument. Thus, /— is a cardinality decreasing operation.

(a) A selection operation removes some tuples of its input. Output of the operat
consists of some tuples of the input. Thus, selection is cardinality decreasing
operation.

Observation 2.2 In labelling edges in a path of an expression tree, n is a prope
decreasing operation.

Output of a projection operation consists of projection of some attributes of al
of the input. Thus, projection operation is a property decreasing operation.

2.5. Summary
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Figure 2.4: A n expression tree of relational expression ((ra U r 2) — (a^ (r3))) U ((r4 —

n , ) * r 6 ).
Observation 2.3 Jn labelling edges in a path of an expression tree, r— is a negation
operation.
Justification for such an observation is that, in the output of a difference operation,
no tuples of the right hand side input relation will appear. In the output, some tuples
of the left hand side input relation arrive. Thus, r— operation is a negation operation.
Observation 2.4 In labelling edges in a path of an expression tree, U is a cardinality
increasing operation.
Justification for such an observation is that, output of a union operation consists
of the union of all tuples of both input relations to the operation. Thus, the operation
is a cardinality increasing operation for each one of its inputs.
Example 2.3 Figure 2.4 shows an expression tree of ((rx U r2) — (cr^ (r3))) U ((r4
— r5) N r6). Figure 2.5 shows the same expression tree where the difference operation
nodes have been changed to I— and i— because input edges of each difference operation
in the paths for r\ and r&, in order, are in the left and in the right hand sides of the
operations. In Figure 2.5, edges in the paths for leaf nodes rx and r 5 are labelled.

2.5 Summary

In the generalised database model, data are grouped into collections of data containers.
A data container consists of a set of homogeneous data items. Each data item is
described by a set of properties.

2.5. Summary
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Figure 2.5: A n expression tree in which edges in paths for rx and r5 are labelled.

In the generalised database, inputs to operations are data containers. Each operation produces a new data container as the output. A n operation in the database is
classified with respect to one of its input data containers. Operations in the database
are divided intofivegeneral classes.
A n expression in the database can be represented by an expression tree. Expression
trees are used for two dimensional representation of expressions.
In an expression tree, a path consists of all edges and nodes from a leaf node to the
root. Labelling edges in a path permits the discovery of the class of an operation in
the path for the leaf node.
In a path of an expression tree, output edges are labelled. The label of an output

edge consists of an operation class such as E, E+, A-\-, N-\-, or irx and the label of the
leaf node in the path. For example, if the operation class for an operation in a path of
leaf node r is E+, the output edge of the operation is labelled by E(r)-\-.
For an expression that consists of just one atomic operation, the class of the operation with respect to each argument is available. For an expression that consists of a
set of operations, detecting the class of each operation for any particular input requires
application of a set of rules.
In an expression tree, operation nodes connected to the leaf nodes are atomic operations. Thus, output edges of such operations can be labelled by the operation classes.
In the tree, the operation nodes that are not connected to the leaf nodes are composite
operations because their inputs are outputs of other operations. To discover the class
of a composite operation with respect to a leaf node, the edges in the path of the leaf
node are labelled. Labelling edges of the path starts from the edge connected to the
leaf node and it is continued to the output edge of the operation.
Labelling edges of a path in an expression tree obeys a set of rules. Having the
label of an operation node and the label of an input edge to the operation, the class of
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the operation for the leaf node can be obtained from a table.
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Chapter 3
Optimisation Based on Reductions

It may be possible to reduce the size of arguments of a data integration expressi
before integration. This requires the detection of what impacts the arguments have on
each other and how much benefit can be obtained in the reductions.
This chapter provides some applications of the labelling theory in query optimisation in database systems. Labelling technique can be applied to detecting optimisation
of query processing not only to heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems but
also to centralised and to homogeneous distributed database systems.
Labelling an expression tree of the data integration expression is a step toward
detecting the impacts of arguments on each other. After labelling the expression tree,
the impacts can be detected.
As a particular case for the application of labelling technique in optimisation of
query processing, relational algebra expressions are examined to detect impacts of
relations on each other.

3.1 Reductions

In a data integration expression, impacts of arguments on each other are importa
reducing their size before integration.

Definition 3.1 In expression e(rl5..., r,-,..., rj,..., rn), argument rj reduces a
ment r; if it is possible tofindan expression as a(r;,rj) such that:

1. eval(e(rj,..., a(r{, rj), ...,rj,..., rn)) = eval(e(rx,..., r{,..., rj,..., rn)
2. eval(oc(ri,rf)) C rt-.

Operation a on rt- and rj will be called the reduction of r{ by rj. Also, the ex
a(ri,rj) will be called a reduction expression.
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In expression e, argument r; m a y also reduce argument rj in a reduction expression such as (3(r{,rj), with the conditions that are mentioned above. Thus, if both
arguments can be reduced by each other, there exists mutual or full reduction between
the arguments. If only one of the arguments can be reduced by another one, there
exists partial reduction. Furthermore, if no reduction expressions can be found, the
arguments are independent for any reduction.
Example 3.1 Consider relational algebra expression e = (rj — 7ix(r2 N r3)). It is

possible to replace argument r2 with reduction expression r2 K 7rx(ri). After repla

argument r2 with the reduction expression, the evaluation result of e is not changed
the size of argument r2 is reduced.

Two arguments of an expression are adjacent if they are operands of an operation
erwise, they are called non-adjacent arguments. W h e n two arguments of an expression
are non-adjacent, we detect the reduction. If two arguments are adjacent, there exists
full reduction between them because each one of the arguments can be replaced by a
reduction expression. A trivial example is relational expression r^ N r2. Argument r\
can be replaced by rx IX r2 and argument r2 can be replaced by r2 K ri.
Definition 3.2 In an expression, a common operation for arguments ri,...,r& is a

root of the smallest subtree in an expression tree of the expression that contains
arguments.
Example 3.2 An expression tree of ^l(^2(^4(r1,r2),^5(r3)),^3(^6(r4),^7(r5,r6),
^8(r7))) is shown in Figure 3.1. The common
For arguments r4 and r-j, the common

operation for arguments r-± and r2 is \

operation is ty3. Also, the common operation

for 7*1 and r4 is \Pi.

3.1.1 Beneficial Reductions
In an expression, the amount of savings for reducing the size of an argument in a
reduction operation depends on how much time can be saved in computation of the
expression. The time for performing the reduction operation must also be compensated
in the savings.

Let e(r\,..., n, ..., rj,..., rn) be an expression in which r\ and rj are non-adjacent
arguments. Assume there is a partial reduction between arguments r,- and rj. Let the
reduction expression that reduces rj by r; be ^ji(ri,rj).

3.1. Reductions
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Figure 3.1: A n expression tree of ^i(^2(^f4(rur2), tf5(r3)), ^3(^6^4), ^7(r 5 ,r 6 ),
$8^7))). A c o m m o n operation for any two or more leaf nodes is a root of the smallest
subtree that contains those nodes.
Suppose that ty be the common operation for r; and rj. Figure 3.2 shows an
expression tree of e, where operations Wi, \I>2,..., \I>m are in the path of argument rj
to the c o m m o n operation. The operations in the path of r,- are not shown.
Assume that the time for performing operations in the path of rj is tvp. B y replacing

Figure 3.2: A n expression tree of e, where ^ is the c o m m o n operation for two arguments
r,- and r,-.

rj with reduction expression ^ji(n, rj), expression e is transformed to e'(ri,..., r{,...,
^ji(ri, rj),... ,rn). A n expression tree of e' is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Assume that the time for performing reduction operation $ji is ty-. Also, after
execution of the reduction operation, let the time for performing the operations in the
path of rj be t'^. Computation of the reduction expression ^ ( r ^ r , ) reduces the size
of rj to r' where r'- C rj. In this way, reduction of an argument such as Tj m a y have
an impact on the computation times of the operations in the path of rj.
If t(p < ty, then the amount of savings in the computation of operations in the path
of rj is ty — t'y. If the savings cannot compensate the reduction operation time or the
savings can merely compensate the reduction operation time (i.e. t$ — t'y < t$jV), the
reduction operation is not beneficial. If ty — t'^ > t^.{, then the reduction operation is

3.1. Reductions
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Figure 3.3: An expression tree of e, where one of the leaf nodes is replaced by
expression ^ ( r ; , r\,).

beneficial. Specifically, when £$ is much more than t'y + i$.., the reduction op
is very beneficial.
W h e n the size of argument rj is reduced by reduction operationtyji,those data
items of rj are removed that have no impacts on the evaluation result of \I/ operation.
In other words, if the reduction operation were not applied to reduce the size of rj, some
parts of those data items of rj that could be removed in the reduction operation might
arrive in the output of operations \Pi,ty2,... and finally in the output of operation
1/m (see Figure 3.3). Furthermore, if all those data items of rj arrive in the output of
operation ^ m , they have no impacts on the evaluation result of ty.
Not all reductions between any two arguments of a data integration expression
are beneficial. There m a y be a case that if reduction between two arguments of an
expression is applied, then the computation time of the expression increases because
of the extra time for performing the reduction operation.

E x a m p l e 3.3 In the relational algebra expression (riHr2) N (r3 —r4) whose expressi
tree is depicted in Figure 3.4, relation r3 can be replaced by r3Kr2.

Thus, the siz

r3 is reduced. As a result, the time for performing the difference operation is red

Furthermore, the time for performing the join operation will be reduced because the
number of tuples in the output of the difference operation is reduced.

3.1.2 Detection of Reductions
In an expression, an input to an operation m a y be the output of another operation. In
the corresponding expression tree of the expression, the label of the output edge with
respect to a leaf node is the class of the operation for the leaf node.

3.1. Reductions
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Figure 3.4: A n expression tree of (ri fl r2) N (r3 — rA)
To detect reduction between two arguments of an expression, it is necessary:
• to identify the c o m m o n operation for the arguments and
• to find the class of the operation whose output is the input to the common
operation for each one of the arguments in the corresponding expression tree of
the expression.
After identifying the c o m m o n operation for the two arguments, labelling technique
is used to label the paths of the arguments in the corresponding expression tree to find
the class of the operation whose output is the input to the c o m m o n operation node
for each one of the arguments. Figure 3.5 shows an expression tree, where * is the
c o m m o n operation for arguments r and s. The labels Lr and Ls are the classes of the
operations whose outputs are the inputs to * for arguments r and s, respectively. In
other words, the labels LT and Ls, in order, are the labels of the input edges to ^ for
arguments r and s.

Figure 3.5: A n expression tree in which Lr and Ls are the classes of the operations
whose outputs are the inputs to c o m m o n operation \I> for two arguments r and s.

For each operation in the database, a table is designated called the reduction e

pression table. The first row and the first column of the table contain all oper
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classes in the database. In the table, the cross of a row and a column contains reduction
expression(s) relating to the classes of the operation.
Having a c o m m o n operation for two arguments and the classes of the operations
whose outputs are the inputs to the c o m m o n operation for the arguments, reduction
between the arguments can be obtained from the reduction expression table for the
c o m m o n operation.

3.2 Application of Reductions

Reductions between arguments of an expression can be employed as a general techn
for database query optimisation.
The problem of query optimisation can be stated as follows:
Given an expression with reductions between its arguments, it must be decided how
the expression can be computed faster by applying the reductions.

3.2.1 Classical Optimisation
In the classical optimisation, an expression (query or update) can be transformed to
an equivalent one by applying some transformational rules. Generally, such transformations are useful because the computation time of the expression is reduced.
By replacing arguments of the expression with reduction expressions, the evaluation
result of the expression is not changed. Thus, if there are reductions between arguments
of the expression, the beneficial ones can be applied by replacing arguments with the
relating reduction expressions. In this way, the computation time of the expression can
be decreased.

E x a m p l e 3.4 Suppose Figure 3.6 shows an expression tree of a relational algebra ex
pression, where operations in the path of leaf node r; are not shown. Inputs to the

first difference operation from bottom of the tree are relations rj and rk, with 150

1000 tuples, respectively. The operation produces 500 tuples in the output. The se

difference operation takes the 500 tuples and the tuples of relation rm and produce

tuples. After the intersection operation is performed, 150 tuples are produced whi
the input to the join operation.
Assume

that rt- reduces rj, expressed by the reduction expression ^j^r^rf).

The

reduction operation $ji reduces the number of tuples of rj from 1500 to 500 tuples

(Figure 3.7). Thus, instead of 1500 tuples of relation rj as an input to thefirstdiff

ence operation, 500 tuples are the input to the operation. It means that the time f
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Figure 3.6: A n expression tree of a relational expression.
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Figure 3.7: A n expression tree of a relational expression in which rj is replaced by
reduction expression tyji(r{,rj).

performing the first difference operation is reduced because relation rj is redu

larly, the time for performing the second difference operation, the intersection op
and finally the time for performing the join operation are reduced.

3.2.2 Homogeneous Distributed Database Systems
In homogeneous distributed database systems, the reductions between arguments of an
expression can be used in the local processing and in the final processing steps. In the
local processing step, the reductions are applied to reduce the size of partial results in
the local databases. In the local processing step, beneficial reductions are those whose
costs are less than the benefits.
Depending on what parameters are important in the query processing, the costs of
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applying a reduction operation m a y consist of the cost for projecting the required data
in one site (thefirstsite), the cost of transmitting the data to another site (the second
site) and the cost of performing the reduction operation in the second site. The benefit
of the reduction operation m a y be the reductions in the size of data in the second site,
needed to be transmitted to the first site and the amount of savings in computations.
A trivial example of applying reductions in the systems is a semijoin operation.

Example 3.5 Consider relational expression e = r\ — (r2 M r3), where relation r2 i

available in the submission site and relations r2 and r3 must be obtained from othe

sites, e.g. sites d2 and d3, respectively. Relations r2 and r3 can reduce the siz

other, in order, by the reduction expressions r2 X 7rx(r3) and r3 X irx(r2), where x ar
the join attributes.

Furthermore, relation r\ can reduce the size of relations r2

r3. The reduction expressions for r2 and r3, in order, are r2 K ny(r\) and r3 X 7rz(r
Attributes y are common

attributes between r\ and r2 and attributes z are comm

attributes between ri and r3.

To reduce the size of r2 and r3 by r\, the contents of iry(ri) and ivz(ri), in or

are transmitted to sites d2 and d3. Also, to reduce the size of r2 and r3 by each oth

nx(r3) from site d3 and 7rx(r2) from site d2, in order, are transmitted to sites d2
d3. Those reductions whose costs are less then the benefits can be performed.

In the final processing step, if the size of results obtained from query process
local databases are not completely reduced, similar to the centralised database systems,
the beneficial reductions can be used to reduce the integration time.

3.2.3 Heterogeneous Distributed Multidatabase Systems
In H D M D B S s , reductions between arguments of a data integration expression are very
important not only in the efficient processing of subqueries in component databases
but also in the computation of the data integration expression.
After a query in H D M D B S s is decomposed into subqueries and then translated to
query language of component databases, three strategies can be applied for submission
of the subqueries to the component databases as follows:
1. Sequential submission,
2. parallel submission and
3. hybrid (a mixture of sequential and parallel) submission.
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If submission of each subquery is delayed until partial results of previously submitted
subqueries are available, the strategy is called sequential submission. In this strategy,
the partial results are used in the processing of the subquery in the relating component
database.
If all subqueries are submitted to the component databases at the same time, they
are processed in the component databases in parallel and the results m a y be transmitted
in parallel to the submission site. This strategy is called parallel submission. Hybrid
submission of subqueries is when some of the subqueries are submitted in parallel, and
the others are submitted sequentially to the component databases.
For the time being, we will focus on how the reductions can be useful in reducing
the size of partial results in the component databases and also in the submission site.
Merits of the strategies to each other are considered elsewhere.
In the sequential subquery submission strategy, reductions between the arguments
of a data integration expression are important factors in the optimisation of query
processing. Reductions between arguments are used to discover what subquery should
be submitted first and what subquery should use the results of previously submitted
subqueries. Furthermore, the reductions determine which subquery can use the results of other subqueries to, at most, reduce the size of query processing result in the
component database.
At first, one subquery is selected to be submitted to the relating component database. After a partial result of the subquery is available, the result is used by the second
subquery for processing in the pertinent component database. The third subquery uses
the obtained partial results for processing and so on.
Figure 3.8 shows how n subqueries (gi,<?2,g3, • • • ,qn), which are the result of decomposition of a global query, are submitted to the component databases, sequentially. First, subquery q^ among the subqueries is chosen and submitted to component
database DBix, because its results can reduce the size of other partial results the most.
After the partial result of q^ which is rtl is available, the second subquery q,-2 uses
$(rtl), which is the required data of r^ for reduction, and then the subquery is submitted to component database DBi2. The submission of subquery qin is delayed until
partial results of other subqueries are available. Note that except for the partial result
of thefirstsubquery, we have:

r-2 C r;2, r-3 C ria, ..., r'in C rin, where rh, rt-3, ... rin are partial results of subque
if each one of them does not use the partial results of the others for processing. The
partial results r[ ,r'i,... r'in are the reduced size of partial results after each subquery
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Figure 3.8: Sequential subquery processing.
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Figure 3.9: Parallel subquery processing.

uses the partial results of other subqueries.
In the parallel subquery submission strategy (Figure 3.9), all subqueries are submitted to the component databases at the same time. Although they are processed in
parallel, their partial results are not available in the submission site at the same time.
There are several reasons why some partial results are available earlier and the others
are available later. Autonomy of the component databases, network congestion, data
transmission speeds, complexity of subqueries processing and the size of partial results
are some of the reasons.
During the time that the system is waiting until all partial results are available, it is
possible to use reductions between arguments whose corresponding partial results are
available to reduce their size. In this way, the sizes of available arguments are reduced
before other arguments become available.
Figure 3.9 shows n subqueries (qu q2, q3, ..., qn), which are the result of the
decomposition of a global query, are submitted to the component databases in parallel.
Integration of partial results (r1} r2, ..., n, ..., rj, ..., rn) begins when all of them
are available. All subqueries are submitted at the time of tQ. The last partial result
is available at the time of tm. During the time tQ to tm, reductions are used to reduce
the size of those already available partial results.
In the hybrid submission of subqueries, the same mechanisms are used to reduce the
size of partial results. For the subqueries that are submitted sequentially, the reductions
are used to reduce the size of partial results in component databases. For the subqueries
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whose the partial results are available in the submission site, the reductions are used
to reduce their size in the submission site.

3.3 Reductions in Relational Algebra Expressions
In this section, reductions between arguments of relational algebra expressions
explored. W e will consider reductions between relations, where the c o m m o n operation
for the relations is join, intersection, difference or union operation.
W e use two reduction operations, called semijoin and generalised difference whose
definitions are given as follows.
Definition 3.3 A semijoin of relational tables r and s is denoted by r X s. Its
are all tuples of r that can be joined with tuples of s.
Definition 3.4 A generalised difference of relational tables r and s is denoted
s. Its results are the tuples of r that cannot be joined with any tuples of s.

Note that k are the join attributes. If k is omitted from the notation of the ge
difference, then the c o m m o n attributes between r and s are the join attributes.
The generalised difference does not extend the expressive power of relational algebra. It is only used as a shorthand notation, because: r —k s = r — (r X irk(s)).

3.3.1 Join Operation
In a relational expression, the c o m m o n operation for two relational tables r and 5 is
join. In the expression tree of the expression, depending on the labels of the input
edges for the operation with respect to the relations, the reduction expressions can be
obtained from Table 3.1. Note that when there are no reductions between arguments,
they are indicated by "NIL".
Lemma 3.3.1 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s)-\-, argument r can reduce argumen

s. The reduction expression for s is s X r. For r, there is no reduction expressio

Proof:
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Ay(s)

A/(*)+

NV(S) +

r = r K s

Ax(r)
Ax(r)+
Nx(r)+
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Ey(s)

£»(*) +

r — r K 7Tfc(5)

s = s x r

s — s *r

S = S K 7Tfc(r)

5 = 5 K 7T;fc(r)

S = S K 7Tfc(r)

r = r t< 5

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

r = r x 7Tfc(5)
r = r K 7Tfc(s)

NIL
NIL

5 = S K 7Tjt(r)

s = s tx nk(r)

5 = 5 K 7Tjfc(r)

5 = S K 7Tfc(r)

5 = 5 K 7Tfc(r)

r = r « 7Tjt(5)

NIL

NIL

r = r * 7Tfc(5)

NIL

r = r * TTk(s)
r = r K 7r*;(,s)

Ex(r)
Ex(r)+

Table 3.1: Reduction expressions for join operation (k = x C\ y).

• Relation 5 can be reduced to those tuples that can be joined with tuples of r
because all tuples of r, with x attributes, are input to the join operation for the
edge labelled by Ax(r). Thus, s can be reduced to s X r.
• Relation r cannot be reduced because not only are all tuples of 5, with y attributes, input to the join operation but also the tuples of other relational table(s)
are. There m a y be a tuple in r that cannot be joined with any tuples of s but
it can be joined with the tuples of other relational table(s). Thus, r cannot be
reduced.
Proofs of the remaining reduction expressions in Table 3.1 are given in the appendix.

E x a m p l e 3.6 An expression tree corresponding to relational expression (rt fl r2)
((r3 _

r4)

u r g ) is depicted in Figure 3.10. The edges for the paths of rx and r3 in the

tree are labelled. The labels of the input edges to the common

operation node are

and E(r3)-\-. With respect to the labels and Table 3.1, the reduction between argume

r-i and r3 is r3 X r\. In fact, the reduction expression for r3 is r3 X rx, and for r
is no reduction expression.

3.3.2 Difference Operation
In a relational expression, difference is a c o m m o n operation for two relational tables r
and s. In the expression tree of the expression, depending on the labels of the input
edges for the operation with respect to the relations, the reduction expressions can be
obtained from Table 3.2.
Note that difference operation is not commutative. Hence, arguments r and 5, in
order, are considered as the left hand side and the right hand side inputs to the c o m m o n
operation.
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T4

Figure 3.10: A labelled expression tree of relational expression (r\C\r2) N ((r3
for paths of rx and r3.

—

Mr)
Ax(r)+

Nx(r)+

Ex(r)
Ex(r)+

Ay(s)
r = r— s
s = s« r

A y (s)+
r = r— s
s = 5« r
r = r— s

Ny(s)+

Ey(s)

Ey(s) +

s = s« r

s = s «r

s — s« r

r = r_ s
NIL
NIL
NIL
either
either
r = r— s
r = r— s
NIL
or
5= s_ r
NIL
or
3= s— r
5 = 5_ r
s = s t*r S = 5 K 7Tk(r)
3 = S x 7Tfc(r) 5 = S x 7Tfc(r) 5 = S X 7Tfc(r)
r = r —k s
r = r —k s
NIL
NIL
NIL
r = r —k s
r = r —k s

Table 3.2: Reduction expressions for difference operation (k = x fl y).

Lemma

3.3.2 /n an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) for the left hand side edge and Ay(s)-

for the right hand side edge, arguments r and s can reduce each other. The reductio
expression for r is r — s and for s the reduction expression is s X r.

Proof:
• Relation r can be reduced to r — s because the output of the difference operation
consists of tuples of r that are not joinable with tuples of s.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X r because those tuples of s have impacts on th
difference operation that are joinable with tuples of r. Thus, s can be reduced
to s X r.
Proofs of the remaining reduction expressions in Table 3.2 are given in the appendix.
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n

ti

u

ts

Figure 3.11: A labelled expression tree of relational expression ((ra Pi r2) — r3) — ((r4 M
r$) ^\ro) for paths of rx and r6.

n

n

r4

rs

Figure 3.12: A labelled expression tree of relational expression ((rx C\ r2) — r3) — ((r4 N
^5) H r6) for the paths of r3 and r6.

Example 3.7 An expression tree corresponding to relational expression ((rx C\ r2)
r3)

_ (( r4 (XI r5) n r6) is depicted in Figure 3.11. The edges of paths for rx and r6 in

the tree are labelled. The labels of input edges to the common

operation node are

and E(r6). With regards to Table 3.2 and the labels, reduction for rx and r6 is r6Krx
In fact, the reduction expression for r6 is r6Krx,

and for r1; there is no reductio

expression in the table.

For arguments r3 and r6 of relational expression ((rx n r2) - r3) - ((r4 N r5) n r6)
there are no reductions.

This fact is shown by labelling paths for the correspon

arguments in the expression tree depicted in Figure 3.12. The cross of labels of in
edges (i.e. N(r3)+ and E(r6)) to the common

operation (i.e. -) in Table 3.2 is NIL

3.3.3 Union Operation
In a relational expression, union is a c o m m o n operation for two relational tables r
and 5. In the expression tree of the expression, depending on the labels of the input
edges for the operation with respect to the relations, the reduction expressions can be
obtained from Table 3.3.
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u
Mr)

Ax(r)+
Nx(r)+
Ex(r)
Ex(r)+

Ay(s)
either
r = r_ s
or
5= s_ r

M*) +

Ny(s) +

either
r = r_ 5
or
s = s_ r
5 = 5— r
either
either
r = r_ 5
r = r -. s
or
or
5 = 5_ r
s = 3_ r
5 = 5_ r
r = r_ s
r = r_ 5
NIL
r = r — j. 5 r = r —k s
NIL
r = r _fc 5 r = r —k s
NIL

Ey(s)

Ey{s)+

s = s —k r

s = s —k r

s = s _fc r

s = s _fc r

NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL

Table 3.3: Reduction expressions for union operation (k = x D y).

Lemma

3.3.3 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is union and the labels of the input edges to the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s)-\-, either r can reduce s or s c
reduce r. The reduction expression is either r _ s for r or s _ r for s.

Proof: Duplicate tuples are removed in the output of a union operation. Since la
of input edges to the c o m m o n operation node are Ax(r) and Ay(s)-\-, it means that
the output of the union operation consists of all tuples of r, all tuples of s and tuples
of other relational table(s), all of which have no duplicate tuples in the output. Thus,
duplicate tuples can be removed either from r or 5. In other words, either r or 5 can
be reduced.
Proofs of the remaining reduction expressions in Table 3.3 are given in the appendix.

Example 3.8 An expression tree of relational expression rxU(r2 — (r3 — r4)) is de

in Figure 3.13. Edges of paths for rx and r4 in the tree are labelled. Labels of inp
edges to the common

operation node are A(rx) and E(r4)-\-. With respect to Table 3.

and the labels, reduction for rx and r4 is r4-rx. In fact, the reduction expression
r4 is r4 — rx and for rx, there is no reduction expression in the table.

3.3.4 Intersection Operation
In a relational expression, intersection is a c o m m o n operation for two relational tables
r and 5. In the expression tree of the expression, depending on the labels of the input
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N(r4)+

Figure 3.13: A labelled expression tree of relational expression rx U (r2 — (r3 — r4)) for
paths of rx and r4.

n

Ay{s)

AV(S) +

JVy(*)+

£„(*)

r = rxs

Ax(r)
Ax(r)+
Nx(r)+

s — sxr

s — sxr

s = 5 xr

s = si<r

5 = 5 xT

r = rxs

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

r = r x 7Tjk(5)

NIL
NIL

r = rxs

r = r x 7Tfc(<s)

r = rxs

Ex(r)
Ex(r)+

£„(*)+

r = r x 7ffc(s)

r = r x 7Tfc(s)

s = s x 7T^(r)

s = s x 7r^(r)

S = 5 X 7Tfc(r)

5 = S x 7Tfc(r)

r = r x irk(s)

NIL

NIL

r = J'K 7Tfc(5)

5 = s x irk(r)

NIL

Table 3.4: Reduction expressions for intersection operation (k = x Dy).

edges for the operation with respect to the relations, the reduction expressions can be
obtained from Table 3.4.
Lemma

3.3.4 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges to the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s)-\-, argument r can reduce
argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X r.

Proof:
• Relation 5 can be reduced to those tuples that are joinable with tuples of r.
Since all tuples of r are as one of the input to the intersection operation, s can
be reduced to s X r.
• Relation r cannot be reduced because not only all tuples of s flow to the intersection operation but also tuples of other relational table(s) other than s. There
m a y be a tuple in r that cannot be joined with any tuples of 5 but the tuple
can be joined with the tuples of other relational table(s) other than s. Thus, r
cannot be reduced.
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Proofs of the remaining reduction expressions in Table 3.4 are given in the appendix.

Example 3.9 An expression tree of relational expression (rx N r2)n((r3 N r4) — r5)

depicted in Figure 3.14- The edges in paths of rx and r3 in the tree are labelled. L
of the input edges to the common

operation node are E(rx) and E(r3). With regards to

Table 3.4 and the labels, reductions for rx and r3, in order, are rx X r3 and r3 X r

D

T4

Figure 3.14: A labelled expression tree of relational expression (rx 'M r2)n((r3 N r4)-r5)
for paths of rx and r3.

3.4 Reduction Operations in Relational Algebra

We will consider reduction operations in the HDMDBS that provides a relational v
of its component databases.
Consider a query Q and its decomposition into subqueries r, s and t, such that
Q =

r

— (s _ t). The following cases m a y occur:

1. Assume that subquery r is computedfirstand v denotes the result of (s -t).
The result, obtained from the computation of r, can be used to reduce v into
a^T)(v). Because, selection operation of relational algebra is distributive over
the difference operation, both s and t can be reduced to cr^(r)(s) and o>(r)(i).

2. Assume that subquery t is computed first. Then, its results can be used to re
s into crnom)(s).

However, the result of t has no impact on the reduction of r

because t contains only some of the tuples that belong to the result of r-(s-t).
3. Assume that subquery s is computed first. Its result can be used to reduce t
0\£(s)(i). However, the result of s has no impact on the reduction of r.

3.5.
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In order to detect the impacts and how the result of one argument of a data integration expression can be used to reduce the size of another argument of the expression,
the labelling technique is used and the reductions are detected.
W h e n the data integration expression is an expression of relational algebra and the
c o m m o n operation for two arguments of the expression is join, intersection, difference
or union, we have already presented the reductions between the arguments.
In this study, as the basis for detecting the impacts of arguments, we use the
reduction expression tables and change the reduction expressions in order tofindwhat
reduction operations are to be performed in the component databases.
Example 3.10 Consider expression Q = r — (s — t), discussed above. Assume that

the result of r is obtainedfirst.We want to know what impacts the result of r have o

t. By labelling an expression tree of Q for paths of r and t, the reduction expres

t X r is obtained from the reduction expression table for the difference operation.
r and t are union compatible, the semijoin is changed to an intersection operation.

use the result of r for reducing the size of t in the relating component database, t
reduction expression is changed to crMr)(t).

Therefore, we need to change the reduction expressions in the reduction expressio
tables to the reduction operations. After changing, the tables will be called reduction

operation tables. Tables 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 are the reduction operation tables for
join, intersection, union and difference as the c o m m o n operations between two arguments qi and qj of a data integration expression. Note that in all reduction operation
tables, it is assumed that qi is computedfirst,then its result is used for processing qj.
Also, (f>(qi) consists of the c o m m o n attributes between qi and qj.
Since difference is a non-commutative operation, there are two reduction operation
tables for it. In an expression tree, when the c o m m o n operation is difference, and the
label of the input edge for qj is on the right hand side of the operation, Table 3.8 is
used. If the label is on the left hand side of the operation, Table 3.9 is applied.

3.5 Summary

Some applications of the labelling theory in query optimisation in database syst
were considered. Labelling an expression tree is a general technique to explore the
optimisation of query processing in database systems and particularly in H D M D B S s .
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N

M<u)

Ax(qi)

M<n)+

a

a

<H<n)(<li)

<t>(q,)(qj)

NIL
NIL

Mqi)+
Nx(qi)-r
Ex(qi)

°>(^(g,))(ft)

Ex(qi)-r

NIL

Ny(q3)+

#y(ft)

£y(ft)+

°"0(Tfc(«))(9i)

^(^(g.))^.?)

°"^*(90)(9i)

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

°VOr* (*))(&)

°>(^(g.))(ft)

NIL

NIL

NIL
NIL
a

<t>(*k(qi))(<lj) °>(^(gi))(ft)

NIL

NIL

Table 3.5: R e d u c t i o n operations for join (k = x fl y ) .

n
A * (ft)
Ax(gi) +

A^(ft) +
£ x (ft)
Ex(qi)-r

A, (ft)

A/(ft) +

^y(ft) +

£y(ft)

£y(ft)+

°>(g.)(ft)

^(golft)
NIL
NIL

°>(«)(9i)

°>(gi)(ft)

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL

^(golft)
NIL
NIL

°>(9;)(9i)

^(^(g.))(ft)

°>(**(«))(9i)

^(^(g.^ft)

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

ff

*(Tfc ( « ) ) ( * " )

NIL

Table 3.6: R e d u c t i o n operations for intersection (k = x f]y).

u
Mm)

Ax(q{) +
Nx(qz)
Ex(qi)

Ex(q-) +

M<li)

M<n)+

Ny(qj) +

Ey(q3)+

Ey(qj)

°~not<t>(q,)(qj)O"not0(7rfe(g,))(^) °not4>{Tk(qi)){<lj)
°~<i>(qt)(qj)
ff
<rnot<K*k(qi)){qj) 0-not^k{qt))(q3)
<Hqi)(<lj) < % ) ( & ' ) <Tnott(qi)(qj)

°>(g,)(ft)

NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL

Table 3.7: Reduction operations for union (k = x C\y).

r—
Ax(qi)
Ax(qi) +

Mm)
°~<t>(qi)(qj)

NIL

Nx(q{) +

°>(g,)(ft)

Ex(qi)
Ex(qi) +

°>(gi)(ft)

NIL

4/(ft)+

^(ft)+

°~ttqi) (ft)

°"*(«)(3>')
NIL

NIL
°>(g.)(ft)
a

^k(qi))(qj)

NIL

a

<f>(q,)(m)

Ey(qj)
a

(

4>(qi)( lo)

NIL
NIL

**(**(«)) ( & ) VfakhiVfaj)

NIL

NIL

£y(ft)+
a

4>(qi)(qj)

NIL
NIL
°>(7rfc(g,))(ft)

NIL

T a b l e 3.8: R e d u c t i o n operations for difference operation w h e n a reduced a r g u m e n t is
o n the right h a n d side of difference (k = x H y ) .
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lAx(qi)
Ax(qi)-r
Nx(qi) +
Ex(qi)
Ex(qi) +

a

Mm)

Mq)+

Ny{qj) +

not<i>{qi)(qj)

Vnottfqtiiqj)

NIL
NIL

Cr

not4,(qi)(qj)

0"not<£(g;)(ft)
^n O t0(^(g t ))(ft)

0- n0 ^(g t )(ft)
0~not<j>(qi)(qj)
^n0^(^(gi))(ft)

°~not<fi(itk{qi))(qj)0-n 0 i^( g ,-))(ft)

Ey(qj) £y(ft) +

Vnottiqi^qj)

NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

Table 3.9: Reduction operations for difference operation when a reduced argument is
on the left hand side of difference (k = x C\ y).

In an expression, the impacts of arguments on each other are important for reduc
their size before integration. In the expression, an argument m a y reduce the size of
another argument in a reduction expression.
To detect reduction between two arguments of an expression, it is necessary:
• to identify the common operation for the arguments and
• to find the class of the operation whose output is input to the common operation for each one of the arguments in the corresponding expression tree of the
expression.
After identifying the c o m m o n operation for the two arguments, the labelling technique is used to label paths of the arguments in the corresponding expression tree to
find the class of the operation whose output is input to the c o m m o n operation node
for each of the arguments.
For each operation in the database, a table is designated called the reduction expression table. Thefirstrow and thefirstcolumn of the table contain all operation
classes in the database. In the table, the cross of a row and a column contains the
reduction expression(s) relating to the classes of the operation.
Having a c o m m o n operation for two arguments and the classes of the operations
whose outputs are inputs to the c o m m o n operation for the arguments, reduction between the arguments can be obtained from the reduction expression table for the comm o n operation.
The benefit of applying a reduction depends on how m u c h it reduces the time for
performing operations in the path of the argument to the c o m m o n operation.
Reductions between arguments of an expression can be employed as a general technique for the optimisation of query processing. In the classical optimisation, beneficial
reductions between arguments of an expression can be applied by replacing arguments
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with the reduction expressions. In homogeneous distributed database systems, beneficial reductions can be employed in the local processing and in thefinalprocessing steps
to reduce data transmission time between database sites and to reduce thefinalprocessing time. In H D M D B S s , the reductions between arguments of a data integration
expression are applied to reduce the size of partial results of query processing in the
component databases. Also, when partial results are integrated, the reductions can be
used to reduce integration time.
After a query in H D M D B S s is decomposed into subqueries and then translated
to the query language of component databases, three strategies can be applied for
submission of the subqueries to the component databases as follows:
1. Sequential submission,
2. parallel submission and
3. hybrid (a mixture of sequential and parallel) submission.

If the submission of a subquery is delayed until the partial results of previous
mitted subqueries are available, the strategy is called sequential submission. In this
strategy, the partial results obtained from the processing of other subqueries are used
in the processing of a subquery in the relating component database.
If all subqueries are submitted to the component databases at the same time, they
are processed in the component databases in parallel and the results m a y be transmitted
in parallel to the submission site. This strategy is called parallel submission. Hybrid
submission of subqueries is when some of the subqueries are submitted in parallel and
the others are submitted sequentially to the component databases.
In the sequential subquery submission strategy, reductions between arguments of
the data integration expression are important factors in identifying which subquery
should be submittedfirstand which should follow. In the parallel subquery submission
strategy, the reductions can be applied to reduce the size of the available partial results
obtained from the processing of subqueries in the component databases in order to
reduce the integration time.
Reduction expressions and operations for arguments of relational expressions are
explored when the c o m m o n operation between the arguments is N, -, U or (1. The
reduction expressions and operations, in order, are obtained from the reduction expression and the reduction operation tables, by applying the labels of the input edges to
the c o m m o n operation for the arguments in the corresponding expression tree.

Chapter 4
O n Optimal Query Processing Strategies

After decomposition of a query into a collection of subqueries and then their t
to the query language of component databases, the subqueries are submitted to the
component databases for processing. The order in which the subqueries are submitted
is important in the efficiency of query processing.
This chapter deals with the efficient processing of subqueries in the component
databases with respect to the impacts of the subquery results on each other. The
basis for identifying the impacts is the reductions between the arguments of the data
integration expression. Having the reductions, query computation costs in the component databases, data transmission costs and the data conversion costs, an algorithm
called H Y B R I D , is presented to determine the partial results of which subqueries must
be obtainedfirstand then which ones must use the results obtained for processing to
minimise the response time.

4.1 Autonomy and Heterogeneity

Component database systems participating in the heterogeneous distributed multidatabase system ( H D M D B S ) are autonomous. Some of the components m a y have
complete database operations, while the others m a y lack even primitive ones. The
number of participating component databases m a y be very large.
Preserving the autonomy of the component databases creates m a n y problems for
the processing and optimising of queries in the H D M D B S . Yet another problem is
syntax and semantic heterogeneities that are to be resolved in the schema and data
integration. In this study, we focus only on the preservation of the autonomy of the
component database systems.
Preserving full autonomy of the component database systems is costly and causes
restrictions in the query processing:
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• Only queries can be sent to the component databases [MeLY93]. To send data to
the components, each one of the components must have a utility for interpreting
the data. Usually, there are no such utilities in the component databases. Above
all, adding such utility to a component database system violates the autonomy.
• Although component database systems are fully connected through the communication networks, they cannot communicate with each other directly. C o m m u nication is through the H D M D B S by a message passing system.
• Because of autonomy, the statistical data of component databases, required for
query optimisation, m a y not be available.
• A component database system m a y terminate its cooperation in the query processing at any time.
• Query processing in the components has no impacts on each other.
In homogeneous distributed database systems, semijoins are used to reduce data
transmission time with the assumption that each local database system can accept data
as well. There are two important issues in using semijoins in homogeneous distributed
database systems:
1. All local database systems are capable of performing the same database operations and they are in one data model. Thus, when data are sent from one local
database to another, there is no need to translate the data from one structure
to another structure. Furthermore, because of the top-down design approach in
homogeneous distributed database systems, there are usually no data inconsistencies.
2. Sending data from one local database system to another is a part of the responsibilities of the query processing subsystem.
In the H D M D B S , it is important that, for obtaining the result of each subquery,
the relating component database is accessed once:
• For obtaining the result of a subquery, one access to the component database
system creates less interference to the current work of the component.
• Several accesses to a component database for obtaining a particular data need
several query executions in the component, several transmissions of the data and
several conversions of the data.
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• A component database m a y terminate its cooperation on query processing at any
time. Thus, if, for obtaining the result of a subquery, the component database
is to be accessed more than once, then it m a y happen that, at the first time,
access to the component is successful, while in the later accesses, the component
database terminates its cooperation.
Since component database systems are autonomous, they may not be willing to
reveal statistical information such as the cardinalities and the selectivities. To obtain
such statistical information or, in general, cost models of the components, one of the
methods introduced in [DuKS92, ZhuL94a, HaSN96] can be used.

4.2 Reductions

A global query is decomposed into a collection of subqueries such that each need
be sent to one component database. After translation to the query language of the
component databases, the subqueries are sent to the components for execution.
If subqueries are submitted to the component database systems in parallel, then
they are processed in parallel and the results m a y be transmitted to the submission
site in parallel. D u e to the parallel processing of subqueries and parallel transmission
of data, this approach is efficient if the results of subqueries have no significant impacts
on each other. Otherwise, the outcome m a y be the transmission of huge amount of
data from each component database system to the submission site.
Traditional reductions, such as semijoins that are intended to reduce the size of
transmitted data in homogeneous distributed database systems, are not applicable
to the H D M D B S because each component database system accepts query. Another
problem is that a global query m a y include not only join operation but other operations
such as union, difference and intersection.
First, we will concentrate on how a reduction can be performed in the H D M D B S ,
then we will pay attention to the detection of reductions between component databases.
Suppose a global query is r N s, expressed in the global data model which is
relational. Data sources of r and s, in order, originate from component databases dx
and d2 that m a y not be relational. Let the set of c o m m o n attributes between relational
tables r and she x. Decomposition of the global query results in two subqueries that
after translation to the query language of component databases dx and d2, in order,
are q^(r) and q<i2(s).
While only queries can be sent to the component databases, we intend to reduce the
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size of query processing result in a component database by using the result of the other
subquery. For the time being, we will focus on the submission order of subqueries, then
we will pay attention to how it is possible to reduce the size of the query processing
result in a component database by sending a query to the component.
Subqueries q^(r) and qd2(s) can be sent to the component databases in one of the
following ways:
(i) Sending both subqueries to the components at the same time. Thus, they are
processed in parallel and their results m a y be shipped back in parallel.

(ii) Using the result of subquery ft^(r) for processing subquery qd2(s) in compo
database d2. Thus, subqueryftj^r)is submitted first.

(iii) Using the result of subquery fti2(s) for processing subquery ^(r) in dx. Th
subquery q<L2(s)

iS

to be submitted first.

As mentioned earlier, the first method is efficient as long as a subquery result
not have an impact on reducing the size of another subquery result in the component
database.
In the second and the third methods, the result of one subquery is used to process
another subquery. In this way, the result of the second subquery is reduced, which
m a y result in less data transmission time, less data conversion time and less integration
time. Assume that subquery qd-y(r) is sent to the component database dxfirst.Since
relations r and s are to be joined, after the result of subquery qdt(r) is available in the
submission site, the contents of nx(r) are to be transmitted to the component database
site d2 for performing semijoin operation s X rrx(r). While component databases accept
only queries, the following steps can be applied for performing the semijoin operation
in component database d2:
1. Projecting the result of relation r on x attributes.

2. Building a propositional formula cf)(TTx(r)) for subquery qd2(s) as a conjunc
of atomic terms attribute=value for each tuple of irx(r). The entire formula is a
disjunction of conjunctions obtained from conversions of the individual tuples.

3. Modifying the subquery qd2(s) to qd2(o~<t>(irx{r))(s)) and sending it to the c
database d2 for execution.
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A
ax
a2
«3

B C
bx C\
h2 c2
b3 c3

Table 4.1: Three tuples of relation r.

Example 4.1 Let schemes of relations r and s, in order, be (A,B,C) and (D,E,F),
where x = [(B, D), (C, E)] is the common

attributes. Three tuples of relation r are

given in Table 4-1-

The propositional formula, (j)(nx(r)), is constructed from the following disjunctio
of conjunctions. ((D = bx)AND(E
b3)AND(E

= cx))OR((D

= b2)AND(E

= c2))OR((D

=

= c3))OR....

If the size of nx(r) is too large for component database d2, it must be partitioned
into 7rx(rx), nx(r2), ... irx(rk), where rx U r2 U ... U rk = r, then each one of the
partitioned tables is translated into a propositional formula.
If relation r is significantly larger than s and the computation of ft1(c0(7rri;(s))(r))
strongly reduces the size of the result, then it is better to compute qd2(s)first.Therefore, the order in which the subqueries are processed has an important impact on the
overall performance of the system.
In the example discussed above, parallel query processing strategy provides better results than sequential processing if more time is spent on processing qdx (r) and
qd2(°~<f>{'irx(r))(s)) t h a n o n data transmission. In such a case, it is better to process qdx(r)
and qd2(s), in order, in dx and d2 in parallel.
Note that if, for obtaining the result of each subquery, more than one access to
the component database were allowed, then it would also be possible to apply another
method. This is, sending queries qdx(^x(r)) and qd2(nx(s)) for obtaining x attribute
values from each component database, performing intersection operation Trx(r)C)nx(s) in
the submission site, then sending queriesft1(^(7rI(r)n7rI(s))(r))and

qdAo-^^nir^s))^))

to obtain the results from the component databases.
In the above example, the impact of a subquery result on the result of another
subquery can easily be detected. For a collection of subqueries {qx, ..., q n }, the major
problems are h o w to detect an impact that the result of a subquery qi has on the
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reduction of the results of other subqueries {qx, ..., qi-X, qi+i, • • •, ft} and then in
what order the subqueries are to be submitted to the component databases.
For a global query, the impacts of subquery results on each other can be detected
by using the reductions between arguments of the data integration expression. The
reductions are discovered by labelling an expression tree corresponding to the data
integration expression as discussed in chapter 2 and 3. Having the reductions and a
cost function for evaluation of subqueries, an algorithm determines in what order (i.e.
sequential, parallel, or mixture of sequential and parallel) the subqueries should be
submitted to the component databases in order to have a m i n i m u m response time.

4.3 Minimising Response Time

The objective of this section is to provide an algorithm to minimise the respons
of global query processing. Due to autonomy and parallel processing of subqueries in
component database systems, we will concentrate on the minimisation of the response
time rather than the total time.
Given a global query Q, its decomposition into subqueries {qXl ..., qn}, and a data
integration expression e(qx, ..., qn), and given the reductions between arguments
of the data integration expression, then, after translation of the subqueries to the
query language of the component database systems, with the assumption that each
component database system is to be accessed once, the problem is that in what order the
subqueries should be submitted to the component databases to minimise the response
time.

4.3.1 Query Evaluation Parameters
Assume that the partial result obtained from processing of a subquery qi in the relating
component database system is argument r{, (1 < i < n). If the global data model is
relational modelling of data, then argument r; is a relational table.
To obtain r; in the submission site, subquery qi is sent to the relating component
database system. The time that is needed to send subquery qi for obtaining r; in the
submission site and integrating it with other partial results consists of the following
costs:
1. transmission time of subquery qi from submission site to the component database
system site,
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2. query processing time in the component database system,

3. data transmission time for transmitting the query processing result, r2-, fro
component database site to the submission site,

4. data conversion time for converting r,- to the global data model format in the
submission site and
5. data integration time to integrate r; with other obtained partial results.
Generally, transmitting a subquery to a component database system has negligible
cost because the size of a subquery is usually very small. If the size is large, then
transmission of the subquery takes time and must be taken into account. Assume
\qi\ is the size of subquery qi for obtaining n. Furthermore, it is taken into account
whenever the size is large.
Let E[ be the time for processing subquery qi in the component database site.
The time for transmission of r; (which is the result of processing subquery qi) to the
submission site is F( + A

• Kl, where F[ and A , in order, are the constants relating

to the setup time for establishing the connection and the transmission speed, and |r,|
is the size of r,-. The time for conversion of the result is also proportional to its size.
Let d • \ri\ be the conversion time at the submission site for converting r,- to the global
data model format, where d is a constant of the conversion.
Final integration is performed when all of the partial results are available in the
submission site. After conversion to the global data model format, the partial results
are integrated. Let the total integration time for integrating all partial results be 2". If
we assume that the integration has the worst time of complexity, then the integration
time is proportional to the size of arguments. Thus, integration time, /, is /" • n™=1|r;|,
where /" is an integration constant and n is the number of partial results.
Accordingly, the time that is required to obtain partial result r,- in the submission
site and to integrate it with other partial results, called cost(ri), estimated from the
following formula:
cost(ri) = E'{ -r F[ + A • N + C{ • \n\ + I' • \r{\
Note that /' is different from /". The variable I' is computed from:

After simplifying:
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cost(rt) = E'i + F! + ( A + d + /') • |r,-|

The subquery transmission time A • |ft| can be added to the formula when \qi\ is
and cannot be neglected. In such a case, with the assumption that the setup time is
only necessary once, only one F( is needed.
If there is a reduction between two arguments r; and rj such that argument rtis reduced by rj, it is represented by reduction expression rt- a r,-. The result of a
operation is a reduction in the size of r;. The operation a is the reduction operation
and rj is a reducer for r,-.
Let plj represents a selectivity associated with the reduction operation in r; a rj.
The selectivity p%j is a rational number that ranges from 0 to 1. After execution of r;
a rj, the size of ri becomes p%j • |r,-|, where |ri| is the size of argument T;.
To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the effects of reduction operations are
independent. For example, after the execution of reduction operations for argument rt
by a set of reducers in R, {r; aj rj \ j G R } , the size of n becomes HJ^R

Pf\ri\. Note

that the set R contains indexes of the reducers.
Reducing the size of an argument results a reduction in the transmission time, a
reduction in the conversion time and a reduction in the integration time. A reduction
operation is profitable if the reductions are greater than all the work that is done for
reducing the size of that argument.
For performing reduction operation a in r; a rj, first a query is sent to the site
where rj is located to obtain it in the submission site. After rj is transmitted and then
converted, it is scanned for the projection of the relating data required to reduce the
size of ri. Then, the data are converted to a propositional formula and the subquery
qi with the propositional formula is sent to the site where rt- is located to reduced its
size.
Let the time for all of such work for reducing the size of r; by rj be w). Note that
the extra time, required for reducing the size of rt- in its site, is also included in uA.
Also, uA excludes the time that is needed for thefinalintegration of rj.
A reduction operation is profitable if:

cost(ri) > w) + E^ + Fl + A • \r[\ + C; • \r\\ + 7' • \r\\, where r\ is n after it is
by r3, i.e. \r[\ = p) • \n\.
The amount of profit for ^ whose size can be reduced by rj is indicated by P{. It can
be expressed as follows:
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Pi = cost(n) - (w) + E[ + F! + A

• K | + A • |rj| + /' • |rj|)

For each r;, there is a set of reducers by rj, where (1 < j < n,j ^ i). Assume t
set of indexes of such reducers for argument rt- is A • Note that the set of reducers for
argument r,- is identified by the reductions between r; and the other arguments.
Our method chooses a subset A

of A to reduce the size of r,-. Our task is to find

{ A , A , • • • > A } and an execution sequence order for ?A(1<i<n) in order to minimise
the response time, with the restriction that for obtaining each argument, the relating
component database can be only accessed once.
Consider reductions for argument r;. The amount of work for reducing the size of r,by rj, j G A is w). The size of reducers in A m a y also be reduced by r^, where h G Bj
and h ^ i. Also, The size of reducers in Bj may be reduced by rg, where g G A

and

g ^z (i,j) and so on. W e show such a sequence of reducers (i.e. reducers in reduction
expressions r; ctx rj, rj a2 rn, rh a3rg, ...) that are also profitable, js for j in A .
Reducing r,- can be done for any m in A in parallel as long as wlms < w^ to further
reduce its size. Thus all such work for reducing the size of r; is at most maxj^Bi (w)s).
For a set of reducers js G A , the profit is represented by the following formula:
P, = cost(n) - (max(w)s)]seBi + E[ + F[ + (A + A + /') • |r||)

In the formula, |r'| is UJ^BAP),) • N- By substituting cosi(r,-) in the formula, w

p, = A'+^+(A-+A+/>N-(m^^
After simplifying:

P, = \n\ • (A + Ct + /') • (l - IW,(PD) ~ ^^Kkes.
Computation of w}/s
W h e n the size of an argument such as ri is reduced by rj and argument rj has no
reducer, the amount of work for reducing the size of r,- is twj. If argument rj is also
reduced by another reducer, then the amount of work for reducing the size of r; will
not be wlj.
As an example, let the sequence set of reducers js in A for rt- be {j, h, g}. Suppose
the reduction expressions are r,- cti r^, r^- a 2 r^, and r/j a 3 r5. Assume the amount of
work and the selectivity for each one of the reductions, in order, are (w), /?*•), (w3h, p3h)
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and (wg, pg). The sequence of operations, in order, are a3, a2 and then ax. In other
words,firstr^ is reduced by rg, then rh reduces rj andfinally,r,- is reduced by rj.
The amount of work to perform rh a3 rg is wg. Since r^, is reduced, the amount of
work to perform rj a2 rh will not be w3h any more. It will be proportional to the size of
rh. Since the size of rh is reduced by the factor of pg, the amount of work to perform
r

j a2 rh, will be \wh\ • phg. Likewise, the amount of work to perform r,- ax r3 will be

\w)\ • Pg'Ph (see Figure 4.1).

rg - >• rh -—* rj - *• n

Figure 4.1: The amount of work in each next step is reduced.
Note that the total amount of work for reducing r; by the sequence set js is the
summation of whg, \w3h\ • phg and \w)\ • phg • p{. Thus, w)t = whg + \w3h\ • phg + \w)\ •
If an argument is reduced by other arguments in parallel, then the total amount of
work is computed by taking into account the parallel execution. For instance, suppose
reduction expressions are rj a3 rg, rj a2 rh and rt- ax rj, in order, with the amount
of work and the selectivities (wg, pg), (w3h, p3h) and (iu*-, p%f). Assume the sequence of
operations are a3, a2 and then ax. Reduction operations a 3 and a2 are performed in
parallel. The total amount of work to reduce rt- is the summation of max(|w;^|, \w3h\)
and \w)\ • pg • p3h. Thus, w)s = max(|u;^|, \w3h\) + \w)\ • pg • p{.

4.3.2 Formulation
The size of rt- after reduction operations becomes YljseBi(p)s) • |^|- The transmission
and conversion times for sending the reduced rt- to the submission site is F- + ( A +

Ci) • HjseBi(pl- ) • \ri\- The total time to reduce rt-, to transmit it to the submission sit
and to convert it in the submission site is:
maxjsGBl(w)s) + E[ + Fj + (A + A) • ni<6fli(pj.) • H

Integration begins when all r,'s become available, i.e. they are transmitted and
they are converted. Since conversion is performed in the submission site sequentially,
it is necessary to compute the total time for the conversion. If there are no reducers
for the arguments and before conversion, the arguments arrive at the same time in the
submission site, then the total conversion time is: YA=X Ci • |r,|. The arguments m a y
have reducers and also they m a y not arrive in the submission site at the same time.
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It is assumed that the amount of work (i.e. w}s's) includes the conversion times for
reducers in A's. Thus, conversion times for the reducer arguments are not recomputed.
In general, the arguments m a y not arrive at the same time and some of them m a y be
reducers.
W h e n the last argument arrives in the submission site, its conversion m a y be started.
Conversion of the last argument m a y be postponed because conversion of previously
arrived arguments m a y not yet have been completed by the arrival time of the last
argument. Let the time that the last argument must wait for starting the conversion

be Wf.
To compute Wf, we need the arrival times of the arguments that are not reducers.
Let Ai be the arrival time of argument r,-, computed as follows:

At = w)s + E\ + F! + A • njs€Bl(p)s) • \n\

Note that conversion time for the argument is A • Tija€Bi(p%jf) • \ri\ and it is n
included in the formula. If the argument has no reducers, then w%ja = 0 and p%js = 1.
Let sorting of A^s in an increasing order be {A^, Ai2, ..., Aim} for (1 < m < n). In
other words, among arguments that are not reducers, argument r2l is thefirstargument
and argument r;m is the last one that arrive in the submission site.
W h e n argument r^ arrives, its conversion begins immediately. The next argument
which is ri2 m a y either arrive in parallel with argument r^, it m a y arrive during the
conversion or it m a y arrive after the conversion is completed. In general, conversion
of an argument nfc with k > 1 m a y be delayed because the conversions of previously
arrived arguments m a y not have been completed at the arrival time of the argument.
Assume conversion of argument r!fc can begin at the arrival. Let Tik be a number
that specifies, until arrival of the next argument, whether the conversion of argument
rik can be carried out or not. It is computed as follows:

Tik = (Ak+1 - Aik) - Cik • nijeBijk(P5*) • \rih\

The value of Tlfc specifies whether the conversion ends on arrival of the next argument. If the next argument arrives during conversion of argument r,-fc, then T;fc is
negative. W h e n the next argument arrives either at the time that the conversion is
ended, or it arrives after the conversion, the value of T{k is either zero or positive,
respectively. If the value of T{h is zero or positive, conversion of the next argument can
be started when it arrives. If the value is negative, conversion of the next argument on
the arrival is delayed after the time of \Tik\.
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Accordingly, the waiting time, Wf, that the last argument r,-m must wait for starting
the conversion is computed from: Wf = |Wazt(Tjm_1)|, where Wait(TiQ) = 0, and the
function Wait is a recursive function, computed as follows:
Wait(Tik) = min(Wait(Tn_A+Tik,Q) (4.1)

Integration begins when all arguments are transmitted and converted. It needs th
time of:

max{x<i<n)(max(w)s)ueBi + E[ + F'{ + A • UjseB,(pi) • N + Wf + A • ILjteBi(p)3) • |rt-|)

The total time for integration is 7" • U.^=.1(IijaeBi(ptj3) • |n|)- The overall r
is expressed as a function of A , A , • • •, A
RES(BX,B2,

as follows:

...,Bn)= max(1<i<n)(maxiseSi(w;iJ + A' +

F

l+

Dt • TL»eBi(p).) • N + wf + ^- • !W. WJ • M) + v' • n?=1(ni<efli(^) • l^-D
To simplify the expression, let A = A' + Fl,I = /"-Iip=1 • |r,-|, and B = BX,B2,..., Bn.
Minimising the response time can be stated as follows:

Given A = (I, (A, A , A , N , {(u;») | j G A}), (A, A , A , |r2|, {(u;J,^) | J
G A }), ..., (A, A*, Cx, \rn\, {(w«, p?) \jeUn

})), such that /, A , A , A

are positive numbers, |rt-| is the size of r,-, 0 < /?*• < 1 and Wf is a waiting time to
start conversion of the last argument, find an optimal B = (Bx, B2,..., Bn), and an
execution sequence order for ?A(1<.<n) such that:
RES(B)

= max{x<i<n)(max3s£Bx(w)s)

+ Ei + A • IijseB,(p)s) • |r,-] + W / +

^•nisGB,(^)-|rl|) + /-n^5,(y0;s)
is minimised.

4.3.3 Restriction on Using Reduction Operations
Only one access to each component database system is allowed for obtaining the result
of a subquery. Thus, if there are reductions such as r,- a rj and rj (3 ri, only one of them
can be applied. Although the component databases can be accessed in parallel, the
restriction of one access to each of them prohibits the parallel processing for reducing
the size of r,- and rj in the component databases, applying both reduction operations
a and j3. Furthermore, for executing reduction operation a, first rj is obtained in
the submission site, then the required data of rj to reduce the size of r, is used as
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a propositional formula for a query. Afterwards, the query is sent to the component
database site where r; is located.
If reduction rj (3 ri is applied, the same strategy is used. In this case, the reduction ri
a rj cannot be applied. If there are no benefits in performing the reduction operations,
then to obtain rt- and rj in the submission site, two queries are sent in parallel to the
sites where rt- and rj are located to obtain them.
Therefore, the restriction of one access to each component database makes one of
the reduction operations impractical. The problem offindingout which one of them
should be used is very important in reducing the response time.

4.3.4 Profitable Reducers
For each argument, there is a set of reducers, identified by the reductions between the
argument and other arguments of the data integration expression. A reducer m a y be
profitable for an argument. If the reducer is not profitable, then it m a y be profitable
in a sequence of reductions for the argument. Accordingly, profitable reducers for an
argument are divided into direct and indirect profitable reducers. A direct profitable
reducer is directly applied to reduce the size of an argument and a profit is obtained.
For an indirect profitable reducer, a profit is obtainable in a sequence of reductions.
For example, assume that rj, rg and r^ are reducers for ri. If rj reduces the size of
ri by the reduction operation in r; ax rj and is profitable, then rj is a direct profitable
reducer for r,-. Suppose each one of rg and r^ as reducers of r,- is not a direct profitable
reducer, i.e. if each one of rg and rh reduces the size of r,-, no profit is obtained. If by
performing reduction operations in rh cx2 rg and then in rh a3 ri, a profit for reducing
the size of r; can be obtained, then both r^ and rg are indirect profitable reducers for
ri. Note that if the size of r^ were not reduced by rg, then r^, could not be a profitable
reducer for r,-.

4.3.5 The Search Space
Subqueries can be submitted to component databases either sequentially, in parallel,
or in hybrid (i.e. a mixture of sequential and parallel). The search space for sequential
execution of subqueries {ft,..-,ft} by itself is n\. If the parallel and the hybrid
executions of subqueries are also added to the sequential ones, the search space becomes
gigantic.
In the worst case that an argument has n — 1 reducers, the number of subsets of
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reducers for the argument amounts to 2n-1-l. Furthermore, the subsets with more
than one reducer are to be considered for the sequential and parallel arrangements to
find out the most profit for the argument. The problem is NP-hard.
The search space can largely be reduced if only the direct profitable reducers for
each argument are taken into account. To find whether a reducer m a y be a direct
profitable reducer or not, we define w\ as the weight of an argument rt- for (1 < i < n)
as follows:
v>) = El + F! + (Di + &) • \n\
The weight for r% consists of the costs for just obtaining and converting r; in the
submission site. Assume that there is reduction r4- a rj that reduces the size of r; by rj.

It is evident that if w3j > w\, then the reduction r; a. rj is not profitable. Furthermore
rj cannot be a direct profitable reducer for r;. If w3j < w\, the reduction operation m a y
be profitable. In other words, from the set of reducers for each argument, the reducers
whose weights are larger than the weight of the argument can be deleted because they
cannot be direct profitable reducers for that argument. This m a y create a problem.
A direct reducer that is not profitable for an argument m a y be an indirect profitable
reducer for the argument.
To remedy the problem, it can be assumed that all reducers of arguments are also
profitable if there exists at least one argument among other arguments that has a profit
for the set of its reducers. Otherwise, reducers of arguments are pruned by comparing
the weight of each argument with the weights of its reducers.

4.3.6 HYBRID Algorithm
The greater the profits are the lower the response time will be. Thus, instead of
concentrating on reducing the response time, we focus our attention on obtaining the
greatest profit in general.
In each step, among arguments of the data integration expression, an argument is
chosen to be reduced by the set of its reducers which has the most profit. Then, the
global effect of that argument by removing it from the reducers of other arguments are
examined forfindingout whether the chosen argument is the right choice.
Let P = J2?=x Pi be a total profit for all arguments to be reduced by their reducers.
Since some of the reductions are not practical (see Subsection 4.3.3), P is not the actual
overall profit that will be obtained.
If n is the most profitable argument among the others to be reduced, then Pi >
Pt

,_,.,. Assume n is chosen because it is the most profitable one to be reduced
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by the set of reducers in A- Since r; is the most profitable argument, it m a y not be
a profitable reducer for other arguments any more. Thus, if r; is chosen, then it is
removed from the set of reducers in A,,^,^ ,^.
Let P' = YH=I

Pi be the total profit when rt- is removed from the reducers in

Uk(i<k<n,k*i) • If -P — P' < P{, then r^ is the right choice because by choosing rt- the most
profit is obtained. Furthermore, the effect of r,- as a reducer for obtaining profits, when
it is removed from the reducers in A(1<fc<„k¥i), is not more than the obtained profit. If
P — P' > Pi, then the effect of rt- as a reducer, when it is not removed from A (1<fc<nk¥i),
is that more profits can be obtained.
If P — P' = Pi, then ri as a reducer m a y reduce the sizes of some arguments in
parallel and thus r,- should not be chosen to be reduced. Therefore, if P — P' > P,-,
then ri is not chosen to be reduced at this stage.
W h e n P — P'> Pi, the next profitable argument in the sorted list of profits Ph1<k<n)
is chosen as a candidate to be reduced by its reducers. The new choice is again examined
to see if its profit is greater than P — P'.
Note that when rt- is chosen to be reduced, the profitable reducers in A are stored
in A , then r,- and A are not considered any more. Also, the index i is removed from
reducers in Uk(1<k<n). W h e n a reducer is removed from any reducer set such as Uk and
the reducer is an element of the profits, then the profit Pk is updated.
Thefirstargument that is chosen to be reduced is given an execution order of n,
which means that argument among n arguments is the last one that will be obtained.
The next selected argument is given an execution order of n — 1 and so on.
The algorithm that is presented below is called H Y B R I D because it tries to arrange
submission of subqueries for obtaining arguments from the component databases for
both sequential and parallel executions. If there is no benefit in the sequential execution
of the subqueries at all, then the parallel execution is identified by the algorithm.

HYBRID Algorithm
INPUT:
OUTPUT:

n,I, {(Eif D{, d),

(w),p)) \ 1< i <n, j G A }

{Bx, B2, ..., Bn}, and a sequence of execution Sx, S2, ..., Sn

B{ = 0, Si = 0 , (1 < i < n);

m = n;
while (m > 0)
begin
compute all Pih, (1 < h < m);
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./ (all(Pih >s) < 0)
begin
remove reducers for arguments that the weights < the reducers' weight;
recompute all Pih 's;
if (all(Pih 's) < 0) return;
end;
for(i = 1 to m)
begin
sort Pi as Pit > Pi2 > ..., > Pim ;
p
x^m
r

-p

~ L,h=l rih >

for (k = ix to im)
begin
P' = E L i Pih > m
if (Pk>

h

] -d,d = g(k)};

p- p>)

begin
d = g(k);

Bd = {A};
for (h = 1 to m)
{U,h} - d;
dm

==

a',

m = m - 1;
break;
end;
end;
end;
end;
In sorting P,'s w e need to know which one of P,15 P,-2, ..., P,-n after sorting belongs to
which argument. The function g() returns the index. W h e n it is necessary to remove an
element k from a reducer set A , the notation { A } — k is used. The sequence of Sx, 5 2 ,
..., Sn determines the execution order for arguments. Indexes of some arguments m a y
not be assigned to sequences Si,x<i<ny, that means those arguments have no reducers.
In such cases that the arguments have no reducers, they are submitted in parallel for
execution.
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i
1
2
3
4

A

A

A

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.7

0.003
0.004
0.009
0.005

0.0004
0.0008
0.0007
0.0006

Table 4.2: Values for parameters A and A'.

i/j 1
1 3.3
2 3.6, 0.5
3 4.2, 0.4
4 3.8, 0.6

2

3

4

1.6, 0.8 5.9, 0.7 2.6, 0.3
6.4, 0.3 2.9, 0.4
1.4
2.1, 0.6 5.5
3.4, 0.4
1.8, 0.4 5.3, 0.5 2.4

Table 4.3: Values for w%- and p1-.

4.3.7

Example

Suppose the global data model is relational and four relations rx, r2, r3, r4 are the
arguments of the data integration expression. The sizes of the arguments are as follows:
|ri| = 900, \r2\ = 200,|r3| = 500, \r4\ = 300. The total integration time, I, is 2.7 and
other parameters are given in tables 4.2 and 4.3. Reducers for rx are (r2, r3, r 4 ), for r2
the reducers are (rx,r3, r 4 ), for r3 the reducers are (rx, r2, r 4 ), and for r4 the reducers
are (rx, r2, r 3 ). In other words, Ux = {2,3,4}, U2 = {1,3,4}, A

= {1,2,4} and UA =

{1,2,3}. The weights of the arguments are computed as follows:
w\ = A

+ ( A + Ci) • \rz\

w\ = 0.2 + (0.003 + 0.0004)*900 = 3.3
w\ = 0.4 + (0.004 + 0.0008)*200 = 1.4
wl = 0.6 + (0.009 + 0.0007)*500 = 5.5
w\

= 0.7 + (0.005 + 0.0006)*300 = 2.4

With the assumption that the reducers for each argument are profitable,firstof all,
the profit Pi for each argument is computed.
Pi = \n\iDi + Ci + J')-(l - TLj.&iip).)) ~

max(w)s)JseBt

Since the integration time is 2.7, I' is computed from the following formula:
fl _

i

~STw

_

2.7

1900

It is assumed that reducers of each arguments are profitable and they are not reduced
by other arguments. Thus, j = js and A = A-
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A = N - ( A + A + /')•(! " ni6Ul(p})) - max(w))3£Ul

A = {2, 3, 4}
Pi = 900 * (0.003 + 0.0004 + ^ ) * (1 - U{k=2,3,4)(pl)) - m a x (w\w))
P1 = 4.34 * (1 - 0.8 * 0.7 * 0.3) - max(1.6, 5.9, 2.6) = 4.34 * 0.832 - 5.9 = - 2.29
Similar to Pi, the profits P 2 , P 3 , P 4 can be computed. To distinguish computation
of P^'s from one step to another, P;'s are represented by a superscript number that is
increased at the next step. For example, Px at thefirststep is represented by Px°.
P^ = - 2.29
P2° = - 5.23
P3° = + 1.1
P4° = - 4.45
Since there is a Pi > 0 (i.e. P3), there is no need to compare the weights for removing
some reducers. The sorting of Pt-'s in a decreasing order is:
P3° > Pj0 > P4° > P2°
Since P ° is the greatest profit of all, the argument r3 can be reduced by the set of its
reducers with the most profit. Thus the argument r3 is selected.
The total profit is:

P = Y,UiP? = " 2-29 " 5-23 + L1 " 4-45 = " 10-87
Also, w e need to compute the P' which is the total profit when r3 is removed from
reducers of other arguments tofindwhether r3 is the right choice to be reduced at this
stage or not.
The profit P;'s for arguments without r3 as their reducer are:
Pi = + 0.70
Pi = - 2.61
A1 = + 1-1
Pi = - 2.2
P' = £?=i PI = ~ 3-01
p_P> = _ io.87- (- 3.01) =-7.86
Since P — P' < P3°, r3 can be chosen without any problem. Thus:
A = {1, 2, 4}
A = {2, 4}
A = {1, 4}
A = {1, 2}
A =3
Arrangement of P,'s is:
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n

n

\/

Figure 4.2: Sequence of execution for rx, ..., r4.
Pi > Pi > P2
The argument rx m a y be selected. Previous P' without profit for argument r3 is new
P for this step:
P = 0.70 - 2.61 - 2.2 = - 4.11
B y removing rx from reducers of r4 and r2, new P' must be computed.
Pi = 0.70
P22 = - 2.16
Pi = - 0.13
P' = 0.70- 2.16- 0.13 = - 1.59
P - P' = - 4.11 - (- 1.59) = - 2.52
Since P — P' < Pi, selection of rx is the right choice at this stage. Thus:

A = {2, 4}
U2 = {4}

A = {2}
A =i
Since by removing rx from reducers of r4 and r2 the profits P23 = - 2.05 and P± = - 0.5
are negative and there is only one reducer for each one of the arguments, they must be
processed without reducer in parallel. Thus, B2 — 0 and A

= 0-

The sequence of execution is thatfirstr2 and r4 are processed in parallel, since no
indexes for them are assigned in the Si(i<i<4) ( A = 0, A = 0 and B2 — 0, A

= 0).

Then rx is processed. After processing rx, the argument r3 is processed. Figure 4.2
shows the sequence of execution.
RES(B)

= max(1<,-<4)(moa;J-6Bi(<) + #
r
+/ n

+ A

• I W . ^ . J • \n\ + Wf + A •

ni.efli(rt.)-l *l) - i.^(^.)

The conversion time for r2, r4 and ri, in order, are included in w\, w\ and wf. Thus
the conversion time is computed for r3 only. Since there is only one argument that
the conversion time must be computed for it, there is no waiting time for starting the
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conversion. Thus, Wf = 0.
The size of rx is reduced to Uj^^p]

• |ri| and the size of r3 is reduced to Iij-(2,4,i)P

hi
RES(B)

= max((2.6, 1.6) + (4.2 * 0.8 * 0.3)) + 0.6 + (0.009 * (0.4 * 0.6 * 0.4) *

500) + 0 + (0.0007 * (0.4 * 0.6 * 0.4) * 500) + 2.7 * (0.8 * 0.3 * 0.4 * 0.6 * 0.4)
RES(B)

=(2.6 + 1.01) + 0.6 + 0.432 + 0.03 + 0.06 = 4.73

If the size of arguments are not reduced, the response time would be: 5.5 + 2.7 =
8.2

4.3.8 A Near Optimal Solution
In the Hybrid algorithm,firstit is assumed that all reducers for each argument are
profitable as long as at least an argument can be found to have a positive profit. In each
iteration, the most profitable argument is selected to be reduced by its reducers. Since
the selected argument cannot be a reducer for other arguments in the next iteration, the
global effect of removing it from reducers of other arguments are examined. Reducers
of a selected argument m a y not remain direct reducers of the argument. They m a y also
be reduced by other reducers in the next iterations of the algorithm. These constitute
important features of the algorithm that result in a near optimal solution.
If, in the assumption that all reducers are profitable, no argument with a positive
profit can be found, then it must be attempted to remove the reducers of each argument
whose weights are greater than the weight of the argument. After pruning reducers,
if no argument with a positive profit is found, then the algorithm terminates. In this
case, the arguments have no reducers (all A

= 0), and they must be processed in

parallel.

4.4 Summary
After decomposition of a global query into a collection of subqueries and their
lation to the query language of component databases, subqueries are submitted to the
component databases. The impact of subquery results on each other specifies which
subqueries should be submitted earlier and which later. The subqueries that are submitted later use other subquery results for query processing in the component databases
in order to reduce the size of results. If the results of the subqueries have no impacts
on each other, then subqueries are submitted to the component databases for parallel
execution.
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The basis for identifying the impact of the subquery results on each other is the
reductions between arguments of the data integration expression. The algorithm H Y B R I D is an attempt to minimise the response time by employing reductions, query
computation costs at the components, data transmission and data conversion costs.
Because of preservation of full autonomy of the component database systems, a
reduction such as semijoin cannot be used in the H D M D B S as it is used in homogeneous
distributed database systems. Since component database systems accept only queries,
a reduction operation such as semijoin in the H D M D B S is performed in a different way.
To obtain the result of a subquery, each component database is accessed once.
The benefit of one access to each component database is that less interference to the
current work of the component is made. Removing the restriction m a y cause component
databases be accessed several times to answer the global query.
The cost of a subquery consists of query transmission time, query processing time
in the relating component database, the time for transmission of the query processing
result from component database to the submission site, conversion time and integration
of the result with other subquery results in the submission site. If the size of the
subquery is small, the query transmission time is ignored.
If the arguments of a data integration expression have impacts on each other, the
impacts can be used to reduce the size of query processing results in the component
databases. For example, if there is a reduction between arguments r,- and rj in such a
way that rj as a reducer can be used to reduce the size of ri in the relating component
database, the reduction m a y be applied if it is profitable. Reducing the size of an
argument is profitable if all the work that are performed for the reduction is less than
the cost of obtaining that argument by itself.
Algorithm H Y B R I D is based on profitable reducers of arguments. At any time
that an argument is chosen to be reduced, the argument is removed from reducers of
other arguments. The global effect of removing the argument is examined. This is
an important feature of the algorithm that considers the global impact of a reducer
argument on the other arguments. That feature results in a near optimal solution.

Chapter 5
Optimisation of Query Postprocessing

This chapter deals with efficient integration of partial results obtained from t
tion of subqueries in the component databases. After the submission of subqueries to
the component databases, partial results of subquery processing in some of the components are available earlier than others. W e take advantage of the delays before the
arrival of the later partial results to perform operations on the available results.
In the delays, available partial results can gradually be integrated. Also, reductions between arguments of data integration expressions are used to reduce the size of
available partial results or prepare them to speed up future computations.

5.1 Query Postprocessing
After decomposition of a global query and then translation to the query language
of component databases, subqueries are submitted to the component databases for
execution. Subqueries can be submitted to the components sequentially, in parallel,
or in a mixture of sequential and parallel, as discussed in chapter 3. To simplify the
problem, without loss of generality, it is assumed that after query decomposition and
translation, subqueries are sent to the components in parallel.
Generally, integration begins when all of the partial results are available at the
submission site. One of the characteristics of heterogeneous distributed multidatabase
systems is that partial results, obtained from the processing of subqueries, m a y not be
available in the submission site at the same time. Furthermore, after the submission
of subqueries, results of query processing in some of the component databases m a y be
available in the submission site earlier than others. There are m a n y factors that cause
a partial result be available earlier or later than others in the submission site.
Owing to autonomy, it is a component database system that decides when to respond to a subquery. Communication with a component database system is through
the external user interface. The component database system is not aware which queries
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are local user queries and which m a y be the queries sent by the heterogeneous database
system.
The network links between the heterogeneous database system and component
database systems varies from local area to wide area networks. Furthermore, some
of the links m a y use low data bandwidth, while the others m a y employ high data
bandwidth.

Depending on the kind of link and the bandwidth, data transmission

speed between the heterogeneous database system and a component database system
m a y be very fast or it m a y be very slow.
Computer systems that run component databases m a y differ from the view point of
power. This creates great impacts on query processing in the component databases. Execution of queries by a component database system that is run on a powerful computer
system is faster than execution of the same queries by another component database
system that is run on a poor computer system.
Subqueries submitted to component databases m a y vary from simple to complex
subqueries. Results obtained from processing of simple subqueries in the components
m a y be available earlier in the submission site than the results from processing complex
subqueries.
Component database systems use different techniques and algorithms in the query
processing.

Query processing techniques employed by a component database m a y

result in a low response time for a subquery, while the techniques applied by another
component for the similar query m a y lead to a high response time.
At the time that subqueries are submitted to the component databases, some of
the networks m a y be very busy, that will result in slow transmission of data from the
components to the heterogeneous database system site.
Also of importance are data conversion times. Some partial results obtained from
the processing of subqueries m a y need more data conversion time and more time to
deal with the semantic heterogeneities than other partial results.
In such a situation, optimisation of query postprocessing can be critical for the
system from which the user expects a fast response time. W e take advantage of the
delays that partial results are available later at the submission to perform operations
on the already available partial result to minimise the response time.

5.2. Optimisation of Query Postprocessing
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Optimisation of Query Postprocessing

After the submission of subqueries to the component databases, in a specific mom
time, some partial results, obtained from the processing of the subqueries, are available
at the submission site. Until other partial results arrive, it m a y be possible to:
1. prepare available partial results in order to speed up future computations,
2. integrate some of them to reduce the number of integration operations or to
display a part of thefinalanswer to the user.

Partial results can be prepared at the physical and at the logical levels. At the
physical level, hashing, indexing and clustering techniques m a y be used. Thus, when
other partial results are available at the submission site later, the time for integration
operations m a y be reduced.
At the logical level, the preparation of available partial results m a y be possible;
this m a y include reducing their size. Thus, the reductions on partial results reduce the
integration time.
Reducing the number of integration operations is beneficial since the time for integration of the partial results is reduced which in turn results in a lower response time.
Displaying a part of thefinalanswer not only m a y be important to the user but also
it m a y be excluded from thefinalanswer.
In general, optimisation of query postprocessing problems can be stated as follows:
Given a data integration expression e(rx,... ,rn), and some of the arguments, the
problems are:

(i) what operations can be performed using available arguments to obtain a part o
the final answer or to reduce the number of integration operations,
(ii) how to prepare them for future processing to speed up the computations.
All of the operations on available arguments are done with the assumption that
the system has enough time to perform such operations until the next arguments are
available. It is also assumed that the global data model of the heterogeneous database
system is the relational modelling of data and that a data integration expression is an
expression of relational algebra.
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5.2.1

Integration of Available Arguments

Under specific conditions, available arguments of a data integration expression can be
integrated. The integration aims at reducing the number of integration operations or
displaying a part of thefinalanswer to the user. There are three cases:

1. Available arguments are adjacent, i.e. they are operands of an operation of t
data integration expression.
2. Available arguments are non-adjacent but, with a transformation on the data
integration expression, they will be adjacent.

3. Available arguments are not adjacent and no transformations can be carried ou
on the data integration expression to make them adjacent.
In the first case, where available arguments of an operation are adjacent, they
be integrated by performing the operation. In this way, the available arguments constitute a new available argument and the number of integration operations is reduced.
Furthermore, if the new argument is part of thefinalanswer, it can be shown to the
user.

Example 5.1 Consider the relational algebra expression e = (rx* IX r2*) U (r3 1X1
Arguments superscripted with asterisks are available.

The join operation between

arguments rx* and r2* can be performed and the result can be shown to the user.

In the example, not only is the number of operations of the data integration ex
reduced but a part of thefinalanswer is shown to the user.

Example 5.2 Consider the relational algebra expression e = ((rx* -r2*) N r3) — r4

which arguments rx , r2 and r4* are available. The difference operation for argumen
rx* and r2* can be computed. The result of the operation does not constitute a part

thefinalanswer. However, the number of operations of the data integration is reduce
Hence, it is beneficial to perform the difference operation.

In the second case, the data integration expression may be transformed so that t
available arguments become adjacent. The transformation must produce a new expression which is equivalent to the data integration expression. Note that two equivalent
expressions produce the same result.
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E x a m p l e 5.3 Consider the relational algebra expression e = rx* — (r2* — r3). Ar-

guments rx* and r2* are available. Since they are not adjacent, no operations can b

performed. By replacing the difference operations with intersection operations, ap

De Morgan's laws, using the distributive laws of set algebra and the elimination of

complement operation, expression e is transformed to (rx* — r2*) U (rx* C\ r3). Af

transformation, the available arguments become adjacent and the difference operati

can be performed. Furthermore, as a part of thefinalanswer, the result of the differ
operation can be shown to the user.

It is notable that the transformation produces an equivalent expression which has
one operation more than operations of the data integration expression. The benefit
of the transformation is that, computation of the difference operation can be done
immediately and the result can be shown to the user.
In the third case, where the available arguments are not adjacent and with transformations on the data integration expression they cannot be adjacent, other techniques
that are presented later m a y be applied to perform some operations on them.

5.2.2 Preparation Techniques
Considering the preparation of available partial results, we will focus on the logical level.
To prepare partial results at the logical level, it is necessary to detect the impacts of
partial results on each other in order to reduce their size. The reductions, discussed in
chapter 3, describe how the impacts of partial results on each other can be detected.
Example 5.4 Consider the relational expression e — rx* — 7rx(r2* N r3). Available
arguments are rx* and r2 which are not adjacent. Also, no transformations can be

performed on the expression to make the arguments adjacent. By labelling an expressi
tree corresponding to e, the common

operation and the labels of input edges to the

operation for the available arguments are identified. The common operation is diffe

and the labels are A(rx*) and E(r2*). The reductions are obtained from the reduction

expression tables (see chapterS) for difference operation by applying the labels.
obtained reduction is r2* t< 7tx(rx*). Thus, the argument r2* can be reduced.
An optimisation technique based on marking tuples of available arguments is important when a data integration expression has two or more identical subexpressions.
For instance, consider the skeleton of a data integration expression given in Figure 5.1.
A subtree T is c o m m o n for the operations a and (3 but only in the case (3 does there ex-
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Figure 5.1: A skeleton of an expression tree with the c o m m o n subtrees.

ists a reduction between r and s. If we assume that a reduction between r and 5
replacement of r with f(r,s) then the right hand side subtree T becomes different from
the left hand side subtree T. Such optimisation is not correct because it is no longer
possible to compute T once. The solution to this problem is in the marking of tuples
in r with (+) and (-) markers and clustering r according to the markers possessed by
the individual tuples. The tuples that belong to f(r, s) are marked with (+) while the
other tuples, i.e. r — f(r,s), are marked with (-). Furthermore, computation of the
subexpression T should be done in such a way that it returns two results, one for the
evaluation of a and the other for the evaluation of j3. The result of T which is later
used as an argument of a. contains all tuples independent of their markers. O n the
other hand, every tuple in the result of T which becomes an argument of f3, such that
it consists of a part of or the entire tuple marked with (-), should be discarded before
computation of (3. Such a tuple does not affect the result of (3.

Example 5.5 Consider the data integration expression e = (s* U t) — (r* N w). La

belling the paths from the leaf nodes s* and r* to the root node (i.e. -) in the co

sponding expression tree provides the labels A(s*)+ and E(r*). A reduction betwee

and s does not exist. According to other optimisation techniques, the expression ca

transformed into a union of subexpressions (s*-(r* N w))U(t-(r* N w)). Labelling in

thefirstsubexpression indicates that r* can be replaced with the result of r* X 5*.

ously, the reduction of r* is not correct because it destroys the common subexpres

Therefore, r* is marked and clustered into r'* = r* X s* and r"* = r* - r'*. Wh
w

is available, the entire result of r* XI w* is stored in order to compute the se

subexpression while only r'* N w is kept for computation of thefirstsubexpression

5.3. Query Postprocessing Algorithm
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Query Postprocessing Algorithm

This section provides an algorithm for query postprocessing in heterogeneous, dis
tributed multidatabase systems. It is assumed that parallel submission strategy is
used to distribute subqueries. Moreover, we assume that it is possible to estimate
how m u c h time is needed to compute the subqueries within the respective component
databases. Integration of the partial results is performed accordingly to the following
algorithm.

5.3.1 Algorithm
Input:
A n expression tree of the data integration expression e(rx,..,, rjt) and a sequence of
pairs <tx,rx >,... ,<tk,rk > ordered in the ascending order of the values tx,...,tkEach pair < t^,n > for i = 1,... ,fc represents an estimation of the time elapsed
from the submission of a subquery q,- till the arrival of its partial result r,-.
Output:
The result of e(rx,... ,rn).

Method
Let R

be a set of partial results available for data integration. Initially R = 0.

W h e n a partial result r± arrives after time ti, it is inserted into R. The system
periodically inspects the set of partial results. If R is not empty, i.e. it contains the
partial results r;, ri+x , ..., rj, then the following actions take place.
(i) All operations that have all of their arguments available are immediately computed and the partial results r,-, ri+1, ..., rj are removed from R. The expression
tree is modified after the computations. The system inspects the set R and
if it is not empty, step (i) is repeated for the new arrivals. At any m o m e n t
the system is able to determine the amount of time ta which is left before the
arrival of the next partial result rj+x.
(ii) The system identifies an appropriate syntax-based optimisation technique to
re-shuffle the arguments to compute a part of thefinalanswer and to eliminate
some of the operations. All optimisations that require less time than ta are
performed. Then, the system inspects R for new arrivals. If it is not empty,
step (i) is repeated. Otherwise the system continues optimisation.
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argument

r\
r2
r3
r±
7*5

r6
ri

arrival time

3
4
7
4
12
4
7

Table 5.1: Arrival times of arguments of expression e.

(iii) The system identifies the reductions and all possible reductions of the ar
ments. All optimisations that can be done before the arrival of the next partial
result are performed. If R is still empty, the system continues optimisations,
otherwise it returns to step (i).
(iv) The system identifies all cases when reductions of the partial results conflicts
with computation of the c o m m o n subexpressions. In such cases, the tuples
from the respective arguments are marked. If a set R is still empty the system
waits for new partial results, as no other optimisations can be done. Otherwise,
the system returns to step (i).

Example 5.6 Consider the relational expression e = ((rx N r2) N r3)U((r4nr5)-(r6 K

r7)). Arrival times of the arguments are given in Table 5.1. At the time of 4, avail

arguments are rx, r2, r4 and r6. The join operation whose arguments are availabl

can be computed. Let sx be evaluation result of (rx N r 2 ). Thus, expression e afte

computation of the join is equivalent to (sx* N r3) U ((r4* H r5) - (r6* N r7)). Availa
arguments before the time of 7 are superscripted by asterisks.

We assume that aft

computation of the join operation, and until arrival of the next arguments, there i

enough time to perform some operations on the available arguments. Labelling an
expression tree of e and analysis of the labels for the common

operations of avail

arguments (see chapter 3) indicates that argument r6* can be reduced by r4*. The

reduction expression is r6* X 7rx(r4*), where x is the join attributes between r6* andr
When

the reduction of argument r6* is completed, arguments r3 and r7 arrive. Now

both join operations of the expression can be computed, because their arguments are

available. Let s2 and s3, in order, be evaluation results of (sx* N r3*) and (r6* N r

After computation of the join operations, expression e is equivalent to 5 2 *U((r 4 *nr
s3*). The result of s2 can be sent to the user as a part of thefinalanswer.

5.4.
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Expression e can be transformed to the equivalent expression s2* U ((r4* — s3*) f

r 5 ). Now, the difference operation can be computed. Let s 4 be the evaluation result o
(r4* — s3*). After being replaced with s4, expression e is restructured as s2* U (s4*

Labelling an expression tree of the expression indicates that argument s4* can be re

by s2* and the reduction expression is s4* — s2*. After reducing argument s4*, the n
argument which is rr, arrives and the entire expression is computed.

5.4 Summary

We addressed optimisation of query postprocessing in heterogeneous distributed mu
database systems.

W e assumed that subqueries are submitted to the component

databases in parallel. After submission, partial results of query processing in some
of the component databases m a y be available in the submission site later than the
others. The reasons m a y be:
• Autonomy of the component database systems.
• Data transmission speeds.
• Power of computer systems that run the component databases.
• Complexity of subqueries.
• Query processing techniques in the component databases.
• Network congestion at the time that subqueries are submitted and at the time
that the results are transmitted to the heterogeneous distributed multidatabase
system site.
Until other partial results arrive, it may be possible to:
1. prepare available partial results in order to speed up future computations,
2. integrate some of them to reduce the number of integration operations or to
display a part of thefinalanswer to the user.
The approach to optimisation of query postprocessing takes advantage of the time
that the system is waiting until all partial results are available. Three optimisation
techniques are proposed. Thefirstoptimisation technique is based on the transformation of data integration expressions making it possible to compute a part of the
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final answer from incomplete partial results; thus it is possible to eliminate some of
the operations. Another optimisation technique reduces the size of available arguments through detection of the reductions between arguments of the data integration
expressions. The third optimisation technique performs marking of the partial results
allowing future computations to be performed at a higher speed.

Chapter 6
Static and Dynamic Query Optimisation

So far, in the optimisation of query postprocessing, it has been assumed that the
heterogeneous distributed multidatabase system has enough time in the waiting times
to perform all possible optimisation opportunities on available partial results obtained
from the processing of subqueries in the component databases. Moreover, it has been
assumed that the partial results arrive at predictable times at the submission site.
Generally, the assumptions m a y not always be valid. First, the waiting times m a y be
too small to perform all of the possible optimisations, or they m a y be too inconsiderable
to perform any query optimisations at all. Second, some of the partial results m a y arrive
earlier or later than the estimated times; thus it m a y not be possible to predict exactly
at what times they are available.
This chapter deals with optimisation at the query postprocessing stage when partial
results are available at the submission site at either predictable or unpredictable times.
W e will present algorithms for two different environments. One algorithm is proposed
for a static environment in which the arrival times of partial results are predictable.
Another is for a dynamic environment in which the arrival times of partial results
cannot be predicted. Both algorithms take advantage of the waiting times to reduce
the size of available partial results by applying the reductions between arguments of
the data integration expression.

6.1 Static and Dynamic Environments

The estimated time at which a partial result will be available at the submission
based on the time for query processing at the component database, data transmission
time from the component to the submission site and the data conversion time. In a
static environment, we assume that query processing time at the component databases
and the data transmission time are not changed. Thus, they are reliable and can be
trusted to be used as important parameters in the optimisation of query postprocessing.
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In a dynamic environment, depending on the time that a subquery is sent to the
component database, some of the cost parameters m a y change. For example, because of
autonomy and workload, the component database system m a y respond to the subquery
very fast or very slowly. Furthermore, at that time, the communication network m a y
be idle or busy; that may, consequently, cause the data transmission time be low or

high.
Generally, to make the estimated time better, an average of the parameters is
estimated by taking into account different times for query processing and data transmission. As a result, with the estimated times, it is expected that some of the partial
results will be available at the submission site earlier or later than the estimated times.
Therefore, the estimated times cannot still be relied on for query optimisation in the
dynamic environment.
Efficient processing of queries in both environments is very important. In the
environments, algorithms are proposed to take the most advantage of delays to reduce
the size of available partial results.

6.2 Assumptions and Formulation

A query Q is decomposed and translated into a collection of subqueries and a dat
integration expression e(rx, ..., rn), where any argument such as n (1<i<n) is the partial
result of a subquery from query processing in the relating component database system.
The order for integration of partial results is specified in the data integration expression.
To obtain the partial results, n subqueries are sent to the component database
systems in parallel. Assume that the time for transmission of each subquery to the
relating component database system is negligible.
Query processing at the component databases and data transmission from component databases to the submission site m a y be performed in parallel. Parallel submission
of subqueries is important where no other optimisation strategies can be applied to reduce the size of results in the component databases.
Integration of partial results begins when all r,-'s are transmitted and then they are
converted to the global data model format. Conversion of partial results is carried out
in the submission site, sequentially.
The arrival time of argument r,- is represented by A,-. It was introduced in chapter
4. In the case that r\ is not reduced before transmission, the arrival time is computed
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as follows:
Ai^E'i + Ft + Di-lril
E[ is the processing time of the subquery at the component database to obtain r,-.
F[ and D\, in order, are the setup time and the data transmission speed from the
component database system site to the submission site.
W h e n r,- is arrived at and then converted, it is available. The argument r; m a y not
be converted at the arrival time because, at that time, conversion of other arguments
m a y not yet have been completed.
Let sorting of A,-'s in an increasing order be {A^, Ai2, ..., A, n }. In other words,
argument r,-a is thefirstargument and argument rt-n is the last to arrive in the submission site. Similar to chapter 4, such notations are used when the sorting is important
and necessary, otherwise the previous notations are applied.
Conversion of argument r^ is started immediately after its arrival. Conversion of
an argument rt-k, with k > 1, m a y be delayed because conversions of previously arrived
arguments m a y not be completed by the arrival time of the argument.
First we focus on when an argument can be available, i.e. when the conversion can
be completed. W e have already introduced T{k in chapter 4. It is the difference between
arrival time of an argument with the arrival and conversion times of a previously arrived
argument. In the case that all subqueries are sent to the component database systems
in parallel, it is computed as follows:
Tik — (Aik+1 ~ Aik) — Cik • \rik\, k < n
If the conversion of argument rik begins immediately after the arrival, and the conversion is completed before the arrival of the next argument, then Tik is a positive number.
W h e n the conversion is completed at the time that the next argument arrives, T»fc is
zero. If during the conversion of argument r;fc, the next argument arrives, Tik is a
negative number.
The waiting time, Wik (also introduced in chapter 4), is the time that an argument
rik must wait until its conversion begins. The waiting time is computed from W{k =
|Vl^ait(Tifc_1)|, where Wait(Ti0) = 0. The function WaitQ is computed as follows:
Wait(Tik) = miniWaitiTi^)

+ Tlk,0)

With the assumption that the conversion of an argument is carried out in the order
that it arrives in the submission site, when the last argument which is r;n arrives, its
conversion is delayed by the time of W{n. Thus, the last argument is available at the
time of Ain + Win + Cin • \rin \.
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After the last argument is available, integration begins. The time for integration is

/. It is computed from I" • IIjJ=1 • \rik\, where /" is an integration constant and \rik\ i
the size of argument r^.
The response time of query Q is expressed as:
RESP(Q) = Aln + Win + Cln • \rln\ + I" • n^=i • K\
Win and Cin, in order, are the waiting time and the conversion constant for the
argument that its arrival time is the maximum.

6.2.1 Gap between Arguments
Conversion of an argument such as rlfc m a y be completed while the next argument (i.e.
rlfc+1) has not yet arrived. The time between the end of the conversion and the arrival
time of the next argument is called a gap and it is represented by Gik+1. If conversion
of rik begins on its arrival, G^ + 1 is equal to T{k. W h e n conversion of the argument
commences after its arrival, because conversions of other arguments are being carried
out, the value of G^ + 1 is Tik — Wik. A positive value of G]k+1 indicates that there is a
gap between the argument rik and rik+1. Negative or zero values of G\kk+1 denote that
no gap exists between the arguments. Thus, tofindthe existence and the size of a gap,
Gjfc+1 is computed as follows:
G?k+1=max((T,k-W>k),0)

The gap between two arguments r,-fc and r» • where j > k and j < n is computed as
follows:
h=k

At the time that conversion of argument r,-fc begins, previously arrived arguments (i.e.
rix, r,-2,..., rifc_1) are available. After the last argument (i.e. r;n) is available, integration
can begin immediately. From the time that argument rt-fc is available until the last
argument arrives, the the gap is G}J\ The gap between an argument rifc(A.<n) and the
last argument rln is called the total gap for argument rik.
In general, for j > k and j < n, the total gap for argument rik and the total gap for
argument ri} have the relation G]nk > G-". O n the one hand, the total gap for argument
rik m a y be more than the total gap for ri} with j > k. O n the other hand, the number
of available arguments at the arrival time of argument rik is less than the number of
available arguments at the arrival time of argument r,-.. This important fact denotes
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'Al J ^»2
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r^, r;2, n 3 , o/fcer 5 UoT r{i

Table 6.1: Values for different parameters and available arguments at the arrival times.

that if it is necessary to wait for more available arguments, then the total gap
decreased.
Table 6.1 shows the arrival times, conversion times, waiting times, gaps between
two arguments, the total gaps and available arguments at the arrival times for five
arguments. In the second row of the table, thefirstargument (i.e. r;J arrives at the
time of ten. The waiting time, W^, is zero which means after its arrival, conversion
of r^ is started immediately. Thus, conversion of argument rtl is started at the time
of ten. W h e n argument ri2 arrives, still three units of time (UoT) for conversion of
r2l must elapse. There is a gap of three U o T between arguments rt-2 and r,-3. In fact,
if conversion of argument r;2 could be started on its arrival time, the gap would be
six U o T . The total gap for argument rtl and r,-2 is four U o T . For argument r,-3, the
total gap is one U o T . The last column represents what arguments are available on the
arrival of an argument.
Integration can begin immediately when all arguments are available. The time for
integration is I" • II7=1 • |?A|. If the sizes of arguments before integration can be reduced,
then the integration time can be decreased as well. The gaps between arguments
are wasted times. If the gaps can be used to reduce the size of arguments, then the
integration time is reduced without any extra time.

6.2.2 Response Time
A n argument r,- m a y have a set of reducers that are identified by reductions between
the argument and other arguments of the data integration expression. Let the set of
indexes of such reducers for argument r; be £/,-. Assume only argument rt- is available.
Although the argument has a set of reducers, no reduction operations to reduce its size
are possible because the reducers are not available. Assume that after argument r,-,
argument rj is available and j G Ui. Thus, argument rj reduces argument r,-. Suppose
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the reduction expression is r,- OJ(;J) rj, that results in a reduction to the size of rt-. In
the reduction operation, argument rj is a reducer for argument r,-. Let indexes of such
reduction operations when argument r^- which is the jth argument that has arrived and
then is converted be a set Vj. The ordered pair (i,j) is a member of Vj and we assume
that the reduction operation is known. Note that Vj is a subset of reduction operations
for arguments rt- and rj that are also feasible. A feasible reduction operation is an
operation of a reduction expression whose operands are available.
Suppose a selectivity associated with the operation in rt- os^j) rj is p%j and the time
that is needed to perform ce^j^ operation, called reduction time, be o%-. The selectivity
ranges from 0 to 1. W e assume that a reduction operation is performed in the worst time

of complexity. With this assumption, reduction time o%- is computed from o'- • |r,-| • \rj
where o'j is a constant for performing the reduction operation. After the operation,
the size of rt- is reduced to />*• • |r;|.
W e also assume that effects of reduction operations are independent. Thus, for a
subset of reduction operations in Vj that reduces the size of argument ri, after performing the reduction operations, the size of r,- is reduced to Ii^j)&VjP) • KiAfter the size of argument ri is reduced, for those reduction operations in which
argument r; is involved, the reduction times are also reduced by p1-. For example, after
the reduction operation, reduction times o\ and o\ (if they exist), in order, are reduced
to p) • o\ and p) • of.
At specific moments, some reducers of argument r,- m a y not be feasible because the
reducers are not available or there m a y be a time constraint on the reduction operations. Specifically, when only one argument is available, the set of feasible reduction
operations is empty because no other arguments are available. Also, when an argument
is the last available argument, the set of feasible reduction operations is empty because
integration must begin immediately and thus there is no time to perform any reduction
operation.
Our task is to find a subset £?,• of feasible reduction operations Vi to perform the
reduction operations in the gap between an argument r,- and the next argument that
will be available after rt- for (1 < i < n).
To express the response time in terms of reduction operations and gaps between
arguments, the sorting notations are applied. For example, Vik is the set of feasible
reduction operations for arguments {r^,^,... ,r,-fc} and argument rik is the kth argument that arrives in the submission site. Also, Bik, which must be found, is a subset
of reduction operations in Vk. Note that both Vix and Vin are empty sets and thus 2?,-
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Time

and Bin are empty sets as well.
Thus, for n arguments, the overall response time is expressed as a function of
(Bn,G%),

(Bl3,G]l), • • • > (^(n-D' G v- 1} ) as

f o l W

RES((BZ2,GT2), (B^,Gl),..., (2Vi>> Gfc-i,)) = EL + ^ + A« • |rj + Wi„ +

C.-„ • K| + mao;((X;( £ ojj) - G^1), 0) + /" • Wh=1 • \rih\ • K^k
h=2 (k,j)eBih

To simplify the expression, let Ein = E'in + F(n, I = I" • II£=1 • |rifc| and ( £ , G ) =
(£;2 > Gf2), (J5i3, G"4),..., (^(n_1}, Gli(nn_i}).
Minimising the response time is stated as follows:
Given Q = (I,(Ex,Dx,Cx,\rx\,{o),p)\j e Ux}),(E2,D2,C2,\r2\,{olp)\j

€ U2}),...,

(En, Dn, Cn, \rn\, {o], pnj\j e Un})), such that I, Ei, Di, d, o) are positive numbers, |rt-|
is the size of r,-, 0 < plj < 1 and Win is a waiting time to start conversion of the last
argument, find an optimal B for a static environment in time G in which Ex and Dx
are reliable and for a dynamic environment in time varying G in which Ex and Dx are
not reliable such that:

RES(B, G) = Etn + Din • |nJ + W%n + Ctn • |rj+

™*((X;( E <) - at1)*o) + / • nS,(fej)€Bi/is minimised.

6.3 Minimising Response Time

At the time that argument rlfc arrives, if the waiting time, Wik, is zero, then availab
arguments are {rh, ..., r,-fc_J. Furthermore, if the gap G-*+1 > 0, then not only
are arguments {r,-1? ..., rifc} available but there is time of G*-*+1 to perform reduction
operations on the arguments. W e can extend the gap to the total gap G\nk. Using
the total gap is justified by the fact that the gaps between the next arguments (i.e.
n

, ..., rin) are included in the total gap; this assumes there are no gaps between

them. T h e benefit of the total gap is that, since G-£ > G]kk+1, there m a y be more time
for performing reduction operations on the available arguments. Another important
benefit of the total gap is to avoid fragmentation of the gaps. For argument r,fc, the
total gap is YX=k G\h+1 . It m a y happen that no reduction operations can be performed
in G\k+1, but in the total gap some reduction operations on the available arguments be
possible.
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In contrast to these benefits, there are some disadvantages of using the total gap.
For example, if the total gap is spent entirely on reducing the size of the available
arguments, then no time remains for reducing the arguments that will be available
later. Also, for a dynamic environment, where arguments m a y arrive earlier, the total
gap is not a good parameter in scheduling an algorithm to reduce the response time.
However, it will be shown that the total gap is very important in a static environment
even if it is spent entirely on some available arguments. In a dynamic environment, the
gaps between arguments and the total gap have no applications because at any time
as a result of earlier or later arrival of arguments, the gaps cannot be relied on.
W h e n thefirstargument, r,-i: arrives, after conversion, it is available. Generally,
with one available argument, only physical optimisation such as hashing and indexing
is possible. Since the aim is optimisation at the logical level, the physical optimisation
is not considered. However, the gap between one argument and the next is a wasted
time, thus it m a y be used for a physical optimisation.
Suppose the next argument, rt-2, has arrived and is then converted. The total gap for
argument r,-2 indicates how much time exists for reducing the size of available arguments
rtl and ri2. The total gap m a y be related to the gaps between the next arguments.
Thus, if the total gap for argument ri2 is equal to the total gap for argument r,-3, there
is no gap between arguments ri2 and r;3. In this case, argument r,-3 can be assumed to
be an available argument and so on. If the total gaps for arguments r,-2 and r,-3 are not
equal, there is a gap between the arguments.
Assume the total gaps for arguments ri2 and riz are not equal. Thus, the total gap
for argument ri2 is greater than the total gap for argument r;3. Available arguments are
r^ and r;2 and the time for performing reduction operations can be up to the total gap
G-". Suppose both arguments can reduce each other. Let the set of feasible reduction
operations, V2, 6e{(l, 2), (2,1)}. Assume that the reduction times for the corresponding
reduction operations be og and o\\ with selectivities of p\\ and p\\, respectively. Let
oj2 < o]1. Suppose argument ri2 with reduction expression r2 a(2,i) rx is chosen to be
reduced. Three cases m a y occur:
1. The reduction operation can be performed within the gap, i.e. o-2 < G%.

2. The reduction operation can be done within the total gap, i.e. Gg < o-2 < G£.
3. The reduction operation cannot be performed within the total gap, i.e. o\\ >
In the first and the second cases where there is enough time, reduction operation
ov2 ^ is performed and the size of argument r,-2 is reduced to pl? • |r,-21. In the third case,
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the reduction operation m a y be started and depending on how great its effect is on
the integration time, it m a y be continued or terminated. However, there m a y be other
reduction operations with shorter reduction times and lower selectivities which, when
the next arguments are available, become feasible. Also, in a dynamic environment
where the next arguments m a y arrive earlier or later, reduction operations should be
chosen that have the most opportunity for completion. Furthermore, in contrast to a
static environment where arrival times of arguments are important factors for query
optimisation, in a dynamic environment, the gaps and total gaps are not reliable.

6.3.1 Static Environment Case
In a static environment, the arrival time of each argument can be computed in advance.
In this environment, it is assumed that each argument arrives exactly at the arrival
time. After two arguments have arrived and have been converted, optimisation begins.
In each gap, some reduction operations are feasible. If the operations are performed,
they m a y not be completed within the gap. If feasible reduction operations in every
gap could be performed and completed, integration would be carried out in the shortest
time. The gap between two arguments m a y be very small, or even zero, while the gap
between another two arguments m a y be very large.
W h e n the kth argument (k < n) has arrived and then has been converted, the
total gap is G]n. The set of feasible reduction operations is V{k. Some of the feasible
reduction operations might be feasible before the arrival of the argument because their
arguments were available earlier. The total gap for previously available arguments is
likely more than the total gap for the arguments that are available later. Thus, for
each feasible reduction operation, the m a x i m u m total gap is assigned. In other words,
at the first m o m e n t that arguments of a reduction operation are available, the total
gap is assigned to the operation.
A reduction operation is profitable if it can be performed within the total gap. The
profit for reduction operation a^k,j) is computed from:
P{ktj) = mm((GJ- - o\)), 0) + (/ - / • p\)), m = max(k,j)
The total gap is computed whenever both arguments r^ and rik are available. Thus,
m = max(k,j). A profitable reduction operation m a y have a large reduction time and
the most profit in comparison to other reduction operations. Thus, the profit should
represent how m u c h time is spent on the reduction operation. Also, it is important that
the profit can be gained as soon as arguments of the reduction operation are available.
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Thus, dividing the profit into the reduction time and multiplying it by the total gap
represents how m u c h profit, in comparison with others, is applicable. Applicability of
the profit, represented by Ap,kj) is computed from:

Ap(k

„ = ^m.. GY
h

The feasible reduction operations should be chosen that are more applicable than the
others. Accordingly, profits and then applicabilities of all feasible reduction operations
with regards to the assigned total gaps are computed. Based on the applicabilities,
a reduction operation is chosen that is the most applicable, i.e. it has the biggest
value. Afterwards, the reduction operation is removed from the sets of feasible reduction operations and it is inserted into set Bim (B{m = Bim + (k,j), m = max(j,k)).
Reduction times of other reduction operations that include the reduced argument and
integration time are multiplied by the selectivity of the reduction operation. After
performing a reduction operation, the total gaps are updated. The reduction time is
taken out of the total gaps from the point before the chosen reduction operation, i.e.
for h, (1 < h < m), m - max(j,k) and G\nh = max((G]nh - o}k),0). A function that
updates the total gaps for arguments before the point, called update 1(), is as follows:
update 1()
begin
forfh = 2 to m-1)
Gii: =

max((G^-oV;),0);

end;
The total gaps for reduction operations at the point and after the point are updated
as follows:
RemainGap
The RemainGap

= max^G^

- o)*),0), m = max(j,k)

must be distributed among arguments rim to rjn_a, starting from

the (n _ \yh argument to the mth argument. The reason for such distribution is to use
the gaps from the point that the reduction operation starts until the gaps between the
next arguments are consumed by the reduction time. The following function updates
the total gaps for the arguments at the point of reduction operation and the next
arguments:
update2()
begin
RemainGap

= max((GYm — o]k),0) ;

for(h = n-1 to m step -1)
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begin
G]nh = min(max((RemainGap
RemainGap

- G^),0),G^) ;
— G*-n), 0);

= max((RemainGap

enc?;
en<i;
In the next step, if there is at least one total gap that is not zero, profits and the
applicabilities for reduction operations are computed and the most applicable reduction
operation is chosen. Similarly to the above, the procedure continues until all the total
gaps become zero or no positive profits are obtained.
Algorithm STATIC
INPUT: n,I, {(Eit Di}Cit \ri\), (o),p)) \l<i<n,je
OUTPUT:

U {}

B2, B3, ..., B{n-X)

Bik = 0, (1 < k < n);
compute the gaps and the total gaps for arguments r,-fc, (1 < k < n) ;
while (1)
begin
TotalGaps = 0;
for(h = 2 to n -1)
TotalGaps = TotalGaps + G\nh ;
if(TotalGaps = = 0) return;
for(h = 2 to n -1)
P[k,)=rntn((V?m-o?]),Q)

+

i(j,k)eVth},

(I-I-p\k)\

{(j,k)tVihh,2<hh<h};

if(all P(k,j) == 0) return;
for(h = 2 to n -1)
ifftw

> 0)

AP(Kj) = ^
{(j,k) eVlh},

• Gk |
{(j,k) ?VZhh,2 < hh < h};

select max(Ap{kj));
updatelQ; update2(); 1 = 1- p\k ;
Bim = Bim -r (k,j) | { m = max(k,j)};
for(h = 2 to n - 1)
begin
0;>*

= 0;A; • p\) \{kk = k orjj = j}, {(kk, jj) e Vih};

vi = vih - (Kj);
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end ;
end;

An Optimal Solution in STATIC Algorithm
In algorithm STATIC, an attempt is made to reduce the size of available arguments
so that the m a x i m u m profits can be obtained from them by taking into account the
reduction times and the total gaps. Atfirst,the m a x i m u m total gaps are assigned
to reduction operations, then the profits and the applicabilities are computed.

By

choosing a reduction operation that is the most applicable, the required time from the
gaps is dedicated to the reduction time. In this way, those reduction operations are
performed in the gaps that can reduce integration time the most.
In the worst case, all the arguments can be reducers of each other and, in all steps,
the profits and the total gaps are positive. For n arguments, (n — l)(n — 2) reduction
operations can be feasible. Note that the the last argument cannot be reduced because
after the arrival and the conversion, integration must begin immediately. Computation
of the profits and the applicabilities, and then obtaining a m a x i m u m value of the
applicabilities, in the worst case, are required to be performed (n — 1) times.

6.3.2 Dynamic Environment Case
In a static environment, gaps between arguments are used as an important factor in
minimising the response time. In a dynamic environment where the next arguments
m a y arrive at any moment, the gaps are not applicable. Thus, the reduction operations should be chosen that have small reduction times. In this way, it is m u c h more
probable that the reduction operations will be completed before the arrival of the next
arguments. Therefore, when a new argument is available, among available arguments,
the argument is chosen to be reduced that has the smallest reduction time. W h e n a
new argument arrives during a reduction operation, continuation or termination of the
operation is to be evaluated.
Assume that two arguments r; and rj are available and that they can reduce each
other. The reduction operations are a^j) and a^,;) with reduction times 6j and o\,
respectively. The selectivities associated with the operations are p) and p\. The reduction operations ct(ij) and a^i), in order, reduce the size of argument r; and rj. Let o*< o\. In the environment, completion of reduction operation ai(ij) is more probable.
Thus, it is chosen to be performed. If, during the reduction operation, the next argument arrives, then the number of available arguments is increased and more reduction
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operations m a y be feasible. Thus, a new reduction operation m a y have lower reduction
time than if operation oc^^ is terminated. If a new reduction operation is started
immediately, it is more probable that it will be completed.
Assume during reduction operation a:(,-j), the next argument arrives. Let the set
of reduction operations on arrival of the next argument be Vk. Suppose the remaining
time to complete the reduction operation be m1-. If the smallest reduction time relating
to the reduction operations in Vk is greater than m*-, reduction operation os(ij) must be
continued. If it is equal to rn*-, but it has larger selectivity than #'•, reduction operation
cx(i,j) must also be continued because after completion of reduction operation cx^j\
the integration time with smaller selectivity is further reduced. W h e n the smallest
reduction time relating to the reduction operations in Vk is smaller than m'-, reduction
operation oj(tJ) should be terminated and the new reduction operation should be started
immediately.
If the next argument is the last one that arrives during the reduction operation,
then another strategy is used to continue or to terminate the operation. In this case,
continuation of reduction operation aj(;j) depends on how much benefit can be obtained.
Let the integration time before and after the reduction operation, in order, be Jo and
Ix. Note that if the reduction operation is performed, then Ix = I0 • p1-. If m'- < To
— Ix, the reduction operation should be continued, otherwise it should be terminated.
W h e n m?j is equal to IQ — Ix, termination of the reduction operation is preferable
because immediate integration is much more important than the reduction operation.
Moreover, it m a y happen that during integration, some parts of thefinalresult are
ready and then are immediately shown to the user.
A n important assumption is that whenever an argument arrives, if it is during
a reduction operation, the operation is interrupted and conversion of the argument
starts immediately. After conversion, the reduction operation by considering the new
argument m a y be resumed.
W h e n a reduction operation is completed, the size of the reduced argument and
those reduction times that the reduced argument is involved in are updated. Then, the
next available argument that has the lowest reduction time is chosen to be reduced. If
there are no reduction operations for available arguments, then the system must wait
for a new argument to arrive.
In general, for a set of feasible reduction operations in 14, a reduction operation is
chosen that has the lowest reduction time. In the set, there m a y be reduction operations
with smaller selectivities but higher reduction times. Since new arguments m a y arrive
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at any time, an attempt is m a d e to choose the reduction operations that have the
lowest reduction times. In this way, it is more probable that a reduction operation
even with higher selectivity will be completed rather than a reduction operation that
has higher reduction time and possibly lower selectivity. Thus, for a set of feasible
reduction operations, choice of the next reduction operation is based on the ascending
order of reduction times. If two reduction times are equal, the reduction operation is
chosen that has smaller selectivity.
It can be observed that in the dynamic environment estimated times for arrival of
arguments and the gaps are not applicable because at any time they m a y be destroyed.
The strategy tries to use the gaps as much as possible. O n the contrary, in a static
environment the estimated times play critical roles in the optimisation.

Assumptions in DYNAMIC Algorithm
Since the environment is dynamic, in an algorithm that will be presented, the estimated
times for query processing in a component and the time for data transmission from
the component to the submission site are not applied. Thus, the arrival time of each
argument is based on the time that the argument arrives at a real time.
A function, called watchQ, watches for the arrival of new arguments. Whenever the
function is called, if new arguments arrive, the function returns a true value, otherwise
it returns a false value. The function watchQ takes care of the number of available
arguments (NoAvailArgs) and conversion of newly arrived arguments as well. B y calling
the function watch(), whenever a new argument arrives, any operation is interrupted
until the conversion of the argument is completed. After conversion, the number of
available arguments is increased.
The logical optimisation begins when at least two arguments are available. Afterwards, the pairs of feasible reduction times and the associated selectivities (i.e.
{o{,pjk\(j,k) £ VNOAvailArgs}) are sorted in an ascending order. The list Lo keeps the
sorting. The number of elements of the list is represented by \L0\. If there is enough
time before a new argument arrives, reduction operations with the order of reduction
times in the list of \Lo\ are performed one by one.
A reduction operation is performed in a number of time slices or it m a y be performed
in its entirety. The function perform(f(m), TimeSlice) performs a part of reduction operation f(m) in one time slice, where the function perform(f(m)) performs the reduction
operation entirely. The function f(m) specifies that which reduction operation is associated with which element in the list of LQ. After a time slice, the function watchQ is
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called. If during the operation in the time slice a new argument arrives, continuation
or termination of the operation is evaluated. The function p(Lm) in the algorithm
returns the selectivity relating to the reduction time in the list of L0 •
If a reduction operation is completed, the size of the reduced argument, the reduction times that the reduced argument is involved in and integration time are updated.
Also, the set of optimal reduction operation (i.e. £?,•) is updated by the completed
reduction operation. The function update() does the updating. In updating the size
of an argument that is reduced, the function r(m) returns the index of the argument
whose the reduction operation for it is completed.

Algorithm DYNAMIC
INPUT: n,I,{(Cx,\ri\),(o),p)) | 1 < % < n,j € U{}
OUTPUT:

B2, B3, ..., £(n_i)

NoAvailArgs = 0; B{ = %, (1 < i < n);
while (NoAvailArgs < 2) watchQ;
repeat
sort({o3k, p3k | (j, k) G VNo Avail Args}) in an increasing order of:
(1) oJk and (2) pk in a list of Lo = {Ox,02,.. .};
for(m = 1 to \Lo\)
begin
RemainTime

= 0; StartOver = 0; Argument = NoAvailArgs;

for (Start — 0 to Om, TimeSlice)
begin
perform (f(m), TimeSlice);
if(watchQ)
begin
RemainTime

= Om - Start;

if((No AvailArgs = = n) and (RemainTime < I - I- p(Lm)))
begin
performff(m));
Update(I, BArgument, Wk I (j, ty € Vn})l

return;
end;
MinRedTime

= min({o3k | (j,k) € VrfoAvaiiArgs});

if((RemainTime > MinRedTime)

or ((RemainTime ==

MinRedTime)

and
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(p(Lm) > p(MinRedTime)));
begin
StartOver = 1; break;
end;
end;
end;
if(StartOver) break;
Update(I, BArgument, Wk \ (j, k) G Vn});

end;
while (Argument ==

NoAvailArgs) watchQ;

until (NoAvailArgs = = n);

An Optimal Solution in DYNAMIC Algorithm
In D Y N A M I C algorithm, it is assumed that the times for performing various operations
such as comparing, sorting and obtaining a minimum value are negligible. However, if
the times are considerable, it m a y affect the efficiency of the algorithm.
Any feasible solution that results in reducing integration time is an optimal or a
near optimal solution. If an attempt is made to schedule a plan based on performing
the reduction operations that are much more beneficial in the gaps, then since the
environment is dynamic, the plan can be destroyed at any time. As a result, no
reduction operations m a y be completed.
The strategy of the algorithm is to perform as many reduction operations as possible
in the gaps. It is preferable to complete a reduction operation with a lesser benefit than
another reduction operation with a larger benefit that cannot probably be completed.
Except for thefirstand the last arguments, the sorting is needed when a new
argument is available. In the worst case that all available arguments can be reducers
for each other, the number of elements for m arguments that must be sorted is , m L , .
'

u

(m — Z)\

With two arguments, the number of elements is 2. With (n — 1) arguments, the number
is (n — l)(n — 2) elements. In general, the sorting takes the time of YH=2

i-(i — l) log(i •

(i — 1)). Assuming that the m i n i m u m value of elements can be obtained from the
sorting, it has no cost. In the worst case, with (n — 1) arguments and (n — l)(n — 2)
values for reduction times, (n — l)2(n — 2) iterations are required in the algorithm.
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i
1
2
3
4
5

Et
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.5

D{

Q

0.003
0.004
0.009
0.005
0.006

0.0004
0.0008
0.0007
0.0006
0.0003

Table 6.2: Values for parameters E{ and £),-.

i/j 1
D
1
2 4.4, 0.7
3 2.2, 0.8
D
4
5 6.4, 0.9

2

3

4

5

•
•

4.9, 0.8
4.6, 0.7
2.3, 0.9
•
D

4.4, 0.6 2.1, 0.9
•
•
D
•
1.8,0.8
•
•
1.7, 0.9
•
•
2.2, 0.9

Table 6.3: Values for o*- and /?*•.

6.3.3

Example

Assume the data integration expression includes five arguments with the following
sizes: \rx\ = 500 , |r2| = 400, \r3\ = 100, |r4| = 300, |r5| = 600. The values for
Ei, Di and d

axe given in Table 6.2. The values for reduction times and associated

selectivities are given in Table 6.3. If there are no reductions between arguments, it is
indicated by "•" in the table. The integration time, I, is 7.2 units of time (UoT). In a
dynamic environment, the values for Ei and Di can be ignored. Thus, in the dynamic
environment, as soon as an argument arrives, the arrival time is registered. At first,
B{ = 0, (i = 1, 5).
Arrival times of arguments are computed as follows:

A

= Ei + Di-\ri\

Ax
A2
A3
A4

= 0.2 + 0.003 *

1.7

= 0.4 +

2.0

= 0.8 +
= 0.6 +

As =

0.5 +

500 =
0.004 * 400 =
0.009 * 100 =
0.005 * 300 =
0.007 * 600 =

1.7
2.1
4.7

Conversion times of arguments are:
Cx • \rx\ = 0.0004 * 500 = 0.2
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k
1
2
3
4
5

Aik
1.7
1.7
2.0
2.1
4.7

^ik

' rik

0.2
0.07
0.32
0.18
0.18

T
ik
-0.2
+0.23
-0.22
+2.42
Non
x

wlk
0
0.2
0
0.22

0

ik

0
0.03

0
2.20
Non

(%

2.23
2.23
2.20
2.20
Non

available arguments
—

after 0.2 + 0.07 UoT rx and r3
r\, r3
ri, r3, after 0.4 UoT r2, r4
r\, r3, r2, r4

Table 6.4: Values for different parameters and available arguments at the arrival times.

G2 • |r2| = 0.0008 * 400 = 0.32
G 3 • |r3| = 0.0007 * 100 = 0.07
G 4 • |r4| = 0.0006 * 300 = 0.18
G 5 • \rs\ = 0.0003 * 600 = 0.18
The values for parameter T4fc, the waiting times, the gaps, the total gaps and the
available arguments at the arrival time of the next argument are given in Table 6.4.
The arrival times of two arguments rx and r3 are equal. It is assumed that conversion
of argument rx beginsfirstand conversion of r3 starts next.

Static Environment Case
First of all, for the reduction operations, the m a x i m u m total gaps are assigned. The
total gap for reduction operations that involve both arguments rx and r2 is 2.23 units
of time. For reduction operations that involve r3 and either of arguments rx or r2, the
total gap is 2.20 units of time. The total gap for reduction operations that include
argument r4 is also 2.20 units of time. The total gap for reduction operations that
involve argument r5 is zero.
With regard to Table 6.3, feasible reduction operations until the arrival of argument
r5 are: {(1,3), (3,1)} with the total gap of 2.23 and {(1,2), (2,1), (3,4), (4,3)} with the
total gap of 2.20 units of time. The profits are computed as follows:
P(kJ) = min^Gt

- o\)), 0) + (/ - / • p%) = mzn((^m

- 2.1), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.9) = 0.72
m
P(i,3) = n((2.23
- 2.2), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.8) = 1.44
m
P(3,i) = n((2.23
- 4.4), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.6) = 0.68
P{x,2) = n((2.20
m
- 4.4), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.7) = - 0.04
m
P(2,i) = n((2.20
P(3,4) = m n((2.20 - 1.8), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.8) = 1.44
- 1.7), 0) + 7.2 * (1 - 0.9) = 0.72
P(4,3) = n((2.20
m
Applicabilities of the profits are computed as follows:

- o}k), 0) + / • (1 - pjj)
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—

Mk.>)
A

P

(kj)

flin

= (0.72 / 2.1) * 2.23 == 0.76

^d,3)

= (1.44 / 2.2) * 2.23 == 1.46

Ap

(s,D
A,2)

= (0.68 / 4.4) * 2.20 == 0.34

i*A)

= (1.44 / 1.8) * 2.20 == 1.76

Ap

Ap

Ap
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a,z) = (0.72 / 1.7) * 2.20 == 0.93

The m a x i m u m of the applicabilities is Ap(3i) = 1.76, thus reduction operation (3,4)
with reduction time 1.8 and the selectivity of 0.8 is chosen. Thus, B4 = (3,4), i.e.
when argument r4 is available, the reduction operation begins. The total gaps are
updated. For reduction operations {(1,3), (3,1)} the total gap is changed to (2.23 1.8) = 0.43 and for reduction operations {(1,2), (2,1), (4,3)}, it is modified to (2.20
- 1.8) = 0.40 unit of time. The reduction times for those reduction operations that
involve the reduced argument (i.e. r3) are also updated. Thus, o\ = 2.1 * 0.8 = 1.68,
of = 2.2 * 0.8 = 1.76 and o\ = 1.7 * 0.8 = 1.36 units of time. Integration time is
altered to / = (7.2 * 0.8) = 5.76 units of time.
In the next iteration of the algorithm, the profits and applicabilities with new values
are computed as follows:

P(li3) = min((0.43 - 1.68), 0) + 5.76 * (1 - 0.9)= - 0.67
P(3il) = min((0.43 - 1.76), 0) + 5.76 * (1 - 0.8)= -0.18
P(1>2) = min((0.40 - 4.4), 0) + 5.76 * (1 - 0.6) -:-1.7
P(2il) = min((0.40 - 4.4), 0) + 5.76 *(1 - 0.7) =-2.27
P(4i3) = min((0.40 - 1.36), 0) + 5.76 *(1 - 0.9) == - 0.38
Since the profits are negative, the algorithm stops. The response time is computed as
follows:
RES

= (4.7 + 0.18) + max((1.8 - 2.20), 0) + 7.2 * 0.8 = 4.88 + 0 + 5.76 = 10.64

The response time without using the gaps is: (4.7 + 0.18) + 7.2 = 12.08

Dynamic Environment Case
In the dynamic environment, after the subqueries are submitted, the system waits for
the arrival of the arguments. It is assumed that the arrival times of the arguments
cannot be estimated. At the time of 1.7 two arguments, rx and r3, arrive and then
they are converted. With the assumption that argument r2 has not yet arrived, and
arguments rx and r3 are available, a reduction operation can be initiated. With regard to Table 6.3, there are reductions for the arguments with reduction times and
selectivities of (2.1, 0.9), and (2.2, 0.8) for reducing the size of rx and r3, respectively.
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Thus, the reduction operation with shorter reduction time is chosen to be performed.
Therefore, reduction operation (1,3) with reduction time 2.1 is initiated. During the
reduction operation, argument r2 arrives. The reduction operation is interrupted and
the conversion of r2 begins while 0.03 unit of time has been spent on the reduction
operation. The conversion of r2 is completed at the time of (2 + 0.32) = 2.32 while
argument r4 has arrived before completion of the conversion. After the conversion of
r2, the conversion of r4 begins. The conversion of r4 is completed at the time of (2.32
+ 0.18) = 2.50.
At the time of 2.50, available arguments are rx, r2, r3 and r4. While only 0.03 unit
of time has been spent on the reduction operation (3,1), its continuation or termination
must be evaluated.
Sorting of reduction operations based on ascending order of reduction times and
the selectivities is: {(4,3), (3,4), (3,1), (1,2), (2,1)}. The list of reduction times Lo
with the selectivities is {(1.7, 0.9), (1.8, 0.8), (2.2, 0.8), (4.4, 0.6), (4.4, 0.7)}. Since
the remaining reduction time for reduction operation (1,3) is (2.1 - 0.03) = 2.07, which
is greater than the m i n i m u m reduction time of available arguments, it must be terminated. After termination, the reduction operation is added to the list of reduction
operations and thefirstreduction operation from the list is chosen to be performed.
Thus, reduction operation (4,3) is chosen. After completion, those reduction times in
which argument r4 is involved are updated. The new reduction time for (3,4) is o\ • p\
= (1.8 * 0.9) = 1.62 units of time. Also, reduction operation (4,3) is added to the set
B4. The integration time / is changed to (7.2 * 0.9) = 6.48 units of time.
The time after the operation is (2.5 + 1.7) = 4 . 2 and no new arguments have yet
been arrived. The sorted list after completion of operation is: {(3,4), (1,3), (3,1), (1,2),
(2,1)}. The list of reduction times, L0, with the selectivities is {(1.62, 0.8), (2.1, 0.9),
(2.2, 0.8), (4.4, 0.6), (4.4, 0.7)}. Note that when a reduction operation is terminated,
it is added to the list and when completed, it is removed from the list.
Since no new arguments arrive, reduction operation (3,4) with the reduction time
and the selectivity of (1.62, 0.8) is initiated. During the reduction operation at the time
of 4.7 argument r5 arrives. The reduction operation is interrupted and the conversion
of the argument begins. W h e n the conversion is completed, it must be decided whether
to resume the interrupted reduction operation or not. The remaining time to complete
the operation is 1.62 - (4.7 - 4.2) = 1.12 unit of time. The integration time is 6.48 units
of time. If the reduction operation is completed, integration time is reduced to (6.48
* 0.8) = 5.18 units of time. Since the remaining time 1.12 is less than (6.48 - 5.18) =
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1.30, the reduction operation should be resumed and completed. B y completion of the
reduction operation, it is added to the set B4 and the optimisation terminated.
The overall response time is:
RES

= (4.7 + 0.18) + max((1.7 + 1.62) - 2.20), 0) + (7.2 * 0.9 * 0.8) = 11.18 units

of time. If the gaps between arguments were not used, the overall response time would
be (4.7 + 0.18) + 7.2 = 12.08 units of time.

6.4 Summary
Two algorithms, called STATIC and DYNAMIC, were proposed for optimisation of
queries in the heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems at the postprocessing
stage. In the S T A T I C algorithm, arrival times of partial results in the submission site
can be predicted, whereas in the D Y N A M I C algorithm, the arrival times are based on
the actual time that they arrive.
It is assumed that subqueries are submitted to the component database systems
in parallel. After submission, partial results m a y not arrive in the submission site at
the same time. W h e n partial results arrive at different times, optimisation of query
postprocessing plays an important role in minimising the response time.
Query processing at the component databases and data transmission from components to the submission site, for a collection of subqueries that are submitted in
parallel, are performed in parallel. Data conversion is done in the submission site after
an argument arrives. Conversion of an argument m a y begin immediately when it arrives. If at the arrival time of an argument, conversion of previously arrived arguments
have not been completed, conversion of the new argument is delayed. The delay is
called the waiting time for the argument to begin the conversion operation.
A gap between two arguments, if it exists, is the time between end of conversion
of an argument till the arrival of the next argument. Generally, to begin integration,
all arguments must have arrived and the conversions must be completed. Since the
gaps between arguments are the wasted times, they can be used to reduce the size of
available arguments. As a result, integration time is reduced.
To reduce the size of available arguments, it is necessary not only that the reductions
exist between available arguments but also that there is enough time to perform the
reduction operations. In a static environment, the arrival times of arguments can be
predicted and, based on the arrival times, the gaps between arguments are computed.
To obtain the m a x i m u m benefit of the gaps, the total gaps for arguments are used.
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The m a x i m u m of the total gaps is assigned to each feasible reduction operation. Then
the profit of the reduction operations are computed. To choose the best reduction
operation, the applicability of reduction operations are used. At any step, the reduction
operation that is the most applicable is chosen.
In a dynamic environment an attempt is made to initiate a reduction operation that
has the m i n i m u m reduction time. Since the next arguments m a y arrive at any time,
it is more probable that the reduction operation with the m i n i m u m reduction time
is completed. If, during a reduction operation, a new argument arrives, continuation
or termination of the operation depends on how much time remains to complete the
operation. W h e n new arguments arrive, the number of feasible reduction operations
m a y increase and thus there m a y be reduction times that are less than the remaining
time for completion of the initiated reduction operation. If, during a reduction operation, the last argument arrives, continuation or termination of the operation depends
on how m u c h the integration time is affected. If by completing the reduction operation
in the remaining time, the integration time is reduced more, the reduction operation
is continued.
Based on the provided example, in a static environment, the most beneficial reduction operations that can be performed in the gaps are chosen because the gaps and
the total gaps can be computed. In a dynamic environment, lack of such information
results in the selection of reduction operations that have lower reduction times and
that can thus be completed.

Chapter 7
Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary

In this thesis we have addressed the optimisation of query processing in heterog
distributed multidatabase systems. In the systems, a query is decomposed into a collection of subqueries and also it is translated to a data integration expression. After
translation to the query language of component databases, subqueries are submitted
to the component databases for processing. Partial results, obtained from the processing of subqueries, are converted to a canonical data model format and they are then
integrated.
The efficiency of query processing in the systems depends on detecting the impacts
of the partial results on each other. The impacts are applied to efficiently submit
subqueries to the component databases and to efficiently integrate the partial results
obtained from query processing in the component databases.
Initially, to be independent of any particular database model, we introduced and
adopted a generalised database model. In the database, queries are represented by
algebraic expressions. Expression trees are used for two dimensional representation of
corresponding expressions.
W e proposed a technique to label expression trees corresponding to the database
expressions for detecting optimisation of query processing. Depending on the output
of an operation for just one of the inputs, operations in the database are classified. In
general, operations are divided intofiveclasses as follows:
1. Property decreasing operation.
2. Cardinality decreasing operation.
3. Weak cardinality decreasing operation.
4. Cardinality increasing operation.
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5. Negative operation.

Classification of operations is important for detecting optimisation of query pr
cessing. In an expression tree, the class of a composite operation node with respect to
one of the leaf nodes is identified by labelling the edges in the path of the leaf node to
the operation.
In a data integration expression, a labelling technique is used to label an expression
tree corresponding to the data integration expression for discovering the impacts of
arguments on each other. The impacts are important for reducing the size of arguments
before integration.
To detect reductions between arguments of an expression, the c o m m o n operation
for the arguments is identified. Then the labelling technique is used tofindthe labels
of the input edges to the c o m m o n operation. The labels of the input edges are the
classes of the operations whose outputs are the inputs to the c o m m o n operation for the
arguments. Having the labels, reductions between the arguments are obtained from
the reduction expression table that is designated to the c o m m o n operation.
As a general technique, labelling is not only important and applicable to query optimisation in heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems but also to the centralised
and to the homogeneous distributed database systems.
Preserving the full autonomy of the underlying component database systems is a
principle assumption in the query processing. With that assumption, the component
databases accept only queries from heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems.
W e proposed a method for reducing the size of query processing results in component databases using the results obtained from query processing in other component
databases, while only queries can be sent to the components.
Optimisation of query processing in heterogeneous distributed multidatabase systems was identified and addressed at two stages. At thefirststage, after a query is
decomposed into a collection of subqueries, we focused on the submission of the subqueries to the component databases by considering the impacts of partial results on
each other.
Three strategies can be applied for submission of the subqueries to the component
databases as follows:
1. Sequential submission,
2. parallel submission and
3. hybrid (a mixture of sequential and parallel) submission.
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If the submission of each subquery is delayed until the partial results of previously
submitted subqueries is available, the strategy is called sequential submission. In this
strategy, the partial results are used in the processing of the subquery in the relating
component database.
If all subqueries are submitted to the component databases at the same time, they
are processed in the component databases in parallel and the results m a y be transmitted
in parallel to the submission site. This strategy is called parallel submission. Hybrid
submission of subqueries is when some of the subqueries are submitted in parallel and
the others are submitted sequentially to the component databases.
To obtain the result of a global query, the restriction of just one access to the component database for each subquery causes less interference to the component database.
W e proposed an algorithm for the submission order of subqueries to the component
databases. In the algorithm, for each subquery, the component database is restricted
to be accessed once and only queries can be sent to it. The response time is minimised
by taking into account the following parameters:
• The impacts of subquery results on each other, i.e. the reductions between arguments of the data integration expression,
• query processing costs in component databases,
• data transmission costs from component database sites to the submission site,
• data conversion costs and
• data integration costs.
The impacts of subquery results can be detected by labelling an expression tree of
the data integration expression. Moreover, query processing costs in the component
databases can be obtained from one of the methods such as the database calibration
and query classification.
The search space forfindingan optimal submission of subqueries is extremely large.
The problem of searching for the optimal solution is NP-complete. W e applied heuristics to prune the search space. W e attempted to choose the most profitable argument
among the others to be reduced by the set of its reducers. The effect of this local
optimum is also examined with relation to the global profits. This optimum result
leads to a near optimal solution.
At the second stage, we concentrated on the efficiency of query postprocessing.
Assuming that subqueries are submitted to the component databases in parallel, some
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partial results of query processing in the component databases are available in the
submission site earlier than others. Integration of partial results begins when all of
the partial results are available. W e took advantage of the delays in the arrival times
of partial results before their integration. In the waiting time, we proposed different
techniques to speed up future computations. Integration of available partial results is
important when a part of thefinalanswer can be shown to the user or when it can
reduce the number of integration operations. Available partial results can be prepared
by applying the reductions between them.
T w o different environments of query postprocessing were considered. In the static
environment, arrival times of partial results are predictable. Based on that assumption,
we proposed an algorithm to minimise the response time by taking the m a x i m u m
advantage of the delays. In the dynamic environment in which arrival times of partial
results are not reliable, we presented another algorithm to perform as m a n y reduction
operations as possible in the delays.
W e employed relational algebra operations and expressions as a particular case of
the generalised database model. In the database, a relation is as a data container, a
tuple of the relation is as a data item of the data container and an attribute of the
tuple is a property of the data item. W e presented some tables that demonstrate reduction expressions and reduction operations between any two arguments of a relational
expression for the operations of relational algebra.

7.2 Future Work
The generalised database model
Owing to heterogeneity, H D M D B S s m a y need special operations. For example, when
the global data model is relational modelling of data, join of two relations that are
obtained from two component databases m a y be required to be changed to an outerjoin because of inconsistencies in the mismatched keys of the join attributes. Lack of
an operation such as outerjoin does not decrease expressive power of the generalised
database model. However, such operations m a y be necessary to be defined in the model
for such exclusive operations in H D M D B S s .

Labelling technique
W e identifiedfiveclasses of operations, and based on the classes, an expression tree
is labelled for detecting optimisation of query processing. In the current situation,
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the operation classes seem to be complete in a sense that they are sufficient to detect
the reductions between arguments of an expression. Is it necessary to define other
operation classes? This requires more research.

Application of labelling technique
W e proposed labelling as a general technique for detecting optimisation of query processing in H D M D B S s , in centralised database systems, and in homogeneous distributed
database systems. More comprehensive work on application of labelling in centralised
and parallel database systems is needed. Specifically, for a system that is multiprocessor and each reduction operation can be given to independently be performed by one
or more processors, more work is necessary to be done.

Submission order of subqueries
The search space forfindingan optimal subquery submission is gigantic. The problem
of searching for the optimal solution is NP-complete. W e applied heuristics to prune
the search space. W e m a d e an attempt to choose the most profitable argument among
others to be reduced by the set of its reducers. The effect of this local optimum is also
examined to the global profits that can be obtained. It m a y be a case that no profitable
arguments that can be reduced be found. However, by applying a set of parallel and
sequential reducers, an argument m a y become a profitable one. More research on this
issue is needed.

Optimisation of query postprocessing
In the dynamic environment, arrival times of partial results are not predictable. Based
on the assumption, in the waiting times we have made an attempt to initiate the feasible
reduction operation with the least reduction time. B y arrival of a new argument, the
reduction operation is interrupted and it m a y be terminated. There m a y be cases
that a sequence of reduction operations are initiated and then terminated by arrival of
new arguments while one or more of the reduction operations could be completed with
some profits. More work is needed, specifically, by taking into account the probability
of arrival time of an argument.

Chapter 8
Appendix

This appendix contains proofs of reduction expressions that express the reductio
between arguments of relational algebra expressions when the c o m m o n operation for
the arguments is join, difference, intersection, or union.
Recall that in a path of a leaf node in an expression tree, the label of the output edge of an operation node represents the class of the operation for an argument
corresponding to the leaf node.
In an expression tree, the labels of the input edges to a commutative operation
such as join, union or intersection can also commute. Thus, only one proof for each
pair labels is required. For example, when the c o m m o n operation is a commutative
operation, proof of each reduction expression for labels Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s)-\- is similar
to the proof for labels Ay(s)+ and Ex(r)+.

8.1 Join Operation
Proof of reduction expression for labels Ax(r) and Ay(s)+ of the input edges to
the c o m m o n operation has already been given. W e will continue to present proofs of
the reduction expressions for other labels.
Lemma

8.1.1 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s), arguments r and s can reduce each

other. The reduction expression for r is r K s, and for s, the reduction expression
s IX r.
Proof: All tuples of r with x attributes, and all tuples of s with y attributes flow to
the operation. Tuples of relation r can be reduced to the tuples that can be joined
with tuples of s. Tuples of relation s can be reduced to the tuples that can be joined
with tuples of r.
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r

s

Figure 8.1: A n expression tree in which the c o m m o n operation for two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges to the operation are Ax(r) and Ny(s)+-

Lemma 8.1.2 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ny(s)+, argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s K 7Tk(r), where k = x D y. For r, there is
reduction expression.

Proof: None of the tuples of s flow to the common operation because the input ed
to the operation is labelled by Ny(s)+. Tuples that flow to the operation are all tuples
of r with x attributes for the edge labelled by Ax(r) and tuples of other relational
table(s) other than s that have y attributes for the edge labelled by Ny(s)+.
Let TNVS+

be the tuples that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by

Ny(s)+. Also, let ti be a tuple in 7Ty(s). Then, U $ TNys+. Assume (3 is an operation
whose output edge is labelled by Ny(s)-\- (Figure 8.1).
• Relation 5 can be reduced to 5 X irk(r). Suppose that U cannot be joined with
any tuples of nx(r). If a tuple such as tt- is removed from ny(s), then the effect
m a y be such that, in the output of operation j3, tuple U appears. Since tuple ti
cannot be joined with any tuples of r, then it has no impact on the output of
the join operation. Hence, a tuple such as U £ 7ry(s) that cannot be joined with
r can be removed from s. In other words, 5 can be reduced to 5 K 7rk(r).

• Tuples of r cannot be reduced with regards to tuples of s because TNVS+ consist
of tuples of other relational table(s) other than tuples of ny(s). Thus, for r there
is no reduction expression.
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Lemma

8.1.3 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s), arguments r and s can reduce each

other. The reduction expression for r is r K nk(s) and for s the reduction expression
is s X nk(r), where k = x fl y.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation
for the edge labelled by Ax(r). Some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n
operation for the other input edge that is labelled by Ey(s).
Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation, i.e. s'Cs,
• Relation r can be reduced to r IX 7rk(s). If s' = s, the tuples of r can be reduced
to those tuples that can be joined with tuples of s with y attributes. However,
it is assumed that only some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the operation.
Relation r can be reduced to r K 7Tfc(s') because those tuples of r are removed
that have no impacts on the join operation. W e need to prove that r can also be
reduced to r IX iTk(s).
Those tuples in r that can be joined with tuples in 5' are also joinable with tuples
in s. Hence, (r K irk(s')) C (r tX 7fk(s)).

Thus, r can be reduced to r IX TTk(s)

without any impact on the output of the join operation.
• Relation s can be reduced to s K 7r*(s).

Since s' C

s, then (s' K 7rfc(r)) C

(5 K 7Tk(r))- Thus, s can be reduced to s K 7r^(s) without any effect on the output
of the join operation.

Lemma 8.1.4 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s)+, argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s IX nk(r), where k = x (~)y. For r, there i
reduction expression.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation
for the edge labelled by Ax(r). Some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with y attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge
labelled by Ey(s)+.
Let 5' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ey(s)+.
Thus, s' C s. Also, let Tsy+ be the tuples except tuples of s' that flow to the operation
for this edge.
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• Relation s can be reduced to s X 7rk(r). Since s' C s, then (s' X ^(r)) C
(5 X 7Tk(r)).

Thus, if 3 is reduced to 5 X nk(r), the output of the join opera-

tion is not affected.
• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let U be a tuple in r that cannot be joined with
any tuples of s but which can be joined with tuples of Tsy+. The tuple £,• cannot
be removed from r for the reason that it cannot be joined with tuples of s. The
tuple ti is a joinable tuple with tuples of Tsy+. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.1.5 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)+ and Ay(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce e

other.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge, and all tuples of s, in
addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowto the c o m m o n
operation for the other input edge to the operation.
• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let t{ be a tuple in r. If tuple ti cannot be
joined with any tuples of s, it cannot be removed from r. The tuple ti m a y be
a joinable tuple with tuples of other relational table(s) other than s that flow to
the operation. Hence, tuples of r cannot be reduced only with regards to tuples
of s. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Using the same approach as above, relation 5 cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.1.6 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ny(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce e
other.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge. Also, tuples of other
relational table(s) except tuples of s, flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input
edge to the operation.
Not only does there exist no information regarding tuples of s but alsoflowof tuples
of other relational table(s) to the operation does not permit to remove any tuple from
r or 5. Thus, neither r nor s can be reduced.
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Lemma

8.1.7 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)+ and Ey(s), argument s can reduce argument

r. The reduction expression for r is r X irk(s), where k = x C\ y. For s, there is
reduction expression.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some tuples of
5 with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation.
Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation. Thus, s' C s. Let tj £ s.
• Relation r can be reduced to r X nk(s). Since s' C s, then (r X irk(s')) C
(r X 7rk(s)).

Thus, r can be reduced to r X 7rk(s) without any impact on the

output of the join operation.
• Relation 5 cannot be reduced. If a tuple such as tj in s cannot be joined with
tuples of r, then it cannot be removed from s. The tuple tj m a y be a joinable
tuple with tuples of other relational table(s) other than r. Thus, 5 cannot be
reduced.

Lemma 8.1.8 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s)+, neither r nor s can reduce ea
other.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge, and some tuples of
5, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow to the
c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced. If a tuple in r is removed because if cannot be joined
with any tuples of 5, then the tuple m a y be joined with tuples of other relational table(s)
other than s. Thus, relation r cannot be reduced. For the same reason, s cannot be
reduced by r because tuples of other relational table(s) other than r also flow to the
operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)+.
Lemma 8.1.9 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th
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Figure 8.2: A n expression tree in which the c o m m o n operation for two arguments r
and s is join and the labels of the input edges to the operation are Nx(r)-\- and Ey(s).

corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)+ and Ny(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce
other.
Proof: None of the tuples of relational tables r and s flow on the c o m m o n operation
node for the input edges to the operation. However, for the both edges, tuples of other
relational tables flow to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced because none of their tuples flow to the operation.
Furthermore, with the information that is expressed through the labels, no reduction
operations are possible.
Lemma

8.1.10 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ey(s), argument s can reduce argumen

r. The reduction expression for r is r X 7Tk(s), where k = xC\y. There is no reducti
expression for s.
Proof: None of the tuples of relational table r except tuples of other relational table(s)
with x attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+. For
the other input edge, some tuples of 5 with y attributes flow to the operation.
Let TNxr+ be all those tuples for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+ and s' be those tuples
of s that flow to the operation for the other edge. Also, let ti be a tuple in r. Then,

s' C s and 7rx(ti) 0 TNxr+. Assume (3 is an operation whose output edge is labelled by
Nv{s)+ (Figure 8.2).
• Relation r can be reduced to r X 7Tk(s). Suppose that U cannot be joined with
any tuples of s. Since s' C s, ti is not joinable with any tuples of s'. If a tuple
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such as U is removed from r, then the effect m a y be such that, in the output of
operation (3 (i.e. in Tj^xr+), tuple nx(ti) appears. Since tuple ti cannot be joined
with any tuples of 5 and thus s', then it has no impact on the output of the join
operation. Hence, the tuples such as ti £ r that cannot be joined with s can be
removed from r. In other words, r can be reduced to r X 7rk(s).
• Tuples of s cannot be reduced with regards to tuples of r. If tuples of s are
reduced to those tuples that can be joined with tuples of r, then there exists a
tuple in s that cannot be joined with tuples of r but can be joined with a tuple
v

in T/Va;r+- Thus, for 5 there is no reduction expression.

Lemma 8.1.11 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-{- and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce
other.
Proof: None of the tuples of r except tuples of other relational table(s) with x attributes flow on the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. For the other
input edge, some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with
y attributes,flowto the operation.
Since there are tuples of other relational tables that flow to the operation, neither
r nor s can be reduced. Thus, there are no reduction expressions for r and s.
Lemma

8.1.12 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s), arguments r and s can reduce

each other. The reduction expression for r is r X 7T^(s) and for s is s X TTk(r), where
k = x (ly, x are attributes of r and y are attributes of s.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for
the other input edge to the operation node.
Let r' be the tuples of r that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ex(r). Let s' be the tuples of s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by
Ey(s). Thus, r' C r and s' C s
• Relation r can be reduced to r X nk(s). There exists ti £ r, such that 7rx(t;)
cannot be joined with any tuples in ny(s). Since s' C s, then irx(ti) cannot be
joined with any tuples in ny(s').
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If ti £ r but ti £ r', then, by removing ti from r, the evaluation result of the join
operation is not affected.

If ti £ r', then ti must be in r. If irx(ti) cannot be joined with any tuples in 7rv(s)
then ti can be removed from r without any impact on the evaluation result of the
join operation. Thus, r can be reduced to those tuples that can be joined with
s. Hence, the reduction expression for r is r X 7r^(s).
• Using the same approach as above, relation s can be reduced to s X 7r&(s).

Lemma 8.1.13 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s)-\-, argument r can reduce argumen

s. The reduction expression for s is s X ^k(r), where k = x (A y. For r, there is no
reduction expression.

Proof: Some tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the common op
for one edge and some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all
with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge.
Let r' be the tuples of r that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ex(r) and s' be the tuples of 5 that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by
Ey(s)+. Thus, r' C r and s' C s.

• Relation 5 can be reduced to 5 X 7T^(r). There exists ti £ s, such that iry(ti)
cannot be joined with any tuples in irx(r). Since r' C r, then ity(ti) cannot be
joined with any tuples in r'.
If ti £ s but ti $ s', then, by removing U from s, evaluation result of the join
operation is not changed.
If U £ s', then ti must be in s. However, since iry(ti) cannot be joined with
any tuples in irx(r), then U can be removed from s without any impact on the
evaluation result of the join operation. Thus, s can be reduced to those tuples
that can be joined with r. Hence, the reduction expression for s is s X nk(r).

• Relation r cannot be reduced with respect to tuples of s. If r is reduced, the
there m a y be a tuple in r such that before removal can be joined with tuples of
other relational table(s) other than s. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
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Lemma

8.1.14 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is join and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)-\- and Ey(s)+, neither r nor s can reduce ea
other.

Proof: Some tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge. Some tuples
of 5, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowto the
c o m m o n operation for the other input edge.
Neither r nor s can be reduced. If r is reduced with respect to tuples of 5, then
there m a y be a tuple in r that is removed by a reduction operation. However, the tuple
m a y be a joinable tuple with tuples of other relational table(s) other than s. Thus, r
cannot be reduced.
Using the same approach as above, 5 cannot be reduced.

8.2 Difference Operation
Proof of reduction expressions for labels Ax(r) and Ay(s)+ of the input edges to
difference as the c o m m o n operation has already been given. W e will continue to present
the proofs of reduction expressions for other labels.
Since difference is a non-commutative operation, the labels of the input edges to a
difference operation node in an expression tree are distinguished from each other such
that each one of the labels is on the right hand side or on the left hand side of the
operation. As a convention, we assume that for each pair of the labels, thefirstone
represents the label of the left hand side input edge and the second one represents the
label of the right hand side input edge to the difference operation node.
Lemma 8.2.1 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s), arguments r and s can reduce
each other. The reduction expression for r is r —k s, where k = x (~) y. For s,
reduction expression is s X r.
Proof: All tuples of r with x attributes, and all tuples of 5 with y attributes
the operation. Output of the operation consists of the tuples in irx(r) that cannot be
joined with any tuples in ny(s).
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r

s

Figure 8.3: A n expression tree in which the c o m m o n operation for two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges to the operation are Ax(r) and

Ny(s)+.

Since all tuples of r and all tuples of 5, in order, with x and y attributes flo
the c o m m o n operation, r can be reduced to r — k s.
Tuples of relation s can be reduced to the tuples that can be joined with tuples of
r because the joinable tuples in 5 have impacts on the difference operation. Thus, s
can be reduced to s X r.
Note that when attributes x and y are the same, the generalised difference is a
difference operation, and the semijoin is an intersection operation.
Lemma

8.2.2 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ny(s)-\-, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X r and for r there is no reductio
expression.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Ax(r). N o tuples of s flow to the operation for the other edge.
However, there are tuples of other relational table(s), with y attributes, other than s
that flow to the operation for this edge.
Let TNys+ be all those tuples thatflowto the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ny(s)+. Thus, TNys+ n ny(s) = 0. Output of the difference operation consists of
the tuples in nx(r) that are not joinable with any tuples in TNys+.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. Assume that j3 is an operation whose outpu
edge is labelled by Ny(s)+ (Figure 8.3).
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Let tj £ TTy(s). Assume tj cannot be joined with any tuples of r. If tj has an
impact on the output of (3 operation such that a tuple t'j does not appear in the
output, then, by removing tj from s, tuple t'j will appear in the output of (3.
The tuple t'j has no impact on the output of the difference operation because it
appears in the output of (3 as the result of removing tj from s and thus it cannot
be joined with any tuples of r. Hence, those tuples in s that cannot be joined
with r can be removed. Thus, 5 can be reduced to 5 X r.

• Relation r cannot be reduced with respect only to tuples of s. If a tuple ti i
is removed by s in a reduction operation, then tuple U m a y not be joinable with
any tuples in TNVS+.

It produces incorrect output for the c o m m o n operation.

Thus, r cannot be reduced with respect to tuples of s.

Lemma 8.2.3 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s), argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s X r, and for r, there is no reduction expre
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation
edge labelled by Ax(r). Some tuples of s with y attributesflowto the operation for the
other edge. Let s' be those tuples of 5 that flow to the operation for the edge labelled
by Ey(s). Thus, s' C s.
The evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation consists of those tuples of r that
are not joinable with any tuples in s'.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. Let ti £ s1. If iry(U) cannot be joined wit
tuples in r, then U can be removed from s without any impact on the evaluation
result of the c o m m o n operation.
If tuple ti in s but U £" s', then U can be removed from s because it does not
affect the evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can be reduced to
s X r.
• Relation r cannot be reduced because r can only be reduced by all tuples in s.
There exists a tuple *,- in s such that U £ s'. Suppose U can be joined with a
tuple tj in r. The tuple tj cannot be removed from r because it is joinable with
tuple ti which is in s and it is not in 5'. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
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Lemma

8.2.4 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s)-\-, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X r, and for r, there is no reduct
expression.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation
edge labelled by Ax(r).

In addition to some tuples of s, tuples of other relational

table(s) other than s, all with y attributes,flowto the operation for the other edge.
The proof is that same as that for labels Ax(r) and Ey(s). Note that the tuples
that, in addition to tuples of s,flowto the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by
Ey(s)+ do not create additional dimension for the proof.
Lemma 8.2.5 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ay(s), argument s can reduce

argument r. The reduction expression for r is r — s and for s there is no reductio
expression.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. All tuples
of s with y attributes flow to the operation for the other edge.
Let Trx+ be tuples of other relation(s) except tuples of r that flow to the operation
for the edge labelled by Ax(r)+. The evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation consists
of tuples in (7Tx(r)(J Trx+) that are not joinable with any tuples in 5.
• Relation r can be reduced to r _ s.

Let ti £ 7rx(r) and ti 0 TTX+. If ti can be joined with any tuples in 5, then ti c
be removed from r without any impact on the evaluation result of the c o m m o n
operation. Let U £ irx(r) and ti £ Trx+. If U can be joined with any tuples in s,
then U can also be removed from r without any impact on the output, because
ti £ Trx+ isfinallyremoved by the c o m m o n operation. Thus, r can be reduced
to r — s.
• Tuples of s cannot be reduced with respect only to tuples of r, because there
exists a tuple tj in s such that tj cannot be joined with any tuples in r, but tj can

be joined with a tuple such as tk in Trx+. If tuple tj is removed from s, because it
is not joinable with any tuples in r, then, since tj is joinable with a tuple in Trx+,
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removal of tj that can be joined with tk in Trx+ is not correct. Thus, s cannot be
reduced.

Lemma 8.2.6 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)+ and Ay(s)-\-, argument s can reduc

argument r. The reduction expression for r is r _ s, and for s, there is no reduct
expression.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Also, all
tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow
to the operation for the other edge.
Let Trx+ be those tuples of other relation(s) except tuples of r that flow to the
operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Thus, Trx+ U nx(r) are all tuples that flow
to the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Also, let Tsy+ be those tuples of other
relation(s) except s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ay(s)+. Thus,
Tsy+ U 7ry(s) are all tuples that flow to the operation for this edge. The evaluation
result of the c o m m o n operation consists of those tuples that are in Trx+ U 7rx(r) and
they cannot be joined with any tuples in Tsy+ U 7ry(s).
• Relation r can be reduced to r _ 5.

Let ti be a tuple in r such that rcx(U) $ Trx+. If irx(ti) can be joined with a tuple
in 7ry(s), then U can be removed from r without any impact on the evaluation
result of the c o m m o n operation. If nx(U) also be in Trx+, then U can still be
removed from r because tuple nx(ti) in Trx+ will be removed in the c o m m o n
operation. Thus, r can be reduced to r _ s.

• Tuples of s cannot be reduced with respect to tuples of r because there exists
U in s such that U cannot be joined with any tuples in r but U can be joined
with a tuple in Trx+. If tuple ti is removed from 5 for the reason that ti is not
joinable with any tuples in r, then, since U can be joined with a tuple in Trx+, the
evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation will not be correct. Thus, 5 cannot
be reduced.

Lemma 8.2.7 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod
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the corresponding expression tree are A x (r)+ and N(s)+, neither r nor s can reduce
each other.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)+. Tuples of
other relational table(s) except s flow to the operation for the other edge.
Let Trx+ be those tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r that flow to
the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Thus, TTX+ U irx(r) are all tuples that
flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-.
• Relation r cannot be reduced with respect to s because none of the tuples in s
flow to the c o m m o n operation node.

• Nor can tuples of s be reduced with respect to tuples in r, because for the edg
labelled by Ax(r)-\- not only tuples in rflowbut also tuples in Trx+. Furthermore,
there exists £,• in Trx+ such that if s is reduced with respect only to tuples of r,
then a tuple in s which is reduced by r can be joined with tuple ti. Thus, relation
s cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.2.8 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s), neither r nor s can reduc
each other.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)+. For the other
edge, some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the operation.
Let Trx+ be those tuples of other relational table(s) other than r that flow to the
operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)+. Thus, Trx+ U irx(r) are all tuples that flow
to the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Also, let s' C s be those tuples of s
that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Ey(s).
• Relation r cannot be reduced. There exists a tuple ti in 5 such that £,- £ s'.
r is reduced with respect only to tuples of s, then a tuple such as ti that is in s
but is not in s' m a y have an impact on tuples of r for the reduction. Since the
tuple ti £~ s', r cannot be reduced.
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• Tuples of s cannot be reduced with respect only to tuples of r because there exists
a tuple ti in s' such that U m a y have an impact on tuples of Trx+. However, tuple
ti is removed from s by tuples of r. It is not correct. Thus, s cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.2.9 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can red
each other.
Proof: All tuples of r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all
attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Also some tuples of
s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow to the
operation for the other edge. Neither r nor 5 can be reduced.
The proof is that same as that for labels Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s).
Lemma 8.2.10 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ay(s), either r can reduce s o
can reduce r. The reduction expression is either r — s for r or s _ r for s.
Proof: Tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. For the other edge of the operation, all tuples of s with y
attributesflow.Either relation r can be reduced to r _ s or relation s can be reduced
to s — r.
Let TNXT+

be all those tuples of the other relational table(s) except tuples of r that

flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+.
• Let ti £ r. If U 0 (r _ s), then U can be joined with tuples in 5. If by the
reduction operation a tuple such as ti appears in TNXT+,

then, since ti can be

joined with a tuple such as tj in s, tuple U in TNxr+ will be removed by tj in the
c o m m o n operation. Thus, r can be reduced to r _ s. However, 5 must not be
reduced because tuple tj in s can remove tuple U that appears in TNXT+

as the

result of the reduction operation. If s is also reduced by r, then tuple tj will be
removed from s which will produce incorrect output for the c o m m o n operation.
• Let ti £ s. If t,- 0 (s _ r), then U can be joined with a tuple such as tj in
none of the tuples of rflowto the c o m m o n operation, removing a tuple such as ti
from s will not affect the evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can
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be reduced to 5 _ r. However, r cannot be reduced. If tj is removed from r by
a reduction operation, then tj m a y appear in TNXT+.

Since tt- is already removed

from 5, an incorrect output for the c o m m o n operation will be produced.

Lemma 8.2.11 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ay(s)-\-, either r can reduce s
s can reduce r. The reduction expression is either r _ s for r or s _ r for s.
Proof: All tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r flow to the operation
for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+. For the other input edge to the operation, all tuples
of 5, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow.
The proof is the same as that for labels Nx(r)-\- and Ay(s). Note that tuples of
other relational table(s) for the edge labelled by Ay(s)-\- that flow to the operation do
not m a k e an incorrect output if either r or s is reduced.
Lemma 8.2.12 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ny(s)-\-, argument r can redu

argument s. The reduction expression is s — r for s. For r, there is no reductio
expression.

Proof: All tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r flow to the op
for the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. For the other input edge to the operation, tuples of
other relational table(s) except tuples of 5 flow.
Let TNXT+

and TNV$+,

in order, be those tuples of other relations other than r and

s that flow to the operation.

• Relation s can be reduced to s — r. Let ti £ s, then rry(ti) <£ T^ys+. Assume
tuple ti is removed from s in the reduction operation. The impact of removing ti
from s m a y be such that 7Ty(i,-) appears in TNVS+is no such a tuple in TNXT+

If this happen, then, since there

that can be joined with U because TNXT+

consists of

tuples of other relational table(s) other than r, removing ti from s has no impact
on the output of the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can be reduced to s __ r.
• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let tj £ r, then irx(tj) $. TNXT+. Assume that a
tuple tj is removed from r in a reduction operation. The impact of removing tj
from r m a y be such that nx(tj) appears in T^xr+. If this happen, then, since there
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is no such a tuple in TNys+ that can be joined with tj because TNys+ consists of
tuples of other relational table(s) other than s, removing tj from r produces an
incorrect output for the c o m m o n operation. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.2.13 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ey(s), neither r nor s can redu
each other.

Proof: All tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r flow to the op
for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+. For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples
of 5 with y attributes flow.
Let TNXT+

be tuples of other relational table(s) other than r that flow to the op-

eration for the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. Let s' be some tuples of 5 that flow to the
operation for the other edge. Thus, s' C 5.
• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let ti £ r. If tuple ti is removed by 5 in a reduction
operation, then the impact m a y be such that rrx(ti) appears in Tj^xr+. Assume
that this happens. The tuple nx(ti) m a y not be removed from TNXT+

because the

corresponding tuple is in s and m a y not be in s'. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

• Relation s cannot be reduced. Since no tuples of r are in TNXT+, reducin
will produce an incorrect output for the c o m m o n operation. Let tj £ s. Assume
that tuple tj is removed by r in a reduction operation. Then, tj will not be in s'
any more to remove the the tuple(s) in TNXT+

in the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s

cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.2.14 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)+ and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduc
each other.
Proof: Tuples of other relational table(s) except tuples of r flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples
of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow.
The proof is the same as that for labels Nx(r)-\-, Ey(s). Note that the tuples of
other relational table(s) other than s that flow to the operation do not produce an
additional dimension for the proof.
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8.2.15 In an expression when a common
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operation between two arguments

r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ay(s), arguments r and s can reduce

each other. The reduction expression for r is r —k s where k = x (A y. For s, the
reduction expression is s X r.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Ex(r). For the other edge of the operation, all tuples of s with y
attributes flow.
Let r' C r be those tuples of r that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by

Ex(r).
• Relation r can be reduced to r — k s. Any tuple in r that can be removed by s
the reduction operation will not also be in r'. Since the output of the c o m m o n
operation consists of those tuples of r' that are not joinable with tuples in 5, if r
is already reduced by reduction operation r —k s> the output will still consist of
those tuples in r' that are not joinable with tuples in s. Thus, r can be reduced
to r —k s.
• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. Those tuples of s have impacts on the c o m m o n
operation that are joinable with tuples in nx(r'). Let ti £ s. If U is removed from
s by reduction operation 5 X r, then ti is not joinable with any tuples in irx(r).
Thus, U is not joinable with any tuples in nx(r'). If U is not removed from s by
the reduction operation, then ti in 5 is a joinable tuple with a tuple such as tj
in nx(r) . If tj is not among tuples of 7tx(r'), then ti in s has no impact on the
output of the c o m m o n operation. If tj is in 7rx(r'), then U in 5 will remove the
corresponding tuple tj in Trx(r') in the output of the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s
can be reduced to s X r.

Lemma 8.2.16 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ay(s)+, arguments r and s can reduce

each other. The reduction expression for r is r —k $ and for s the reduction express
is s X 7rfc(r); where k = xC\y.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Ex(r). For the other input edge to the operation, all tuples of s,
in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes flow.
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Let r' be those tuples of r that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r).
Let Tsy+ be tuples of other relational table(s) other than s that flow to the operation
for the other edge.
• Relation r can be reduced to r _fc s. Output of the common operation consists
of tuples of 7rx(r') that are not joinable with tuples in ny(s) and Tsy+. Since all
tuples in r' are also in r, if relation r is reduced by the reduction operation to
those tuples that are not joinable with any tuples in 5, then r' will consist of the
tuples that are not joinable with any tuples in 5 as well. Thus, r can be reduced
to r _/,: s.
• Relation s can be reduced to s X 7r^(r). Let ti £ s. If tuple ti is removed by
the reduction operation from s, then ti is not in r and thus U is not also in r'.
If tuple ti is not removed by the reduction operation, then U is a joinable tuple
with a tuple such as tj in r. If tuple tj is also in r', it will be removed by ti in
the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can be reduced to s X 7rk(r).

Lemma 8.2.17 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ny(s)-\-, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X Kk(r), where k = xf)y. For r, ther
is no reduction expression.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation for
the edge labelled by Ex(r). For the other input edge to the operation, tuples of other
relational table(s) except tuples of 5 flow.
Let r' be those tuples of r that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ex(r). Thus, r' C r. Let T V y s + be the tuples that flow to the c o m m o n operation
for the edge labelled by Ny(s)-\-.
• Relation r cannot be reduced by s, because no tuples of s flow to the common
operation for the edge labelled by Ny(s)-\-.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X 7r^(r). Let ti £ s. If tuple £,- is removed by
reduction operation from s, the impact m a y be such that tuple 7ry(t,) appears in
TNVS+-

Since tuple ti is not a joinable tuple with any tuples in r, it is not also

joinable with any tuples in the subset of r which is r'. Therefore, the appearance
of the tuple in TNVS+

will not affect the output of the c o m m o n operation.
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operation between two arguments

r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s), argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s X Kk(r), where k = x C\y. For r, there is n
reduction expression.
Proof: Some tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation
the edge labelled by Ex(r). For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of
s with y attributes flow.
Let r' and s' be the tuples that flow to the operation, in order, for the edge labelled
by Ex(r) and Ey(s). Thus, r' <Zr and s' C s.
• Relation r cannot be reduced by s. Let ti £ r'. Assume that the tuple ti is
removed from r in a reduction operation by s. Therefore, tuple ti is joinable with
tuples in s and after the reduction operation the tuple is not in r' any more.
Tuple ti is joinable with tuples in 5 and it m a y not be joinable with tuples in s'.
Thus, the reduction of r by $ is not correct.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X 7T&(r). Let ti £ s'. Thus, tuple ti is also in
s. If tuple ti is removed from s by the reduction operation, then tuple ti is not
joinable with any tuples in r and thus in r'. If tuple ti is not removed from s by
the reduction operation, then it is joinable with a tuple such as tj in r. If tuple tj
is not in r', then it will not affect the output of the c o m m o n operation. Moreover,
those tuples of 5 have impacts on the c o m m o n operation that are joinable with
tuples of r'.

Since r' C r, after the reduction operation, the reduced s still

contains all the tuples that are joinable with r'.

Thus, s can be reduced to

s X 7rk(r).

Lemma 8.2.19 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s)+, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for 5 is 5 X irk(r). For r, there is no reducti
expression.
Proof: Some tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the operation
the edge labelled by Ex(r). For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of
s in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes,flow.Relation
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s can be reduced to s X 7r*(r). The proof is the same as that for labels Ex(r) and

Ey(s).
Lemma

8.2.20 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)+ and Ay(s), argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for r is r —& s. For s, there is no reducti
expression.
Proof: Some tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)-\-.
For the other input edge to the operation, all tuples of 5 with y attributes flow.
Let r' and Trx+, in order, be those tuples of r and tuples of other relational table(s)
other than r that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)-\-. Thus, r' C r.
• Relation r can be reduced to r -^ 5. If relation r is reduced to those tuples that
are not joinable with tuples in s, then r' is also reduced to the tuples that are
not joinable with any tuples in s. Thus, r can be reduced to r _& s.
• Relation s cannot be reduced by r. If s is reduced in a reduction operation by
r, then there m a y be a tuple in 5 that is removed in the reduction operation
and this tuple m a y be a joinable tuple with tuples in Trx+. Thus, s cannot be
reduced.
Lemma 8.2.21 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)-\- and Ay(s)+, argument r can reduce
argument s. The reduction expression for r is r _& s, where k = xf)y. For s, there
no reduction expression.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)+.
For the other input edge to the operation, all tuples of 5, in addition to tuples of other
relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow.
The proof is the same as that for labels Ex(r)-\- and Ay(s).
Lemma

8.2.22 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)+ and Ny(s)+, neither r nor s can reduce
each other.
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Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)+.
For the other input edge to the operation, tuples of other relational table(s) except
tuples of s flow.
Neither r nor s can be reduced, since none of the tuples of 5 flow to the c o m m o n
operation.
Lemma 8.2.23 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)-\- and Ey(s), neither r nor s can redu
each other.

Proof: Some tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relatio
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)+.
For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of s with y attributes flow.
Let r' and Trx+, in order, be those tuples of r and tuples of other relational table(s)
that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)-\-. Also, let s' be
those tuples of s that flow to the operation for the other edge. Thus, r' C r and s' C s.

• Relation r cannot be reduced by s. Let U £ r'. Assume in a reduction operation
tuple ti is removed from r by 5. If tuple ti is joinable with tuples in s', the
reduction operation is correct. If it is in s but it is not in 5', then the reduction
operation is not correct. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

• Relation s cannot be reduced by r. If s is reduced in a reduction operation by
then there m a y be a tuple in r such that it is not in r' and that tuple reduces a
tuple in s'. Thus, s cannot be reduced by r.

Lemma 8.2.24 In an expressions when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is difference and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)-\- and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can red
each other.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes, flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ex(r)+.
For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of
other relational table(s), all with x attributes, flow.
The proof is the same as that for labels Ex(r)-\-, Ey(s).
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Union Operation

Proof of reduction expressions for labels Ax(r) and Ay(s)+ of the input edges to
as the c o m m o n operation has already been given. W e will continue to present the
proofs of reduction expressions for other labels.
Lemma 8.3.1 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s), arguments r and s can reduce each
other. The reduction expression for is either r _ s for r, or s — r for s.
Proof: All tuples of r with x attributes, and all tuples of s with y attributes
to the operation. In the output of the union operation duplicate tuples are removed.
Thus, either tuples of r can be reduced to the tuples that cannot be joined with tuples
of s or tuples of s can be reduced to the tuples that cannot be joined with tuples of r.
Note that when attributes x and y are the same, the join operation is changed to
an intersection operation.
Lemma 8.3.2 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ny(s)+, argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s — r. For r, there is no reduction expressio

Proof: None of the tuples of s flow to the common operation because the input ed
to the operation is labelled by Ny(s)+. Tuples thatflowto the operation are all tuples
of r with x attributes for the edge labelled by Ax(r) and tuples of other relational
table(s) other than s for the edge labelled by Ny(s)+.
Let TNys+ be the tuples for edge labelled by Ny(s)+.
• Relation r cannot be reduced by s. Since none of the tuples of s flow to the
operation, reducing relation r by s causes tuples of r that m a y not be joinable
with any tuples in TNys+ to be removed from r. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Relation s can be reduced to s — r. Let U £ s. If tuple U is removed by the
reduction operation from s, then tuple U is joinable with a tuple such as tj in r.
If the impact of removing tuple U from s is such that a tuple such as tk appears in
TNV,+

,

then both tuples tj and tk, that are joinable tuples with each other, flow

to the c o m m o n operation for each edge. Since the c o m m o n operation is union,
one of the tuples is removed in the output of the c o m m o n operation. Note that
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tuple tk is a joinable tuple with tj because tk appears as the result that tj is
joinable with ti. Thus, s can be reduced to s - r.

Lemma 8.3.3 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s), argument r can reduce argument s.

The reduction expression for s is s — k r, where k = xC\y. For r, there is no reducti
expression.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the common ope
for one edge and some tuples of 5 with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for
the other input edge to the operation node.
Assume s' are those tuples of s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by
Ey(s). Thus, 5' C 5.
• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let ti £ r. Relation r can be reduced by 5 with
the assumption that if a tuple ti is removed from r in a reduction operation, the
tuple is joinable with a tuple tj in $. Since tuples in s' are a subset of tuples in
s, then tuple tj m a y not be in s'. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

• Relation s can be reduced to s —k r. Let ti £ s1. If the tuple ti is removed by
in the reduction operation from s, then ti is joinable with tuples in r. Therefore,
removing a tuple such as ti from 5 will not affect the evaluation result of the
c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can be reduced to 5 —.k r.

Lemma 8.3.4 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in t

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s)-\-, argument r can reduce argumen
s. The reduction expression for s is s — k r, where k = x C\y. For r, there is no
reduction expression.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of 5, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with y attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation node.
The proof is the same as that for labels Ax(r) and Ey(s).
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Lemma

8.3.5 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ay(s)+, either r can reduce s or s c
reduce r. The reduction expression is either r _ 5 for r or s _ r for s.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relation
all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge and all tuples of s, in
addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowto the c o m m o n
operation for the other input edge to the operation node.
Output of the c o m m o n operation consists of all tuples of r, all tuples of s and tuples
of other relational table(s). Duplicate tuples between tuples of r or s can be removed.
Thus, either r can be reduced to r _ s or s can be reduced to s — r.
Lemma 8.3.6 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in t

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ny(s)-\-, argument r can reduce argume

s. The reduction expression for s is s — r. For r, there is no reduction expressi
Proof: All tuples of r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all
attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and tuples of other relational
table(s) except tuples of 5 flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to
the operation node.
Let TNVS+

be the tuples of other relational table(s) other than s that flow to the

c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Ny(s)+.

• Relation r cannot be reduced by s. If r is reduced in a reduction operation by
then there m a y be a tuple in r that is removed by the reduction operation and
that tuple is not in TNys+- Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Relation s can be reduced to 5 _ r. Let U £ s. If tuple U is removed from s
in the reduction operation, the impact m a y be such that tuple %(£,•) appears in
TNVS+-

Since tuple U is also in r, the appearance of it in TNys+ will not affect

the output of the c o m m o n operation because in the operation the tuple will be
removed. Thus, s can be reduced to s _ r.

Lemma 8.3.7 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)+ and Ey(s), argument r can reduce argument
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s. The reduction expression is for s is s mmk r, where k = xf]y. For r, there is n
reduction expression.

Proof: All tuples of r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all w
attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some tuples of 5 with y
attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation
node.
Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled by Ey(s).
Thus, s' C s.

• Relation r cannot be reduced. Let U £ r. If tuple ti is removed by 5 in a reduc
operation, then ti is joinable with a tuple such as tj in 5. However, tj m a y not be
in s'. The reduction operation is correct if, after reduction, ti or tj be input to
the c o m m o n operation. If U is removed from r by t3 in s and tj is not in s', the
evaluation result of the c o m m o n operation will not be correct. Thus, r cannot
be reduced.
• Relation s can be reduced to s —k r. If the tuples in s are removed by the
reduction operation, then s, after the reduction, consists of the joinable tuples
with r. Thus, s can be reduced to s — k r.

Lemma 8.3.8 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in th

corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)+ and Ey(s)+, argument r can reduce argument

s. The reduction expression for s is s — k r, where k = xC\y. Forr, there is no reduct
expression.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relationa
all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some tuples of
s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow to the
c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation node.
The proof is the same as that for labels Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s)
Lemma 8.3.9 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)+ and Ny(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce ea
other.
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Proof: None of the tuples of relational tables r and s flow on the c o m m o n operation
node for the input edges to the operation. However, for the both edges, tuples of other
relational tables flow to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced because none of their tuples flow to the operation.
Furthermore, with the information that is expressed through the labels, no reduction
operations are possible.
Lemma 8.3.10 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ey(s), neither r nor s can reduce eac
other.

Proof: None of the tuples of relational tables r flow on the common operation for
edge but, for this edge, tuples of other relational table(s) with x attributes flow on the
operation. For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of s with y attributes
flow to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced because not only does none of the tuples in r flow
to the c o m m o n operation but a subset of tuples in s flow to the operation.
Lemma 8.3.11 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and Ey(s)+, neither r nor s can reduc
each other.
Proof: None of the tuples of relational table r except tuples of other relational table(s)
with x attributes flow on the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Nx(r)-\-. For
the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other
relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowon the operation.
The proof is the same as that for labels Nx(r)+ and Ey(s).
Lemma 8.3.12 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s), neither r nor s can reduce eac
other.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for
the other input edge to the operation node.
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Neither r nor s can be reduced. Let r' and 5' be the tuples of r and s that flow to
the c o m m o n operation. Thus, r' C r and s' C s. If r is reduced by s, then there m a y
be a tuple in s that is not in 5' and it causes a tuple be removed from r. If s is reduced
by r, then there m a y be a tuple in r that is not in r' and it removes a tuple from s.
Thus, neither r nor s can be reduced.
Lemma 8.3.13 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in the

corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can reduce e
other.

Proof: Some tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the common o
for one edge and some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced. The proof is the same as that for labels Ex(r) and

Ey(s).
Lemma 8.3.14 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
r and s is union and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node in

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)-\- and Ey(s)-\-, neither r nor s can red
each other.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some
tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow
to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation node.
Neither r nor s can be reduced. The proof is the same as that for labels Ex(r) and

Ey(s).

8.4 Intersection Operation

Proof of reduction expression for labels Ax(r) and Ay(s)-\- of the input edges to
intersection as the c o m m o n operation has already been given. W e will continue to
present the proofs of reduction expressions for other labels.
Lemma 8.4.1 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation node
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Figure 8.4: A n expression tree in which the c o m m o n operation for two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges to the operation are Ax(r) and
Ny(s) + .

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ay(s), arguments r and s can redu

each other. The reduction expression for r is r X 5, and for s, the reduction expres
is s X r.
Proof: All tuples of r with x attributes, and all tuples of s with y attributes flow to
the operation. Tuples of relation r can be reduced to the tuples that can be joined
with s and tuples of relation s can be reduced to the tuples that can be joined with
tuples of r.
Lemma

8.4.2 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ny(s)+, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X r. For r, there is no reductio
expression.
Proof: None of the tuples of 5 flow to the c o m m o n operation because the input edge
to the operation is labelled by Ny(s)+. Tuples that flow to the operation are all tuples
of r with x attributes for the edge labelled by Ax(r) and tuples of other relational
table(s) other than 5 with y attributes for the edge labelled by Ny(s)-\-.
Let TNys+ be the tuples that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by

Ny(s)-r. Also, let U £ s. Then, 7ry(£;) <£ TNys+. Assume/? is an operation whose output
edge is labelled by Ny(s)-\- (Figure 8.4) and which is not an intersection operation.
• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. Assume tuple 7ry(£;) cannot be joined with
any tuples of r. If removing £,- from s causes 7ry(t,) to appear in TNsy+ in the
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output of (3 operation, then, since tuple iry(ti) cannot be joined with any tuples
in r, it does not affect the output of the c o m m o n operation.
If removing ti from s has no impact on the output of (3, then its removal has
also no effect on the output of the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s can be reduced
to s X r.

• Tuples of r cannot be reduced by s because if tuples of r are reduced in a red
operation, then there m a y be a tuple in r that can be joined with TNVS+

and it

is removed by the reduction operation from r. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.4.3 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s), arguments r and s can reduce

each other. The reduction expression for r is r X ftk(s), where k = x C\ y. For s, th
reduction expression is s X r.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributes flow to the common op
for one edge, and some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for
the other input edge to the operation node.
Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation. Thus, s' C s.

• Relation r can be reduced to r X Tck(s). If r is reduced in the reduction oper
by s, the reduced r consists of those tuples that can be joined with tuples in
nx(s). Since any tuples in 5' is also in 5, then the reduced r also contains those
tuples that can be joined with tuples in s'.
• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. If relation s is reduced in the reduction
operation, those tuples of s that cannot be joined with tuples of r are removed
from s. Since s' C s, the tuples that are removed from s will not be in s'.

Lemma 8.4.4 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r) and Ey(s)+, argument r can reduce

argument s. The reduction expression for s is s X r. For r, there is no reducti
expression.
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Proof: All tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of 5, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with y attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation node.
Let Tsy+ be tuples of other relational table(s) other than s thatflowto the operation.
Also, let 5' be the tuples of 5 that flow to the c o m m o n operation. Thus, s' C s.

• Relation r cannot be reduced by 5. If r is reduced by 5 in a reduction operatio
then there m a y be a tuple in Tsy+ such that it can be joined with the tuple that
is removed from r in the reduction operation. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

• Relation s can be reduced to s X r. In the reduction operation, those tuples of
that cannot be joined with r are removed. If s is reduced by r in the reduction
operation, then the tuples that are removed from s are not in s1 as well. Thus, s
can be reduced to 5 X r.

Lemma 8.4.5 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ay(s)-\-, neither r nor s can red
each other.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge, and all tuples of s, in
addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowto the c o m m o n
operation for the other input edge to the operation node.
Let Trx+ and Tsy+, in order, be tuples of other relational table(s) except r and s
that flow to the operation.
• Relation r cannot be reduced by s. If r is reduced by s, then there may be a
tuple in r that is already removed from r because it cannot be joined with tuples
of 5. However, it can be joined with a tuple in Tsy+. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Using the same approach as above, relation s cannot be reduced by r.

Lemma 8.4.6 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ny(s)-\-, neither r nor s can red
each other.
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Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes,flowto the c o m m o n operation for one edge and tuples of other
relational table(s) except tuples of s flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input
edge to the operation node.
Let Trx+ be tuples of other relational table(s) other than r thatflowon the c o m m o n
operation for the edge labelled by Ax(r)-\-. Let TNsy+ be tuples of other relational
table(s) other than s that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other edge.

• Relation r cannot be reduced by s because if r is reduced in a reduction opera
by s, then there m a y be a tuple in r that can be joined with Tjqsy+. However, the
tuple is removed by the reduction operation from r. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Relation 5 cannot be reduced by r because a tuple ti in 5 may be removed in a
reduction operation from s. The impact of removing ti m a y be such that a new
tuple appears in T/vSy+ that can be joined with a tuple in Trx+.

A n incorrect

output for the c o m m o n operation will be produced. Thus, s cannot be reduced.

Lemma 8.4.7 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation n

in the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s), argument s can reduce

argument r. The reduction expression for r is r X iTk(s) where k = x C\y. For s, th
is no reduction expression.
Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some tuples of
s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation node.
Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation. Thus, s' C s. Also, let TTX+
be tuples of other relational table(s) other than r that flow to the operation for the
edge labelled by Ax(r)+.
• Relation r can be reduced to r X nk(s). If tuple t{ in r cannot be joined with
tuples in 7ry(s), then tuple £,• cannot also be joined with tuples in 7ry(s'). Thus, r
can be reduced to r X 7Tk(s).

• Relation s cannot be reduced. If a tuple £,- in s cannot be joined with tuples
r, then it cannot be removed from s. The tuple £,• m a y be a tuple that can be
joined with tuples of Trx+. Thus, s cannot be reduced.
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Lemma

8.4.8 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments r

and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Ax(r)-\- and Ey(s)+, neither r nor s can reduc
each other.

Proof: All tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relationa
all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some tuples of
s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow to the
c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced. Let Trx+ and Tsy+, in order, be tuples of other
relational table(s) other than r and s that flow to the operation for labels Ax(r)-\- and
Ey(s)+, respectively.
• Relation r cannot be reduced by 5. If tuples of r are reduced by s, then there
m a y be a tuple in r that is already removed from r because it cannot be joined
with tuples of s. However, the tuple can be joined with a tuple in Tsy+. Thus, r
cannot be reduced.
• Using the same approach as above, relation s cannot be reduced by r.

Lemma 8.4.9 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation nod

the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-{- and Ny(s)+, neither r nor s can reduc
each other.
Proof: None of the tuples of relational tables r and 5 flow on the c o m m o n operation
node for the input edges to the operation. However, for the both edges, tuples of other
relational tables flow to the operation.
Neither r nor s can be reduced because none of their tuples flow to the operation.
Furthermore, with the information that is expressed through the labels, no reduction
operations are possible.
Lemma

8.4.10 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common
in the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)+

operation

and Ey(s), argument s can reduce

argument r. The reduction expression for r is r X iTk(s), where k = xf]y. For s, ther
is no reduction expression.
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r

s

Figure 8.5: A n expression tree in which the c o m m o n operation for two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges to the operation are Nx(r)+ and
Ey(S).

Proof: None of the tuples of relational table r flow on the common operation. Fo
one edge but, for this edge, tuples of other relational table(s) with x attributes flow
on the operation. For the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of 5 with y
attributes flow to the operation.
Let TNXT+

be all tuples that flow to the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled

by Nx(r)-\-. Also, let ti £ r. Then, irx(U) £ TNXT+-

Assume j3 is an operation whose

output edge is labelled by Nx(r)+ (Figure 8.5).
• Relation r can be reduced to r X nk(s). Assume tuple ti in r cannot be joined
with any tuples of 5. If removing tuple U from r causes that in the output of j3
(i.e. in TNXT+),

a tuple nx(U) to appear, then, since t,- cannot be joined with any

tuples in s, its appearance has no impact on the output of the c o m m o n operation.
Thus, r can be reduced to r Knk(s).

• Tuples of s cannot be reduced with respect to tuples of r because if tuples of
are reduced to those tuples that can be joined with tuples of r, then there exists
a tuple tj in s that cannot be joined with any tuples of r. However, tuple tj can
be joined with tuples in TNxT+. Thus, for 5, there is no reduction expression.

Lemma 8.4.11 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Nx(r)-\- and £ y (s)+, neither r nor s can reduc
each other.
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Proof: None of the tuples of relational table r except tuples of other relational table(s)
with x attributes flow on the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled by Nx(r)+. For
the other input edge to the operation, some tuples of 5, in addition to tuples of other
relational table(s), all with y attributes,flowto the operation.
Since, there are tuples of other relational tables other than r and also other than s
that flow to the operation for both edges, neither r nor 5 can be reduced. Thus, there
are no reduction expressions for r and s.
Lemma

8.4.12 In an expression when a common

operation between two arguments

r and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common operation
node in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s), arguments r and s can

reduce each other. The reduction expression for r is r X 7rk(s) and for s the reduct
expression is s X Ttk(r), where k — x f]y.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of s with y attributes flow to the c o m m o n operation for
the other input edge to the operation.
Let r' be those tuples of r whichflowto the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ex(r). Also, let s' be those tuples of s which flow to the operation for the edge
labelled by Ey(s). Thus, r' C r and s' C s.
• Relation r can be reduced to r K ^ ( 5 ) . There exists a tuple U in r, such that
7rx(ti) cannot be joined with any tuples in s. Since, s' C s, then nx(ti) cannot
also be joined with any tuples in ny(s').
If Kx(U) € Kx(r) but irx(ti) £ irx(r'), then removing i,- from r does not affect the
evaluation result of the intersection operation.
If 7Tx(ti) € 7rx(r'), then ti must be in r. Since nx(ti) cannot be joined with any
tuples in 7ry(s), then £»• can be removed from r without any impact on the evaluation result of the intersection operation. Thus, r can be reduced to those tuples
that can be joined with s. Hence, the reduction expression for r is r X nk(s).
• Using the same approach as above, 5 can be reduced to s X nk(s).
Lemma 8.4.13 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation

in the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r) and Ey(s)-\-, argument r can reduc

arqument s. The reduction expression for s is s X TTk(r), where k = x fl y. For r, th
is no reduction expression.
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Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r with x attributesflowto the c o m m o n operation
for one edge and some tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s),
all with y attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the
operation node.
Let r' be those tuples of r whichflowto the c o m m o n operation for the edge labelled
by Ex(r). Let s' be those tuples of s that flow to the operation for the edge labelled
by Ey(s)-\-. Also, assume that Tsy+ are tuples of other relations in addition to TTX(S')
that flow to the operation. Thus, r' C r and s' C s.
• Relation r cannot be reduced with regards to tuples of s. If tuples of r are
reduced by 5, then there m a y be a tuple ti in r that can be joined with a tuple
tj in Tsy+. If tuple ti is removed in a reduction operation from r, then tuple tj
cannot be joined with any tuples in r. Thus, r cannot be reduced.

• Relation s can be reduced to 5 X nk(r). There exists ti in s, such that ti cann
be joined with any tuples in nx(r). Since r' C r, then 7ry(£;) cannot be joined

with any tuples in irx(r'). If ti £ s but ti ^ s', then removing ti from s does no
affect the evaluation result of the intersection operation.
Since 7vy(ti) cannot be joined with any tuples in nx(r), if iry(ti) is in ny(s), then
ti can be removed from s without any impact on the evaluation result of the
intersection operation. Thus, s can be reduced to those tuples that can be joined
with r. Hence, the reduction expression for 5 is s X 7r^(r).

Lemma 8.4.14 In an expression when a common operation between two arguments r
and s is intersection and the labels of the input edges for the common

operation no

the corresponding expression tree are Ex(r)+ and Ey(s)+, neither r nor s can reduce
each other.
Proof: S o m e tuples of relational table r, in addition to tuples of other relational
table(s), all with x attributes, flow to the c o m m o n operation for one edge and some
tuples of s, in addition to tuples of other relational table(s), all with y attributes, flow
to the c o m m o n operation for the other input edge to the operation node.
Let Tsy+ be tuples of other relational table(s) other than s thatflowto the operation
for the edge labelled by Ey(s)+.

• Relation r cannot be reduced. If r is reduced with respect to tuples of s, then
there m a y be a tuple such as ti in r that, if it is removed, can be joined with
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a tuple in Tsy+. However, tuple ti is already removed from r in a reduction
operation. Thus, r cannot be reduced.
• Using the same approach as above, s cannot be reduced by r
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